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Abstract
This thesis presents algorithms for multi-agent robotic assembly planning in automated manufacturing contexts. Our work touches on many pieces of the ‘‘factory
autonomy stack.’’ The first contribution of the thesis is the introduction of a discrete

factory problem formulation that includes time-extended multi robot task allocation,
inter-task precedence constraints, and collision-avoidance constraints. We propose

an efficient method to solve such problems. The two keys to our algorithm’s efficiency are its decoupling of task assignment and route planning, and its ability
to take advantage of situations where some robots can be delayed in their own

schedule without causing any negative impact on the factory’s overall performance.
The next major contribution of the thesis is a family of replanning algorithms

geared toward an online version of our discrete factory problem. In the online setting,
the factory command center periodically receives new manufacturing workloads
that must be quickly incorporated into the overall schedule. We show through an

extensive set of experiments that our replanning methods are applicable across a

wide range of problems. Moreover, our proposed methods can be applied in such a

way that the factory will never have to freeze while waiting to receive an updated
plan.

Our final contribution is a proof-of-concept system for large scale multi-robot

assembly planning with assemblies and raw materials of arbitrary shapes and sizes.

Our system starts with raw materials and a bare-bones set of instructions about

how those materials fit together. The planner then synthesizes a construction plan,

which defines how each payload will be carried (by one or more robots), where each

assembly and subassembly will be built, and which specific robots will be assigned
iv

to each solo and collaborative transport task. Finally, a reactive collision-avoidance

control policy enables the robots to execute the construction plan in a distributed

manner. We demonstrate in simulation that our system can synthesize—in minutes—
construction plans for assemblies with hundred of components. Though we do not
address all of the relevant ‘‘real-world’’ considerations that surround multi robot
manufacturing, our work is a small step toward large scale automated construction

with mobile robots.
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Introduction

Over the past century, the doors of history have turned on the hinges of manufacturing. For example, the victory of the Allies over the Axis powers in World War II

was thanks in large part to the enormous scale at which aircraft and other military
equipment were produced by American manufacturers. One striking example is

the legendary Ford manufacturing plant at Willow Run, Michigan, where—at peak
production—B-24 Liberators rolled off the line at the rate of one plane per hour.1

More recently, several American auto manufacturers teamed up to produce respiratory ventilators in the face of shortages brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic.2

Wars and pandemics aside, the impact of manufacturing technologies has been
profound on everyday life throughout the world.

Some of the earliest applications of robotic systems were in factories. Indus-

trial robots are a key enabler of modern automated assembly lines, which enable

rapid fabrication of complex assemblies. However, assembly lines are relatively

unflexible—they are designed to produce a particular product, or a narrow range

of products, en masse. This thesis envisions an alternative use for robots in an automated manufacturing context. A key motivation for our work is flexibility—the
ability to efficiently produce a wide range of products with a fleet of general purpose
robots.

General purpose automated manufacturing systems would be useful in a va-

riety of applications. One such application is rapid, on-demand prototyping of

1 https://www.assemblymag.com/articles/94614-how-fords-willow-run-assembly-plant-helped-

win-world-war-ii
2 https://spectrum.ieee.org/cars-that-think/biomedical/devices/coronavirus-news-automakersford-gm-pivot-produce-ventilators-respirators-face-masks

1
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2

complex large-scale assemblies. In emergency scenarios, a flexible factory could

be brought online (without requiring a herculean effort to repurpose the facility)

to rapidly manufacture medical devices, assemble emergency equipment, or prepare humanitarian relief packages at large scale. As highlighted by the COVID-19
pandemic, full automation would offer the additional benefit of permitting these

kinds of operations without requiring human workers to work in unsafe working
environments. Of course, this same benefit extends to manufacturing applications
in other environments, such as outer space, that are unsafe or not easily accessible
to humans.

A key feature of a flexible automated factory would surely be the presence of

a fleet of mobile automous robots. There might also be static robots at dedicated

machining stations stations. Some mobile robots might participate directly in manufacturing processes, while others might be responsible for transporting raw materials

and intermediate assemblies through the factory. Regardless of the exact details of
factory layout and robot design, a number of important factors would come into

play in the reliable operation of a flexible automated factory such as we envision.
Here we identify a few such important considerations.

Collision Avoidance
It is generally important to avoid collision between robots and other agents—whether
those other agents are robots, humans, animals, etc—and static obstacles. In some

applications, collision avoidance can be ‘‘abstracted away’’ from the problem formulation without necessarily sacrificing optimality or safety. For example, when

dispatching a fleet of vehicles over a highway network, the dispatch algorithm might
only account for expected travel time along each candidate route, allowing each

individual vehicle to worry about collision avoidance along its assigned route. In

other applications, collision avoidance is the sole optimization objective or is directly
aligned with the optimization objective. For example, in ‘‘coverage’’ or ‘‘dispersion’’

problems, the goal of spreading out across a physical workspace often naturally
leads to collision-free solutions.
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In contrast, collision avoidance constraints are a crucial feature of planning

and control for autonomous manufacturing applications. Factory and warehouse

environments are designed to be maximally efficient in space and time. Many robots
must operate in close proximity to one another, and the demands of various tasks

often require individual agents to travel throughout the physical factory workspace.
Hence, the objective of optimizing factory throughput is often at odds with the need
to avoid collisions. On top of all this, collision-avoidance applies not only to the
agents themselves, but to whatever arbitrarily large or complex cargo they might be
transporting.

To maximize factory throughput, a planner must compute solutions that allow

individual robots and teams of robots to rapidly complete tasks while avoiding
collision and deadlock. This said, the scale of some manufacturing problems can

make it infeasible to handle all collision-free routing with a centralized planner.

Autonomous factory environments are an interesting forum for exploring a spectrum
of centralized vs. distributed planning and control algorithms.

Sequential Task Assignment under Precedence Constraints
In many multi-agent problems, there are more tasks to be completed than there are
robots to complete them. Hence, some robots will have to perform more than one
task. The appropriate method for performing sequential task assignment depends
on a variety of factors.

In an automated warehouse where robots are responsible for collecting and

delivering packages, each transport tasks is independent from the others. It does
not necessarily matter if package A is delivered before package B, or vice versa. In
such a paradigm, decentralized task allocation approaches can be very effective.

On the other hand, a key distinguishing feature of autonomous factory applica-

tions is the inter-task precedence constraints (e.g., task C cannot be performed until

tasks A and B have been completed) that arise from the nature of manufacturing
processes. For example, if a robot is assigned to transport an assembly, it cannot
fulfill this task until the assembly has been put together. This manufacturing process
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cannot begin until the raw materials and subassemblies required to produce the
assembly have been delivered to the prescribed dropoff locations.

Team Forming and Collaborative Tasks
In scenarios where manufacturing workloads require transport of large assemblies,

it might be necessary for multiple robots to work together to carry large payloads.
Questions to be answered include, ‘‘how many robots should participate in transporting the payload?’’, ‘‘where should they be positioned relative to each other and
the cargo?’’, and ‘‘which specific robots should be assigned to this collaborative

transport task?’’ The answers depend on cargo geometry, mass, and structural properties, geometric constraints of the workspace, and characteristics and availability of
robots in the fleet.

Assembly Planning and Construction Site Layout
In some cases, we might assume that each manufacturing project specifies a full set
of ‘‘instructions’’ about how to incrementally transform a set of raw materials into
a final product. Such full specified projects might, for example, define the precise
location in the factory at which each operation must be fulfilled, as well as a partial

ordering for all operations that are part of the project. In such a case, all that remains

to complete the assembly plan is to assign robots to tasks, and plan collision-free
routes.

On the other hand, some project specifications might leave it up to the factory to

determine the ordering of operations and/or the locations in the factory at which

each operation is to occur. In other words, some manufacturing problems might
require a planner to define the layout of a ‘‘pop-up’’ construction site tailored to the
fabrication of a particular product.
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Online Adaptation to New Workloads
In a factory where robots work around the clock, new workloads are continually
arriving in the factory command center. The arrival of each new batch of tasks offers

an opportunity to modify the factory’s existing operating plan to optimally balance factory resources between ongoing manufacturing projects and the incoming

projects. However, this opportunity is accompanied by some fundamental challenges. Ambitious online replanning (i.e., cancel the existing plan and compute a

new one from scratch) has the potential to increase factory throughput, but incurs
the risk of causing a delay in factory activity if it takes too long to compute an

updated plan. Conservative replanning, on the other hand, might guarantee faster
time-to-completion at the expense of reduced throughput capacity. The optimal

replanning strategy depends on many factors—such as the quantity, nature, and
arrival rate of incoming workloads —that may be unknown.

Other Considerations
To some extent, this thesis addresses each of the considerations outlined above.
Of course, the scope of the thesis is limited, and there remain many important
considerations that we do not directly address. For example, we abstract away the

details of manufacturing operations required to synthesize products/assemblies

from subcomponents. Robots might experience sensor, battery, communication,
or actuator failures that render them incapable of fully participating in factory
operations. Disturbances like oil spills, or the arrival of new inventory, or dropped
payloads might alter the physical factory workspace without warning.

1.1

Overview of Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• A novel factory problem formulation, and an efficient algorithm to solve

it: In Chapter 4, we introduce a discrete factory problem formulation that
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combines sequential task assignment, intertask precededence constraints, and
collision avoidance. We propose an efficient hierarchical algorithm to solve
our factory problem. Our method is several orders of magnitude faster than

a naive solver. Experiments across a wide range of problems show that our

algorithms scales well to problems with large numbers of robots and tasks.

We also perform an ablation study to highlight the features of our algorithm
that are most consequential in its efficiency.

• Online replanning for the discrete factory problem: We next study an extension of our discrete factory problem, in which new workloads stream into the

factory at regular intervals. We proposed a family of planners for re-optimizing
the factory plan to balance resources between existing workloads and new

workloads. This family of solvers combines aggressive re-optimization methods with more conservative, failure-proof methods that sacrifice solution

quality for the sake of robustness. We present empirical results showing that
our algorithms can handle a wide range of problem classes.

• A proof-of-concept system for multi-agent robotic assembly planning: Fi-

nally, we propose a proof-of-concept system for large scale multi-robot assembly planning. Our system determines the spatial layout of ‘‘pop-up’’

construction sites that allocate floor space to the construction of various assemblies and subassemblies while allowing robots to efficiently travel through

the factory. It also determines which robots should work together in teams to

transport various payloads, and how they should be arranged in ‘‘carrying
formations.’’ All of these pre-processing steps can be performed in a matter
of minutes, even for assemblies with over a thousand components. Finally, we

propose a distributed control policy that enables a team of robots to execute
the construction plan without colliding with each other. In simulation, we

demonstrate that our system can construct complex assemblies with hundreds
of components (Section 6.8).
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Outline

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides an introduction to some of the theory that is foundational to our work. Chapter 3 provides a

broad review of work related to ours. In Chapter 4, we introduce a discrete-time,

discrete-space problem formulation for modeling transport tasks in manufacturing
applications where the objects to be transported are components in manufacturing
projects. We propose several solution methods and provide some theoretical and
empirical analysis of those methods. In Section 5.3.1, we extend our formulation to a

domain where new workloads arrive in the factory at regular intervals. In this new
setting, it is necessary to quickly replan, reassigning and rerouting robots in order
to accomodate the new workload. Chapter 6 presents a proof-of-concept system
for constructing large assemblies of arbitrary geometries with teams of robots. We
summarize our contributions and discuss possible directions for future work in
Chapter 7.

2

Preliminaries

This thesis draws on work in many different fields. In this section, we provide a
brief introduction to several particularly relevant areas of previous work.

2.1

Multi-agent planning and decision-making

Let S = S1 × · · · × Sn denote the state space of a n-agent system, where Si denotes
the state space of agent i. Let xit ∈ Si denotes the state of agent i at time t, and let x t =

( x1t , . . . , xnt ) ∈ S denote the overall system state that time. Let A = A1 × · · · × An

denote the action space of the system, where Ai denotes the action space of agent i. An

agent’s action space may depend on the state of that agent and/or the entire system,

as in Ai ( x ). Let ait denote the action of agent i at time t, and let at = ( a1t , . . . , atn )

denote the overall system action at that time. The system state evolves over time

according to x t+1 ∼ F ( x t , at ), where F denotes the system state-transition function

(the ∼ symbol denotes that F ( x t , at ) encodes a distribution over possible next states).
The system dynamics often make it possible to decompose the system state-transition
function into a state-transition function for each agent (i.e., xit+1 ∼ Fi ( xit , ait )).

2.2

Graphs

A graph G = {V, E} is a data-structure, where V is a set of vertices (also called nodes)
and E is a set of edges between vertices. In a directed graph, each edge (v → u) ∈ E

has a direction—i.e., the edge goes from the source v to the target u. In an undirected

graph, each edge (v ↔ u) is bidirectional. An undirected graph can be represented
8
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by an equivalent directed graph in which (v → u) ∈ E ⇔ (u → v) ∈ E. The

out-edges of vertex v are defined as δ+ (v) = {e | e ∈ E, e = (v → ·)}, the set of all

edges of which v is the source. The in-edges of vertex v are defined analogously for
all edges of which v is the target: δ− (v) = {e | e ∈ E, e = (· → v)}. The union of

these two sets is δ(v) = δ− (v) ∪ δ+ (v). The out-neighborhood of vertex v is defined
as N + (v) = {u | (v → u) ∈ δ+ (v)}, and the in-neighborhood of vertex v is defined as

N − (v) = {u | (u → v) ∈ δ− (v)}. A path through a graph is a sequence of vertices

[v1 , v2 , . . . , vk ] such that vi ∈ V, i ∈ 1:k and (vi → vi+1 ) ∈ E, i ∈ 1:k − 1. A cycle

exists in a graph if there exists any vertex v and any path [v, . . . , v]. A directed acyclic

graph (DAG) is a directed graph in which there are no cycles. The binary adjacency

matrix of a graph is a matrix X ∈ B|V |×|V | , where Xv,u = 1 ⇔ (v → u) ∈ E, and
Xv,u = 0 ⇔ (v → u) ∈
/ E.

2.3

Path planning on graphs

Navigation problems for single or multiple agents are often formulated on a graph.

The state space of each agent is defined as Si ⊆ V, a subset of the vertices of the

environment graph. The state-dependent action space of each agent is defined as

Ai ( xit ) ⊆ δ+ ( xit ) a subset of the out-edges of the vertex currently occupied by the

agent.

2.4

Network Flow

The following introduction to network flow is paraphrased from Yu and LaValle [1].

A network N = ( G, S , T , u, c) is defined by a directed graph G, a set of source

vertices S , a set of target vertices T , an edge capacity map u : E �→ R + , and an edge

cost map c : E �→ R + . A feasible flow through a network N is a map f : E �→ R +
that satisfies edge capacity constraints,

∀e ∈ E, f (e) ≤ u(e),

(2.1)
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non-terminal vertex flow conservation constraints,

∀v ∈ V,

∑

e∈δ+ (v)

f (e) −

∑

(2.2)

f (e) = 0,

e∈δ− (v)

and terminal vertex flow conservation constraints,

∑

v∈S

2.5

�

∑

e∈δ− (v)

f (e) −

∑

e∈δ+ (v)

�
f (e) =

∑

v∈T

�

∑

e∈δ+ (v)

f (e) −

∑

e∈δ− (v)

�
f (e) .

(2.3)

Mixed-integer programming

In multi-agent robotics applications, optimization problems frequently arise in

which some variables are continuous and others are discrete. Such problems fall

under the umbrella of mixed-integer programming (MIP). The general form of a mixed
integer program is

minimizex,xD

f ( x, x D )

(2.4)

subject to

g( x, x D ) = 0

(2.5)

h( x, x D ) ≥ 0

(2.6)

x D ∈ Z� D � ,

(2.7)

where f represents the objective function, g encodes equality constraints, h encodes
inequality constraints, x represents continuous design variables, and x D represents

design variables that are constrained to take on discrete values. If all design variables

are constrained to be integral, the problem is simply called an integer program. A
Mixed integer linear program (MILP) is a special case of MIP where the objective and
constraint functions are linear.

3

Background

The problems studied in this work overlap with several broad classes of problems in
multi-agent planning. In this chapter, we review problem formulations and solution

methods from the relevant literature.

3.1

End-to-end Automated Construction Systems

Multi robot automated construction has been studied in a variety of formulations

and scopes. One well-known body of work is IKEABot, a multi-robot system for

furniture assembly [2]. IKEABot takes a geometric assembly description as input,
then synthesizes an assembly plan and coordinates the actions of delivery robots

(which transport materials) and assembly robots (which attach parts to each other
as prescribed by the assembly plan). Assembly robots are equipped with specialized
tools to perform the required assembly operations. Robots collaborate to transport
objects and assemblies that are too large to be carried by a single robot alone.

Dogar, Knepper, Spielberg, et al. propose a system for multi-scale assembly with

robot teams. The term ‘‘multi-scale’’ refers to the system’s capability to handle tasks

with wide tolerances (e.g., transport) as well as tasks with tight tolerances (e.g.,
fastening). The proposed system ‘‘uses robot-to-robot communication for complex
assembly problems consisting of task assignment, cooperative transport of parts, and

assembly of parts using fasteners.’’ It includes multi-scale perception, manipulation,
and failure recovery capabilities. The authors demonstrate their approach with an

end-to-end hardware demo of fastening a mock airplane wing panel to a mock wing
box [3].

11
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Geometric Assembly Planning

Approaches have been proposed for geometric assembly planning—that is, determining feasible paths along which components can be brought into (or out of)
mating configuration when assembling (or disassembling) an assembly. Wilson
introduced the concept of a ‘‘non-directional blocking graph’’ that encodes the

geometric interactions/interferences between parts [4], [5]. This representation can
be used to identify the directions in a part’s configuration space in which it may be
perturbed without interfering with the rest of the assembly. The non-directional

blocking graph fits into the more general motion space framework described by
Halperin, Latombe, and Wilson [6].

Culbertson, Bandyopadhyay, and Schwager propose a mixed-integer approach

and two suboptimal heuristic approaches for multi robot assembly planning. In

their formulation, the decision variables include the order in which parts are incorporated into the assembly. Constraints on construction ordering are derived from

considerations similar to those encoded by the non-directional blocking graph [5].

Time is discretized such that each time step is long enough for any robot to collect,
transport, and attach any part to its parent assembly. Space is discretized into a depot

region (from which parts are collected) and multiple pre-defined construction sites.

Collision-avoidance constraints between agents are not part of their formulation [7].

3.3

Collaborative Transport

Four cooperative manipulation protocols are proposed by Rus, Donald, and Jennings

for multi-robot planar manipulation of furniture [8]. A distributed system for multirobot collaborative transport is proposed by Fink, Ani Hsieh, and Kumar [9]. Each

robot is controlled by a finite-state controller that switches between APPROACH,
SURROUND, and TRANSPORT modes. Robot motion in each mode is governed

by an artificial potential field composed of a shape-following potential, collisionavoidance potentials, and a global navigation potential.

A multi-robot grasp planner is proposed by Dogar, Spielberg, Baker, et al., for
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scenarios where a team of robots must work together to put together an assembly.

They formulate the assembly task as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), and
show that the worst-case exponential complexity of off-the-shelf CSP solvers can be

sidestepped by assuming that robots can always regrasp—perhaps in a series of intermediate steps—in order to move between required assembly configurations [10].
Tariq, Muthusamy, and Kyrki present a grasp coordination method for load

sharing in collaborative transport tasks. They focus on a two-agent scenario in

which the first agent’s grasp has already been selected, and the second agent’s grasp
is then selected to optimize a load sharing objective function. Their formulation

assumes that a finite number of candidate grasps are allowed for the second agent,
and that the approximate center of gravity of the cargo is known [11].

3.4

Facility Layout Planning

The layout of a factory has an enormous impact on the efficiency of operations that

will take place therein. For this reason, a great deal of research has been directed

at optimal layout planning [12]. Some methods focus on design evaluation for
human-in-the-loop planning [13]. Other approaches focus on automated layout
planning [14], [15].

The quadratic assignment problem—a discrete problem—was introduced in 1957

for the purpose of planning facility layouts [14]. The design variables are facility

locations, and the cost function is a sum of pairwise distance costs between facilities. Continuous facility layout (CFL) problems were later introduced by Heragu

and Kusiak to model cases where candidate facility locations are not enumerated
a priori [16]. The original CFL problem is a packing problem wherein multiple

rectangles (the facilities) must be optimally packed within a larger rectangular area.
CFL has been generalized to different shapes of facilities and bounding areas.
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Multi-robot task allocation

Korsah, Stentz, and Dias introduce a taxonomy, called iTax, of multi-robot task
allocation problems [17]. They note that multi-robot task planning involves the

‘‘combined problems of task decomposition, task allocation, and scheduling’’. The

first layer of the iTax taxonomy classifies problems according to the ‘‘degree of
interdependence between agent-task utilities.’’

• No Dependencies (ND) - In this category, the utility of assigning a given task
to a given robot is independent of all other tasks in that agent’s schedule and

in the other agents’ schedules. Task allocation problems in the ND category
can be solved optimally with the Hungarian algorithm, a polynomial time
algorithm [18].

• In-schedule Dependencies (ID) - In this category, the utility of assigning a given
task to a given robot may depend on other tasks in that agent’s schedule, but is

otherwise independent of the schedules of other agents. Many representative
problems in this class (e.g., the multi Traveling Salesman Problem [19]) are
strongly NP-hard.

• Cross-schedule dependencies (XD) - In this category, the utility of assigning a
given task to a given robot may depend on other tasks in that agent’s schedule
and on the schedules of other agents. Cross-schedule dependencies arise from

various types of inter-task contstraints, including temporal (e.g., precedence,
simulaneiety) constraints and collaboration constraints.

• Complex dependencies (CD) - This category encompasses problems with interschedule dependencies that are determined by the manner in which complex

tasks (which can be decomposed into simpler tasks in multiple different ways)
are decomposed.

Problems involving navigation tasks (wherein agents must move through an

environment from one location to another) with collision-avoidance constraints
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(wherein agents are not allowed to run into each other) could be said to fall into

the CD category because (a) each navigation task can be decomposed into various

possible sequences of steps, and (b) the manner in which these tasks are decomposed

(i.e., the planned paths) can affect the tasks of other robots because collisions must
be avoided.

3.5.1

Vehicle Routing and Scheduling Problems

One broad class of multi-robot task allocation problems is vehicle scheduling and
routing problems (VSRPs). Multiple agents must move through an environment to
service a collection of tasks. Though the agents share a common workspace, it is
assumed that they never collide with each other.

Several types of VRSPs incorporate temporal dependencies—such as precedence,

synchronization, and time-windowing constraints—between tasks. Bredström and
Rönnqvist introduce a traveling repairman VRSP with inter-task precedence and
synchronization constraints [20]. They propose an ‘‘optimization based heuristic’’ to

solve such problems. In a later paper, they introduce a branch-and-price algorithm to
solve the same problem [21]. Dohn, Rasmussen, and Larsen introduce a formulation
for modeling general temporal dependencies between tasks [22].

Many VRSP formulations incorporate collaboration constraints, which often

combine temporal synchronization constraints with spatial collocation constraints.
For example, Anoshkina and Meisel study a multi-skilled employee allocation
problem where teams of employees must be assembled and routed to service jobs
that require varying skill levels [23].

Exact methods for VRSPs with temporal dependencies usually involve solving a

mixed integer linear program (MILP) [22]. Because such solution methods are often

intractable for large problem instances, many decentralized approaches accept a

degree of suboptimality in exchange for savings in computation time. These include

algorithms like M+, wherein robots negotiate with each other in a ‘‘task market’’
[24].
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Korsah, Kannan, Browning, et al. propose a system for ‘‘bounded optimal plan-

ning and flexible execution for a robot team performing a set of spatially distributed

tasks related by temporal ordering constraints such as precedence or synchronization.’’ Though their planner does not directly account for collision avoidance, their
execution framework can and does adapt to delays caused by ‘‘inter-robot path
interference.’’

3.6

Planning with Complex Dependencies

Many general planning problems fall into the complex dependencies (XD) category
of iTax. The Stanford Research Institute Problem Solver (STRIPS) introduced a

framework for representing world models and transition operators based on first
order predicate calculus [26]. Later, the Planning Domain Definition Language

(PDDL) was introduced and has since become a standard framework for defining
general planning problems [27].

GraphPlan was introduced for planning problems in STRIPS-like domains, and

is guaranteed to always return the shortest possible partial order plan. It employs
a planning graph—a graph that encodes possible plans, but is not subject to the

constraints of non-conflicting actions that must be respected by a valid plan. The

approach works by incrementally extending the planning graph through time,
searching for a valid plan after each extension step [28].

3.7

Task and Motion Planning

Task and motion planning (TAMP) combines discrete task planning with continuous

motion planning [29]. TAMP is a broad framework that is applicable when one or
more robots must both move through a continuous environment and modify the
state of objects in the environment.
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Path Planning in Discrete State- and Action-Spaces

One of the most well-known discrete path planning algorithms is A� [30]. A� begins

at a start vertex. Each vertex in the out-neighborhood of the start vertex is added to
a priority queue, open, with priority equal to f (v) = g(v) + h(v), where g(v) is the

length of the path from the start state up to and including v, and h(v) is an estimate
of the ‘‘cost to go’’ from v to the goal. At each planning step, A� dequeues the

best vertex from the priority queue and adds all of its unexplored neighbors to the
priority queue. When a dequeued vertex satisfies the goal criteria, A� returns the

path from the start vertex to the goal. As long as h(v) is an admissible heuristic—that
is, a lower bound on the true cost to go from v to the goal, A� is guaranteed to return
a path of minimum distance from start to goal.

A� can be easily extended to search over space and time. This can be accom-

plished by extending (implicitly or explicitly) the environment graph forward
through time. In this formulation, the search states are tuples (v, t), where v is a

vertex and t is a discrete time step.

In many applications, including some where the heuristic cost-to go cannot be

estimated perfectly, A� can spend lots of time choosing between paths whose costs

do not differ substantially. In these and other applications, it is often preferrable to

accept a suboptimal solution that can be obtained more quickly. One suboptimal

variant of A� is Focal search [31]. Focal search is identical to A� , except that it selects

nodes to expand not from open, but from a different queue called focal. Vertices
are placed in focal if their f -value is within a factor of 1 + � of the lowest f -value

in open. The nodes in focal are sorted according to a different heuristic function,

which encodes an estimate of how much computational effort will be required to
reach the goal from a given vertex.

A� can also be augmented with a tie-breaking cost, τ, such that states with

identical f are sorted in order of τ. The goal of tie-breaking is to reduce the number
of states that A� expands before reaching a goal state. The tie-breaking cost can

be cascaded, meaning that it incorporates successive levels of tie-breaking (i.e.,
τ = [τ1 , τ2 , . . .]). It is common to break ties in favor of lower h-value (i.e., τ (v) =
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h(v)) in order to bias the search toward states that are believed to be closer to

the goal. However, it has been shown by Asai and Fukunaga that an h-value tie-

breaking strategy can lead A� to worse performance in applications where zero-

cost operators in the search space lead to large ‘‘plateaus’’ in f -values. In such

cases, better performance can be obtained with an additional tie-breaking term that

penalizes the depth of the search (i.e., tie breaking favors those states representing
paths with fewer steps) [32].

3.9

Multi-Agent Path Finding

Multi-agent path finding (MAPF) is defined by an environment graph G, n start

vertices, and n corresponding goal vertices [33]. A solution to a MAPF problem
consists of n paths, where each path is a sequence of connected vertices that are

traversed as an agent moves along edges of the graph. A solution is consistent if and

only if the ith path begins at start location i and ends at goal location i for all i ∈ 1:n.

A MAPF solution is valid if and only if it is consistent and it contains no conflicts
between trajectories. A state conflict between agents i and j is said to occur at time

t if xit = x tj . An action conflict occurs if ( xit = x tj +1 ) ∧ ( xit+1 = x tj ), where the two

agents switch places in a single time step by traversing the same edge in opposite

directions (which would require that they pass through each other) [34]. The two
most common optimization objectives in MAPF problems are the sum of individual
travel times and the makespan.

Yu and LaValle show that MAPF can be reduced to a dynamic network flow problem

[1]. This reduction involves constructing a time-extended ‘‘flow’’ graph from the
base environment graph. Each layer of the flow graph corresponds to a single

time step. The layers are constructed by splitting the original undirected edges of
the environment graph across time steps, using a ‘‘gadget’’ bottleneck structure

(Figure 3.1). The reduction to a network flow problem makes MAPF amenable to

integer programming techniques. The number of integer decision variables grows

as O(� E� T ), where T is the time horizon (which must be selected prior to solving

the problem) out to which the environment graph (with edge set E) is expanded.
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Figure 3.1: (a) A simple environment graph; (b) the ‘‘gadget’’ employed by Yu and
LaValle; (c) a time-extended flow graph constructed by interleaving ‘‘gadget’’ layers
with ‘‘bridge’’ layers.
This can present challenges in large environments.

One simple way to optimally solve MAPF problems is to use a generic search

algorithm such as A� [30] to search directly in the joint state space. An admissible

heuristic cost-to-go from a given joint state x t is the sum of the cost-to-go heuristics

for each individual agent. All joint actions that lead to a conflict are marked as illegal

when encountered during the search. The major drawback of searching directly
in the joint state space is the curse of dimensionality: the number of possible joint
actions from a given state is exponential in the number of agents.

The curse of dimensionality can be mitigated by breaking the MAPF problem

into smaller MAPF problems that are independent from one another. This is the

idea behind independence detection, a generic technique proposed by Standley [35].
Independence detection begins by computing an optimal path for each agent independently. If two or more paths conflict with each other, those paths are recomputed
by optimally solving a joint subproblem that includes all of the affected agents. This

recompute-check-merge procedure is repeated until a globally optimal conflict-free

solution emerges. Independence detection is agnostic to the actual path-planner
used, and is applied in many solutions (e.g., [36], [37]) that are not based on
coupled A� .

Another approach to reducing the effective dimensionality of the search space is

subdimensional expansion, which is the basis for the M� MAPF solver [38]. The idea is
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to limit the search space to a single dimension (along a pre-computed optimal path)
for each robot as much as possible. When the dimension-constrained search leads

to a collision between two or more agents, the search dimensions for the affected
agents are replaced by their joint configuration space. In this manner, the algorithm

avoids searching the full joint configuration space unless it cannot otherwise avoid
conflicts.

Increasing Cost Tree Search (ICTS) Stern and Sharon maintains a high-level

search tree, and employs a low-level search routine to compute a solution for each

high-level node. Their low-level routine works as follows. For each agent, an optimal

reachable set—that is, the set of all possible shortest paths between the agent’s start

and goal—is computed. If an agent’s reachable set overlaps with that of another
agent, the algorithm checks whether there exists any conflict-free solution between

the overlapping sets. If not, new high-level search nodes are opened, each allowing
one of the conflicting reachable sets to be recomputed with the bound on path cost

increased by 1. The high-level search tree is traversed in best-first order, guaranteeing
that the first valid solution discovered is also an optimal solution.

Conflict-Based Search (CBS) operates by best-first search over a binary con-

straint tree, where each node of the constraint tree contains a set of constraints [34].
Beginning at the root node (whose constraint set is empty), CBS calls a low-level
planner (e.g., A� ) to plan an optimal path for each agent independently. If the

solution is invalid (i.e., there is at least one conflict between the planned paths),

CBS resolves the first conflict (that is, the conflict that occurs earliest in the solution)
by branching—generating a pair of mutually exclusive constraints, and adding each

to a new search node that also inherits all the constraints of its parent search node.
Each constraint affects one of the agents involved in the conflict. For each of these

child nodes, the low-level planner is again called to recompute the affected agent’s

path, this time respecting the newly added constraint. A state constraint cS = (i, x, t)
specifies that robot i may not occupy position x at time t. State constraints are used
to resolve state conflicts. An action constraint c A = (i, x, x � , t) specifies that robot i

may not move from position x to position x � at time t. Action constraints are used to
resolve action conflicts.
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Some of the strongest MAPF solvers are based on enhancements to CBS. Meta-

agent CBS allows agents to be merged into a ‘‘meta-agent’’ if the number of conflicts
between those agents exceeds some threshold, β [40]. The low-level planner then

computes these paths by searching in the joint state-action spaces of the affected
agents. This often helps to prevent excessive branching of the high-level search

tree on agents with lots of conflicts. Bypassing conflicts is another enhancement,

which allows the low-level planner to try to fix a conflict prior to branching [41].
This also reduces unecessary branching in the high-level search tree. Improved
CBS (ICBS) incorporates both the above improvements and adds two more: when
two agents are merged into a metaagent, the entire search tree is restarted from

scratch, with those agents merged at the root node. Second, ICBS priorizes conflicts

based on whether they are cardinal (cannot be resolved without increasing solution
cost), semi-cardinal (one of the resulting constraints will guarantee an increase in

cost for the affected agent) or non-cardinal (will not increase the cost of the resulting
search nodes) [37]. Stronger high-level search heuristics—which rely on conflict

dependency graphs between agents—are proposed by Li, Felner, Boyarski, et al. [42].
Li, Harabor, Stuckey, et al. identify families of symmetric path conflicts that occur
between two agents, wherein the agents can collide in many different ways and

there exists no solution where both agents reach their goals in minimum time [43].
Such scenarios are problematic for vanilla CBS, because naive branching would
require many iterations before finally constraining one of the agents sufficiently to

prevent another conflict. The authors propose a new type of constraint that resolves
all possible conflicts in the family in one fell swoop. Another simple way to enhance

CBS is to break ties in the low level A� planner in favor of state-action pairs that

result in the fewest conflicts with the paths already planned for other agents [35],
[44].

The algorithms described above are targeted at optimal MAPF solutions. Subop-

timal solvers have also been proposed. Barer, Sharon, Stern, et al. propose Enhanced

CBS (ECBS), a bounded suboptimal solver that uses focal search in both the highlevel and low-level searches to relax the optimality conditions by a factor ω. This

gives the algorithm room to avoid collisions at the expense of increased cost, as
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long as the increased cost is within the bounds set by ω. Several heuristics are

proposed by Yu and LaValle to increase the efficiency of ILP-based MAPF solvers

with bounded suboptimality [46]. ECBS and regular CBS have been combined with
‘‘highways’’—roadmaps that require or encourage robots to move along specific

edges—to further improve runtime in exchange for bounded suboptimality [47],
[48]. Highways have also been called ‘‘direction maps’’ [49].

Other suboptimal approaches rely on prioritized planning [50]. Prioritized

planning methods are generally incomplete. However, Čáp, Vokřínek, and Kleiner
show that certain classes of prioritized planning approaches are guaranteed to find
solutions to collision-free route planning in MAPF problems with ‘‘well-formed’’

infrastructures [51]. Their definition of ‘‘well-formed’’ amounts to the following:
‘‘Informally, a well-formed infrastructure has its endpoints distributed in such a

way that any robot standing on an end-point cannot completely prevent other robots

from moving between any other two endpoints.’’ Noting the incompleteness of
regular prioritized planning approach, Bennewitz, Burgard, and Thrun propose
a method that wraps prioritized planning in an outer-level search over possible

priority orderings [52]. In a similar vein, Ma, Harabor, Stuckey, et al. propose a

framework for searching over possible priority orderings in the context of MAPF.

They propose two planners (CBS with Priority and Priority-Based Search) that
search over possible partial priority orderings [53].

Several noteworthy extensions of MAPF have been proposed. Ma, Wagner,

Felner, et al. introduce Multi Agent Path Finding with Deadlines (MAPF-DL) [54].

The goal is to maximize the number of agents that can reach their goals before a
given deadline. They show that MAPF-DL problems are NP hard, and present an

optimal network flow-based MAPF-DL solver. MAPF problems with kinematic

constraints are studied in [55] and [56]. Li, Surynek, Felner, et al. study Large Agent

MAPF, where agents can have arbitrary convex geometries [57]. In k-Robust MAPF,
conflict-avoidance constraints are inflated so that agents are not permitted to occupy

the same edge or vertex of the environment within k time steps of each other [58].
Probabilistic versions of MAPF, wherein delays may occur in individual robots’

schedules according to some probability distribution, are studied in [59] and [60].
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In these formulations, the objective is to compute, for a given ρ ∈ [0, 1), solutions

that will be collision-free with probability at least ρ. Ma, Hönig, Cohen, et al. propose

MAPF-POST, a hierarchical framework for planning and executing MAPF schedules

on robots subject to kinematic constraints and unexpected delays [61].

3.10

Multi-Agent Path Finding with Task Assignment

In labeled (regular) MAPF, each agent is assigned a goal a priori. Some formulations

add task1 assignment to the problem. We group such formulations under the

umbrella of multi-agent path finding with task assignment (MAPF-TA). In unlabeled

(or anonymous) MAPF, any agent may be assigned to any goal [1], [62]. In partially
labeled MAPF, a given agent may be eligible to be assigned to only a subset of the

available goals [63]. All of these MAPF-TA variants can be formulated by adding
a n × m binary eligibility matrix E, where m is the number of tasks (n = m is not

required in some formulations). If Ei,j = 1, robot i is eligible to be assigned to task j.
Regular MAPF is a special case where n = m and E is a permutation matrix. If all
entries of E are 1, we have anonymous MAPF.

Yu and LaValle showed that minimum makespan solutions of unlabeled MAPF

problems can be computed in polynomial time, whereas partially labeled MAPF

is NP hard under the same objective [64]. They later showed the NP-hardness of
other common time- and distance-based (sum of travel distances, sum of travel

times, maximum distance) objectives in both unlabeled and labeled cases [65].
Hönig, Kiesel, Tinka, et al. introduce Conflict-Based Search with Task Assignment

(CBS-TA), which adds a task-assignment level to the two-level search of CBS [63].
CBS-TA first computes an optimal assignment with respect to a cost matrix C that
stores the length of the shortest path from each agent to each goal. The solution

of the assignment problem is a lower bound on the true cost associated with that
assignment, since it assumes that each agent can take a shortest path from start to

goal without collision. The assignment solution is used to define a labeled MAPF, for

which a new CBS constraint tree is initialized. If the high-level search opens a node
1 In

the context of MAPF ‘‘task’’ refers specifically to the task of navigating to a goal.
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whose cost exceeds the lower bound, a new CBS tree is initialized with the next-best

solution to the assignment problem. High-level search continues in best first order
over the nodes of both CBS trees simultaneously. If the high-level search opens a

node whose cost exceeds the updated lower bound, yet another CBS-tree—based
on the next-best assignment—is added to the search forest. Search continues in

best-first order over all trees in the forest until a valid solution with no optimality
gap is identified.

Henkel, Abbenseth, and Toussaint study a MAPF variant called Combined Task

Allocation and Path Finding (CTAPF). The distinction between unlabeled MAPF and
CTAPF is that the latter allows robots to be assigned to multiple tasks in series. The

authors propose an optimal algorithm, Task Conflict-Based Search (TCBS), to solve

CTAPF problems [66]. Unlike CBS-TA, which searches over a forest of constraint
trees (one tree per unique joint assignment of tasks to robots), TCBS uses a single

tree that branches both on conflicts and on possible assignments of one robot to one
task.

Multi-agent target assignment and path finding (TAPF) is a partially labeled

MAPF formulation wherein agents are grouped into distinct teams and a set of goals

is assigned to each team [67]. Ma and Koenig use Conflict-Based Min-Cost-Flow—

which combines CBS with an ILP network flow solver—to optimally solve TAPF
problems [67]. Solovey and Halperin propose a sampling-based algorithm to solve
the k-color problem, which is the same as TAPF but without any assumptions on
the nature of the workspace or the robots [68].

3.11

Online Problems

In online multi-robot planning problems, agents continually receive and fulfill assignments as new tasks arrive over time.

Brumitt and Stentz propose an approach for online replanning in multi-robot

systems. As new information becomes available about the dynamic environment,
the planner may re-assign and re-route robots to replace the outdated plan with

a plan that is optimal with respect to the current updated environment model
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[69]. Collision-avoidance is handled by low-level controllers, but high-level paths

are planned without collision-avoidance constraints. Alami, Fleury, Herrb, et al.
propose a distributed ‘‘plan merging’’ algorithm for coordinating complex logistical
operations realized by large robot fleets [70]. An individual robot’s plan can be
merged into the global plan by adding ‘‘synchronization’’ constraints that give the
global plan priority access to finite resources.

In dynamic vehicle routing (DVR) problems (also called m-vehicle traveling

repairman problems), each task is a ‘‘service demand’’, which requires an agent to

navigate to a destination and remain there for a prescribed time window. Task arrival

times and locations are distributed according to a spatio-temporal Poisson process.

Agents can move at constant speed in any direction within a convex Euclidean space,
and there are no constraints on proximity to each other. Existing DVR solution
methods are surveyed by Bullo, Frazzoli, Pavone, et al. [71].

In some online MAPF variants, agents are modeled as appearing over time

at their start locations and then disappearing upon reaching their goal locations.
Such formulations are often used for modeling traffic on roadways, where it is

natural for vehicles to ‘‘disappear’’ from the scene upon exiting a particular region
of interest on the roadway [72]. In factory/warehouse settings, it makes more sense

to consider tasks that appear over time, while all agents are permanent fixtures of
the environment.

Ma, Kumar, Li, et al. introduce lifelong multi-agent path finding for online pickup

and delivery tasks (MAPD) [73]. In the MAPD formulation, each task requires the

assigned robot to first navigate to a prescribed pickup location and then to a prescribed
dropoff location. They propose three algorithms for solving MAPD problems. In

Token-Passing (TP), agents take turns selecting an available task and planning a path
sequence (current location to pickup, then pickup to dropoff.) to fulfill the chosen

task. The path planning is performed by space-time A� , and treats the previously
computed paths of other agents as spatiotemporal obstacles. Token-Passing with

Task Swapping (TP-TS) augments by allowing any agent to ‘‘steal’’ another agent’s
assignment if the first agent can get to the pickup location more quickly. The authors

also propose a centralized MAPF solver (CENTRAL), which uses the Hungarian
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Method [18] for task assignment, and CBS [34] for path finding. They measure

the performance of these solvers in terms of service time (the average time required
to complete each task) and makespan (the total time required to complete all of
the tasks). Performance increases (and scalability decreases) from TP to TP-TS to
CENTRAL.

Li, Tinka, Kiesel, et al. solve large scale online MAPF problems with a windowed

solver, which ‘‘resolves collisions among the paths of the agents only within a finite
time horizon and ignores collisions beyond it’’ [74].

Grenouilleau, Van Hoeve, and Hooker propose a multi-label A� variant, which

plans the shortes path through a sequence of goals [75]. They improve the token
passing algorithm by replacing the original sequence of calls to a single-goal A�

with their multi-label planner. The modified algorithm attains better service time,
makespan, and runtime than the original. The authors also propose a heuristic
assignment algorithm that outperforms token passing.

Priority-inheritance with backtracking (PIBT) is a distributed algorithm proposed

by Okumura, Machida, Défago, et al. for MAPF and online MAPF problems [76]. The

algorithm assigns a unique priority level for each agent. When an agent evaluates

the possibility of moving into a vertex occupied by a lower priority agent, the lower
priority agent ‘‘inherits’’ the first agent’s priority level and immediately searches for
a move that will take it out of the first agent’s way. If this second agent tries to move

into a vertex occupied by a third agent, the third agent likewise tries to move out of

the way. Thus, a high priority agent can ‘‘push’’ an arbitarily large group of lower
priority agents out of the way. Priority levels are modified (if necessary) at each
time step, to ensure that no agent can become permanently stuck, unable to fulfill its

assigned task due to the presence of higher priority agents blocking its passage. The

authors present empirical results demonstrating that PIBT significantly outperforms
token passing on MAPD problems.

A distributed algorithm for online task assignment and path planning is pro-

posed by Albani, Hönig, Ayanian, et al. [77]. They perform task assignment using a

hierarchical algorithm inspired by the collective behavior of beehives [78]. Their
path planner uses prioritized planning, where priority is entirely determined by the
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order in which communications are received over a noisy Wi-Fi network.

Honig, Kiesel, Tinka, et al. propose a framework for persistent and robust exe-

cution of MAPF schedules. Their method employs action-dependency graphs to

model, track, and adapt to dependencies created between robots by the robots’ task

assignments and planned paths (as generated by any MAPF solver). The framework
ensures collision avoidance in the face of unexpected delays in robot motion and
randomly appearing obstacles. It also interleaves planning and execution in such a

way that robot’s do not have to freeze and wait for the planner to finish running.

3.12

Distributed Collision Avoidance in Continuous Space

In continuous space motion planning, collision avoidance constraints amount to

non-overlap constraints between sets representing the geometry of agents and obstacles. Though it is possible to directly plan collision-free trajectories offline via
a centralized planner, it is often desirable to achieve collision-avoidance through

reactive, distributed control. Such an approach is more scalable and more robust to
communication failures, process noise, and other sources of uncertainty.

One broad class of techniques for collision avoidance involves artificial poten-

tial fields [80]. Potential functions define vector fields that can be used to inform

robots’ continuous control signals. Repulsive potentials can push a robot away from

obstacles and other robots, attractive potentials can draw a robot toward goals, and

rotational potentials can push a robot around obstacles or other robots. Multiple potential functions can be composed to create control laws that simultaneously pursue

multiple objectives. For example, Fink, Ani Hsieh, and Kumar use various potential

field compositions with a finite state controller to enable distributed collaborative
object transport.

Another distributed method for collision avoidance involves velocity obsta-

cles [81]. A velocity obstacle is created by translating the desired velocity vector of a
given robot into an affine inequality constraint on the velocity of another robot, such

that any feasible velocity in the second robot’s velocity envelope will not lead to

collision with the first robot. Reciprocal velocity obstacles (RVO) extend the velocity
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obstacle concept by having pairs of robots share responsibility for avoiding collision

with each other [82].

Another category of distributed collision avoidance methods is to define artificial

highways within an environment. A highway system can define paths along which

robots must move, as well as rules governing the way robots can transition between

highways and interact with each other. The highway concept has broad overlap

with work in Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) [83].

4

Optimal Multi-Agent Robotic Assembly

Planning

Consider a discrete factory environment with an array of manufacturing stations
and a fleet of autonomous mobile robots. A project consists of an initial set of objects
and a prescribed set of manufacturing operations that will incrementally transform

those initial objects into a final object. The goal is to assign and route robots to

transport objects between stations so that the project makespan—the time from start
to completion—is minimized. We call this problem precedence-constrained multi-agent
task assignment and path finding (PC-TAPF).

PC-TAPF generalizes the multi agent pathfinding (MAPF) problem with task

assignment, sometimes called anonymous MAPF [1]. Whereas anonymous MAPF

involves one-off task assignment (each robot performs no more than one task) in

which all tasks are independent, PC-TAPF involves sequential task assignment (each
robot may be assigned to a sequence of tasks) and incorporates temporal precedence

constraints between tasks (e.g., task A and task B must both be completed before

task C may begin). Both problems involve collision-free routing, but the PC-TAPF
routing problem is affected by the same precedence constraints that are present in the
assignment problem. Although minimum-makespan anonymous MAPF problems

with homogeneous agents can be solved in polynomial time [1], the PC-TAPF
problem is NP-hard. The difference lies in the ‘‘in-schedule’’ and ‘‘cross-schedule’’

dependencies that arise from the inter-task precedence constraints [17]. As the

ratio of tasks to agents increases, the sequential assignment problem approaches a
traveling salesman problem. As the breadth of the task dependency graph (i.e., the
29
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degree to which it is parallelizable) increases, the route-planning problem becomes

increasingly congested and potentially ill-matched with optimistic task assignment.

Various methods have been proposed for solving problems that are mathemat-

ically similar to PC-TAPF. Some perform joint task assignment and collision-free

route-planning, but do not handle dependencies between tasks [54], [63], [65], [67],

[84]. Others handle tasks with temporal dependencies, but ignore the routing problem or assume that agents will never collide [20]–[22]. To the best of our knowledge,
no solver has previously been proposed to optimally solve the combined sequential

task assignment and routing problems with inter-task precedence constraints and
collision-free constraints.

In this chapter, we show that PC-TAPF can be cast as a dynamic network flow

problem, making it possible to optimally solve PC-TAPF with ILP solvers. Theoretical

and empirical results demonstrate, however, that this kind of brute force approach

quickly becomes intractable with increasing problem size. We propose a custom
algorithm that exploits the structure of PC-TAPF problems to efficiently compute

optimal solutions. Though our algorithm is not complete, we present empirical

results demonstrating that our custom algorithm scales to large problems and
usually returns an optimal or nearly optimal solution. An ablation study provides

insight into the importance of several key components of our algorithm. Much of

the material presented in this chapter was introduced in a previously published
article [85].1

4.1

Related Work

PC-TAPF involves both task allocation and collision-free path planning. The task
allocation subproblem includes intertask precedence constraints, and therefore

belongs to a class of problems identified by Korsah, Stentz, and Dias as having crossschedule dependencies [17]. Cross-schedule dependencies exist when the utility of
1 K.

Brown, O. Peltzer, M. Sehr, et al., ‘‘Optimal Multi-Agent Task Assignment and Path Finding
for Robotic Assembly Planning,’’ in IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA),
2020, © 2020 IEEE.
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assigning one task to a given robot is affected by the tasks assigned to another robot.
Cross-schedule dependencies frequently arise in vehicle routing and schedul-

ing problems (VRSPs) through the incorporation of temporal dependencies—e.g.,

precedence, simultaneiety, or time-windowing constraints—between tasks. Bredström and Rönnqvist study a traveling repairman VRSP with precedence and synchronization constraints [20], [21]. A formulation for modeling general temporal

dependencies between tasks is proposed by Dohn, Rasmussen, and Larsen [22].
Exact methods for VRSPs with cross-schedule dependencies usually involve solving
a mixed integer linear program (MILP) [22]. We do the same at the top level of
our hierarchical algorithm for solving PC-TAPF problems. Because such solution

methods are often intractable for large problem instances, many decentralized approaches accept a degree of suboptimality in exchange for savings in computation

time. These include algorithms like M+, wherein robots negotiate with each other in
a ‘‘task market’’ [24]. Though some VRSP formulations resemble the task allocation

subproblem of PC-TAPF, all such formulations make the simplifying assumption
that agents can move anywhere in the environment without colliding with each
other.

Collision-free path planning for multiple robots in a shared workspace has been

studied from many perspectives. Particularly relevant to our work are discrete path
planning formulations, such as MAPF [33], [86]. Some of the strongest solutions
methods for MAPF problems are based on Conflict-Based Search (CBS) [34]. CBS

uses a low level path planner in tandem with a high-level conflict resolution layer.

The low level path planner is usually space-time A� or some variant thereof. The

behavior of A� and other best-first search algorithms can be tuned by the incorporation of tie-breaking functions [31], [32], [87]. In many domains, tie-breaking plays
a pivotal role in the algorithm’s efficiency.

Task allocation and collision-free path planning have been addressed jointly

in a several variations of MAPF. In unlabeled MAPF, any task can be assigned to

any agent. In partially labeled MAPF, an eligibility matrix encodes which agents are
eligible to complete which tasks. Yu and LaValle showed that the optimal makespan
of unlabeled MAPF can be computed in polynomial time [65]. This property does
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not hold for the sum-of-costs objective or for partially (or fully) labeled MAPF.

Yu and LaValle show that MAPF can be formulated and solved as a network flow

integer linear program (ILP) [65]. The ILP can then be solved with an off-the-shelf

solver. A similar approach can be applied to PC-TAPF. In both cases, however, solver
computation time scales quite poorly with problem size.

Hönig, Kiesel, Tinka, et al. introduce Conflict-Based Search with Task Assignment

(CBS-TA), which adds a task-assignment level to the two-level search of CBS [63].
CBS-TA first uses the Hungarian Method [18] to compute (in polynomial time)
an optimal assignment with respect to a cost matrix C that stores the length of

the shortest path from each agent to each goal. The solution of the assignment
problem is a lower bound on the true cost associated with that assignment, since it

assumes that each agent can take a shortest path from start to goal without collision.

The assignment solution is used to define a labeled MAPF, for which a new CBS

constraint tree is initialized. If the high-level search opens a node whose cost exceeds
the lower bound, a new CBS tree is initialized with the next-best solution to the
assignment problem. High-level search continues in best first order over the nodes

of both CBS trees simultaneously. If the high-level search opens a node whose cost

exceeds the updated lower bound, yet another CBS-tree—based on the next-best

assignment—is added to the search forest. Search continues in best-first order over
all trees in the forest until a valid solution with no optimality gap is identified. Like

CBS-TA, our PC-TAPF solver searches over possible assignments in best first order,
computing valid route plans for each. However, the cross-schedule dependencies

of our task assignment subproblem place it beyond the reach of the Hungarian

algorithm, which is only applicable for assignment problems with no intertask

dependencies. We compute optimal task assignment solutions by repeatedly solving
a mixed integer linear program.

Henkel, Abbenseth, and Toussaint study a MAPF variant called Combined Task

Allocation and Path Finding (CTAPF). The distinction between unlabeled MAPF and
CTAPF is that the latter allows robots to be assigned to multiple tasks in series. This

places CTAPF in the class of problems identified by Korsah, Stentz, and Dias as
having in-schedule dependencies [17]. Henkel, Abbenseth, and Toussaint propose
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an optimal algorithm, Task Conflict-Based Search (TCBS), to solve CTAPF problems [66]. Unlike CBS-TA, which searches over a forest of constraint trees (one

tree per unique joint assignment of tasks to robots), TCBS uses a single tree that
branches both on conflicts and on possible assignments of one robot to one task.

Our setting assumes that the tasks of each project are fully defined—i.e., that

the project’s task dependency graph is static. In some formulations, tasks can be

decomposed in multiple ways Motes, Sandstrom, Lee, et al. These problems exhibit

complex dependencies [17]. One example is the multi-robot assembly problem studied

by Culbertson, Bandyopadhyay, and Schwager [7]. Another is the multi-robot task

and motion planning problem studied by Motes, Sandstrom, Lee, et al. [88]. Many
general AI planning problems, which can be defined in terms of logical predicates

and operators [27], fall into the complex dependency category, as do many task and
motion planning (TAMP) problems [29].

4.2

PC-TAPF Problem Formulation

A PC-TAPF problem defines a team of n robots that must transport a set of m objects

from prescribed pickup locations to prescribed dropoff locations in an environment.

Temporal precedence constraints arise between transport tasks because some objects

are byproducts of manufacturing operations that cannot begin until other objects
have been delivered.

4.2.1

PC-TAPF Environment

We model the PC-TAPF factory environment as a two-dimensional grid world.
Manufacturing stations are regularly spaced throughout the environment, and each

station is surrounded by an array of pickup and dropoff zones at which objects may
be collected and deposited. The discrete state xit of robot i at time t corresponds to

the grid cell occupied by that robot. At each time step, each robot may remain in
place or move in any of the compass directions to arrive in an adjacent grid cell at the

next time step. Cells corresponding to manufacturing stations may not be entered.
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Figure 4.1: The factory environment. Dark gray regions represent obstacles (manufacturing stations). Blue disks represent robots, and smaller black disks represent
objects.
Robot i may collect object j if they occupy the same grid cell (i.e., xit = o tj , where

o tj denotes the object state), and the object moves with the robot until the robot

deposits it. Object j begins at a specified pickup location s j and must be delivered to
a specified dropoff location g j . An example environment is shown in Figure 4.1.

4.2.2

Project Specification

A project (Figure 4.2) consists of a set of manufacturing operations. Each operation

begins as soon as its defined set of input objects have all been deposited at their
prescribed dropoff locations. After a predetermined period of time, the operation is

completed and a defined set of output objects become available for collection at their
prescribed pickup locations. Outputs of one operation may be required as inputs
to other operations, inducing precedence constraints in the project. The project is
completed once all associated manufacturing operations are completed.
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o1
op1

o3

op2

o2
Figure 4.2: A simple project specification visualized as a graph. Operation 1 consumes objects 1 and 2 to produce object 3, which then becomes an input to operation
2. © 2020 IEEE.
Table 4.1: Notation associated with the PC-TAPF problem formulation.
PC-TAPF Notation
n
m
xi
oj

pi = xi0:t

4.2.3

number of robots
number of objects
state of robot i
state of object j

trajectory of agent i

S = (VS , ES )
v ∈ VS
(v → u) ∈ ES
v.t0
v.Δt
v.t F

operating schedule
schedule vertex
schedule edge
vertex start time
vertex duration
vertex end time

Operating Schedule

The solution to a PC-TAPF problem consists of two data structures: an operating
schedule and a route plan. An operating schedule S = (VS , ES ) is a directed acyclic

graph (DAG). Each vertex v ∈ VS corresponds to one of the following discrete highlevel events or activities: initial object condition object_at; initial robot condition

robot_at; manufacturing operation operation; robot actions go, collect, carry,
deposit. The start and completion times of vertex v are denoted by v.t0 and v.t F ,
respectively. An edge (v → u) ∈ ES denotes a precedence constraint, requiring that

v.t F ≤ u.t0 (i.e., the activity associated with v must be completed before the activity

associated with u may begin).

Root nodes of the operating schedule—all robot_at vertices and the initial
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o3

collect

carry

deposit
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go

Figure 4.3: An operating schedule (with n = 2 robots) that fulfills the project request
in (b). Robot 1 is assigned to deliver object 1, and robot 2 is assigned to first deliver
object 2 and then deliver object 3 once operation 1 has been completed. © 2020 IEEE.
object_at vertices—define the initial conditions of the PC-TAPF problem. The
start and end times of these nodes are fixed. For all other nodes, v.t0 and v.t F are

variables. Each collect, deposit and operation node has a fixed positive duration,
v.Δt, such that v.t F = v.t0 + v.Δt. For navigation nodes (go and carry), Δt is a

variable that depends on how quickly the robot travels from the node’s start location
to its destination location.

An operating schedule is valid if and only if all vertices have the correct number

of incoming and outgoing edges to the appropriate neighbor vertices. For example,
each carry vertex must be preceded by exactly one collect vertex and followed

by exactly one deposit vertex. Hence, the topological structure of a valid operating
schedule makes intuitive sense: In order to perform a transport task, a robot must go

to the appropriate pick-up location, collect an object, carry it through the factory, and

finally deposit it at the drop-off location. The robot may thereafter go to fulfill another

delivery task. A manufacturing operation may only begin once all input objects

have been deposited at the prescribed drop-off points. An output object becomes
available for collection only once the associated operation has been completed. An
example operating schedule is shown in Figure 4.3.

Most of the required edges in an operating schedule are determined directly from

the project specifications. The remaining edges are chosen by solving a sequential

task assignment problem (i.e., choosing which robots will transport which objects).

This stands in contrast with formulations where the full topological structure of a

plan must be determined by a solver [88]. On the other hand, some formulations

have employed fully specified (no task assignment required) task graphs to define
cooperative path planning constraints [89].
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Route Plan

A route plan is denoted by P = ( p1 , . . . , pn ), where pi = ( xi0 , xi1 , . . . , xit ) is the trajectory of agent i from time 0 to t. A route plan is valid if and only if (1) it satisfies the

constraints associated with the operating schedule (i.e., each robot must be at the

relevant pick-up and drop-off locations at the time steps specified by the project
schedule), and (2) it contains no conflicts between trajectories. A conflict is said to
exist between agents i and j at time t if they are scheduled to occupy the same cell

(xit = x tj ) or to switch places between two adjacent cells (( xit = x tj +1 ) ∧ ( xit+1 = x tj )),
which would require that they ‘‘pass through’’ each other [34].

4.2.5

Optimization Objective

Though the PC-TAPF formulation can be paired with any optimization objective,

we focus on optimizing the makespan, T—that is, the time elapsed from the project’s
start to its completion.

4.2.6

PC-TA and PC-MAPF

For reasons that will become clear in Section 4.4, we introduce two special cases

of PC-TAPF problems: A PC-TA problem is a PC-TAPF problem without path

finding and the attendant collision avoidance constraints. It is the ‘‘task assignment
subproblem’’ associated with a full PC-TAPF problem. A PC-MAPF problem is a

PC-TAPF problem without task assignment (all tasks have already been assigned,
so only the pathfinding remains to be done). PC-MAPF is the ‘‘route planning
subproblem’’ of a full PC-TAPF problem.

4.2.7

PC-TAPF Complexity

According to the taxonomy of Korsah, Stentz, and Dias, PC-TAPF falls into the

classes of multi-agent task allocation problems with in-schedule dependencies and

cross-schedule dependencies [17]. PC-TA is a generalization of the NP hard Traveling
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(c)

Figure 4.4: (a) A simple environment graph; (b) a gadget structure followed by
a bridge layer; (c) a time-extended flow graph constructed by interleaving gadget
layers with bridge layers.
Salesman Problem (TSP) and its multi agent variant, the multi Traveling Salesman
Problem (mTSP) [19]. Therefore, PC-TAPF is also NP hard.

4.3

An ILP-based PC-TAPF solver

PC-TAPF problems can be formally expressed as integer programs, making PC-TAPF
amenable to solution by general purpose ILP solvers. In this section, we construct an
ILP formulation of PC-TAPF by transforming the PC-TAPF problem into a dynamic

network flow problem—similar to the MAPF flow formulation presented by Yu

and LaValle [1], but with additional types of constraints to capture the pickup and

delivery dynamics, as well as the constraints between them.

4.3.1

Network flow PC-TAPF formulation

The first step in formulating a PC-TAPF network flow problem is to construct a

time-extended flow graph, such that the collision-avoidance constraints of the envi-

ronment can be mapped to integer flow constraints on the edges of the flow graph [1].
Let F = (V F , E F ) denote the flow graph, with vertex set V F and edge set E F . Each

layer of F spans a single time step, and is composed of gadget edges, stay edges, and
bridge edges. Each gadget—a five-edge bottleneck structure—corresponds to one of

the undirected edges of the environment graph. Each stay edge bypasses the gadget
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structures by connecting an environment vertex at step t0 to the same vertex at step
t + 1. Finally, each bridge edge connects an environment vertex at step t + 1 to the

same vertex at step t + 10 , where the next layer begins.

The distinction between types of edges and vertices in the flow graph will become

important when we introduce the variables and constraints of the network flow
optimization problem. Hence, we define the following sets:

• Eg ⊂ E F is the set of gadget edges, which form the bottleneck structures shown
in black in Figure 4.4.

• Es ⊂ E F is the set of stay edges, which are shown in blue in Figure 4.4.
• Eb ⊂ E F is the set of bridge edges, which are shown in red in Figure 4.4.
• V tF denotes the set of vertices associated with time step t. Hence, V 0F corresponds to the roots of the flow graph, V tF corresponds to the vertices whose
0

incoming edges are the bridge edges originating from V tF , etc.

The decision variables in a PC-TAPF network flow problem consist of a single

robot flow, denoted by r, and m object flows, with the jth object flow denoted by o j .
Each flow has one binary variable for each edge of the flow graph. The integer linear
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program is defined as
minimize

T

(4.1)

subject to

∀e ∈ E F , r (e) ∈ {0, 1}

(4.2)

r,o,T

∀e ∈ E F , j ∈ 1:m, o j (e) ∈ {0, 1}
T0

(4.3)

∀v ∈ V F \ (V 0F ∪ V Fmax ), ∑e∈δ− (v(t)) r (e) = ∑e∈δ+ (v(0)) r (e)

(4.4)

∑v∈V 0 ,e∈δ+ (v) r (e) = n

(4.6)

T0

∀v ∈ V F \ (V 0F ∪ V Fmax ), j ∈ 1:m, ∑e∈δ− (v) o j (e) = ∑e∈δ+ (v) o j (e) (4.5)
F

∀ j ∈ 1:m, ∑v∈V 0 ,e∈δ+ (v) o j (e) = 1
F

∀i ∈ 1:n, ∑e∈δ+ ( x0 (0)) r (e) = 1
i

∀ j ∈ 1:m, ∑e∈δ+ (s j (0)) o j (e) = 1
∀ j ∈ 1:m, ∑e∈δ− ( gj (0)) o j (e) = 1
∀e ∈ Eg , ∑ j∈1:m o j (e) ≤ r (e)

∀ j ∈ 1:m, v ∈ {s j , g j }, t ∈ 0:Tmax , e ∈ Es ∩ δ(v(t)),

(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)
(4.11)

o j (e) ≤ r (e)

(4.12)

∑e∈δ− ( gj (t)) o j (e) + ∑e∈δ− (sk (t+1+op.Δt )) ok (e) ≥ 1

(4.13)

∀op ∈ S.operations, j ∈ op.inputs, k ∈ op.outputs,
∀ j ∈ 1:m, t ∈ 0:Tmax ,

T ≥ 1 + t(∑e∈δ− ( gj (t)) o j (e)) + op.Δt

(4.14)

where (4.1) defines the makespan objective; (4.2) and (4.3) define the binary robot
and object flow variables, respectively; (4.4) and (4.5) define the flow conservation

constraints for the robot and object flows, respectively, through all but the root

0 ) vertices; (4.6) constrains the total robot flow
(t = 0) and terminal (t = Tmax

across the first layer of edges to be equal to the number of robots, n; (4.7) likewise

constraints the total flow of each object across the first layer of edges to be unity; (4.8)
and (4.9) constrain the robot and object flows, respectively, to originate from their
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0 and object pickup locations s
respective source vertices (robot starts x1:n
1:m ) at time

0; (4.10) constrains the object flows to terminate at their respective dropoff locations;

(4.11) enforces carrying constraints (an object may only move when carried by a

robot) by allowinig object flow across a gadget edge only if the robot flow across
that edge is nonzero; (4.12) ensures that each object can only be deposited at its

prescribed dropoff location by constrainnig that object flow to be less than the robot

flow across all stay edges except those that correspond to the object’s pickup and

dropoff locations; (4.13) enforces the project precedence constraints by constraining,
for each operation, the flow of each output object to remain at its pickup location
until at least op.Δt time steps after all input object flows are at their goal locations

(this applies at all time steps, meaning that the input flows are also prevented from

‘‘wandering off’’ on board a robot once the output flow is on the move.); and finally,

(4.14) constrains the makespan variable T to be greater than each timestep for which
any robot is not at its goal.

The time horizon Tmax is a hyperparameter that must be selected prior to solving

the optimization problem. If Tmax is too low, the problem will be infeasible. If too

high, the optimizer will be bogged down by superfluous optimization variables.

One way to select Tmax is by computing a lower bound on the project makespan,
and then adding a heuristic Δtextra . If the problem returns infeasible, Δtextra can be

doubled before trying again. The doubling of Δtextra can continue until the solver
succeeds or a user-imposed iteration limit is reached.

4.3.2

Complexity analysis of PC-TAPF-flow

The number of edges | E F | in the flow graph is equal to (5| E| + 2|V |) Tmax . Each flow

(1 robot flow and m object flows) has a variable for each edge. The total number

of binary decision variables in the problem is therefore equal to (m + 1)(5| E| +

2|V |) Tmax .

If we increase the size of the factory environment (that is, we increase | E| and

|V |), we also increase the expected value of the distance between any two randomly
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generated pickup and dropoff locations. Thus, a larger environment graph indirectly increases the time horizon Tmax , because randomly generated projects with a

given number of deliveries will generally take longer to complete than projects of

equivalent size and structure in a smaller environment. Hence, the number of flow

variables increases superlinearly with environment size.

The variable count also increases superlinearly with project size, because projects

with more deliveries (higher m) tend to have a higher minimum makespan (higher
Tmax ). Given the size of the PC-TAPF-flow formulation, it is unsurprising that the

ILP solver does not scale well to large PC-TAPF problems (Section 4.5.1).

4.4

An Efficient Decomposed PC-TAPF Solver

Many PC-TAPF problems exhibit useful structure that can be exploited—with great

benefit—by a custom solver. One component of this structure is the loose coupling
between task assignment and route planning. It is often possible to identify an

optimal allocation of tasks to robots (including the order in which each robot should

perform its assigned tasks) without considering collision avoidance constraints.
By temporarily ignoring collision avoidance constraints, a solver can collapse the

enormous search space to a much more manageable (though still NP-Hard) multiagent sequential task allocation problem. This relaxed assignment problem can
be solved, and then used to define a route-planning problem where the collision
avoidance constraints are added back in.

Another structural feature of PC-TAPF problems is slack. When optimizing the

makespan, only the completion time of the final delivery has a direct effect on the

cost. This means that certain robots may have room to accomodate some amount of

delay in their individual schedules without affecting the makespan. This ‘‘wiggle

room’’—which we call slack—can be exploited to efficiently identify conflict-free
route plans.

We propose an efficient, four-level hierarchical PC-TAPF solver that exploits

both of the structural features described above. Our algorithm scales to much larger
problems than can be handled by an ILP solver with the network flow formulation
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Figure 4.5: A schematic overview of our algorithm.
presented in Section 4.3, and computes optimal solutions several orders of magnitude faster than the ILP solver on those problems that are small enough to be

solved by the latter. Each of our algorithm’s four levels is described in this section.

A graphical summary of the algorithm is given in Figure 4.5.

4.4.1

Level 1: Sequential Next-Best Assignment Search

Sequential Next-Best Assignment Search (NBS) relaxes the full PC-TAPF problem by
temporarily ignoring the constraint that robots must not collide. The resulting PC-TA

(PC-TAPF without the pathfinding) problem can be formulated as a mixed integer
linear program (MILP) and solved with an off-the-shelf solver. The PC-TA solution

is an optimistic operating schedule; its makespan is a lower bound on the makespan
of the optimal solution to the full PC-TAPF problem. The optimistic schedule is

used to define a PC-MAPF problem (PC-TAPF with only the pathfinding, because
task assignment has already been performed), which is passed to Level 2, CBS. CBS

repeatedly calls the next two levels of the planner to construct a minimum-makespan

valid route plan (an optimal solution to the PC-MAPF problem). The makespan of
this route plan (which may be higher than the lower bound, since CBS must respect
the collision-free constraints) constitutes an upper bound on the makespan of the

optimal valid solution. NBS iterates over possible PC-TA solutions in best-first order
until no assignments remain with better makespan than the best route plan found
by CBS up to that point. NBS is summarized in algorithm 4.1.

In order to formulate the PC-TA problem as a mixed integer linear program
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(MILP), we re-cast the sequential assignment problem as a one-off assignment problem by introducing m ‘‘dummy robots’’, where the jth dummy robot is shorthand
for ‘‘the robot that just delivered object j.’’ We encode the discrete decision variables
as an binary (n + m) × m assignment matrix A, where Ai,j = 1 indicates that robot i

is assigned to transport object j. The first n rows of A correspond to the real robots,
and the final m rows correspond to the dummy robots. Hence, if Ai,j = 1 and

A j+n,k = 1, then robot i is assigned to deliver object j and then to deliver object k.

Because the jth dummy robot is a placeholder for the robot that already delivered
object j, constraints must be added so that dummy robot j cannot be assigned to
object j or any of its prerequisites (as this would lead to a cyclic schedule graph).

To simplify notation, we define t0i , τj0 , and τjF as the start time of robot i, the

pickup time of object j, and the delivery time of object j, respectively. The PC-TA

MILP formulation is given by
minimize

T

(4.15)

subject to

Ai,j ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ 1:n + m, j ∈ 1:m

(4.16)

A,t0 ,τ 0 ,τ F ,T

∑in=+1m Ai,j = 1, j ∈ 1:m
∑m
j=1 Ai,j ≤ 1, i ∈ 1:n + m

(4.17)

t0i = 0, i ∈ 1:n

(4.20)

τj0 ≥ 0, j ∈ 1:m

(4.22)

A j+n,k = 0, j ∈ 1:m, k ∈ pred( j)

t0j+n = τjF , j ∈ 1:m

(4.18)
(4.19)
(4.21)

τj0 ≥ τkF + op.Δt, op ∈ S.operations, j ∈ op.inputs, k ∈ op.outputs

(4.23)

τjF ≥ τj0 + collect j .Δt + d(s j , g j ) + deposit j .Δt, j ∈ 1:m

(4.24)

T ≥ τmF

(4.26)

τj0 − (t0i + d( xi0 , s j )) ≥ − M(1 − Ai,j ), i ∈ 1:n, j ∈ 1:m,

(4.25)

where (4.15) defines the project makespan objective, (4.16) constrains the elements
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of the assignment matrix to be binary, (4.17) ensures that each task is assigned to

exactly one robot, (4.18) ensures that each robot (including dummies) is assigned
to no more than one task, (4.19) prevents each dummy robot j from being assigned
to any task k ∈ pred( j) among the predecessors of its parent task, (4.21) constrains

the start time of each dummy robot to match the completion time of its parent task,

(4.20) defines the start times for all non-dummy robots, (4.22) ensures that no object
can be collected before time t = 0, (4.23) enforces all task precedence constraints

that arise from the operations in the project spec, (4.24) constrains the time between
task start and task completion to be separated by at least the collection time plus the

minimum travel time between the pick-up and drop-off locations plus the deposit
time, (4.25) uses the big M method to constrain the start time of task j to be at least
the start time of the assigned robot plus the minimum travel time d( xi0 , g j ) from
the robot initial location to the object pick-up location, and (4.26) constrains the

makespan to be greater than or equal to the completion time of all tasks. The MILP

can be solved with any off-the-shelf solver. We use Gurobi in our experiments [90].
function NBS(pc-tapf)
milp ← relax(pc-tapf)
(S� , P� , T � ) ← (_, _, ∞)
� initialize best solution and cost
T←0
� initialize lower bound
�
while T > T
S, T ← solve(milp)
if T � > T
P, T ← CBS(pc-tapf, S)
� compute route plan
if T < T �
(S� , P� , T � ) ← (S, P, T)
� update best solution
11:
remove solution S from feasible set
12:
return S� , P� , T �

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Algorithm 4.1: Sequential Next-Best Assignment Search (NBS)
The ‘‘next-best’’ search feature of NBS is made possible by Line 11 of algorithm 4.1.

The most recently computed solution is removed from the feasible set of the milp,
so that the milp solver will compute a next-best solution—rather than the same

solution—when next queried. We remove the kth solution from the feasible set by
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adding the following inequality constraint to the milp:
n+m m

(k)

∑ ∑ Ai,j Ai,j

i =1 j =1

≤ m,

(4.27)

(k)

where Ai,j is the assignment matrix associated with the the kth solution. Since the
assignment matrix is constrained to have exactly one 1 in each of its m rows, the

dot product of two assignment matrices can only be equal to m if the matrices are

identical. When the milp solver computes solution k + 1, Equation (4.27) will have

already been applied for the previous k solutions. The resulting assignment matrix

will therefore not be identical to any of the previous k solutions.
Scalability of PC-TA MILP

There are (n + m)m discrete decision variables in the PC-TA MILP. The number of
continuous variables is n + 3m + 1. Since t0i = 0 for all i in 1:n, and t0j+n = τjF for all

j in 1:m, we could eliminate t01:n t0j+n:n+m and claim that the number of continuous

variables is effectively only 2m + 1. Thus, the total number of decision variables in
the PC-TAPF MILP is effectively 2m + (n + m)m + 1. Note that the MILP’s size is

independent of the environment size. It depends quadratically on the number of
tasks m and the number of robots n.

4.4.2

Level 2: Conflict-Based Search

The second level of our algorithm is Conflict-Based Search (CBS). CBS was originally
proposed in the context of MAPF, with an A� -based low level path planner that

simply computed paths independently for all agents [34]. In our setting, CBS

likewise serves as a conflict-resolution layer that sits on top of a lower level route
planner. It operates by best-first search over a binary constraint tree, where each node

of the tree contains a set of constraints. A state constraint cS = (i, x, t) specifies that

robot i may not occupy position x at time t, and an action constraint c A = (i, x, x � , t)
specifies that robot i may not move from position x to position x � at time t.
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When CBS receives a PC-MAPF instance from NBS, it initializes the root node

(whose constraint set is empty) of the binary constraint tree. Beginning at the

root node, CBS passes the operating schedule and the current node’s constraint set

down to the next level of planner, ISPS. ISPS returns a consistent route plan that also

respects all constraints passed in by CBS, or an infeasible flag if no consistent route
plan can be found. If the route plan is invalid (i.e., there is at least one conflict), CBS

resolves the earliest detected conflict by branching: it generates a pair of mutually
exclusive constraints, each of which forbids one of the robots involved in the conflict

from executing the action that led to the conflict. Each constraint is added to a new
search node that also inherits all the constraints of its parent search node. CBS calls

ISPS for each child search node to recompute a new solution that respects the added

constraint, then adds each search node to a priority queue with priority defined by
its makespan. CBS continues until (1) a valid solution is obtained, (2) the cost of

the best node in the queue exceeds the upper bound on the optimal solution, or (3)
the priority queue is exhausted. In the latter two cases, CBS returns no solution.

In the context of multi-agent path finding with a sum-of-travel-times objective,

Sharon, Stern, Felner, et al. show that CBS is optimal and complete. The essence of

their proof is as follows: Every valid solution is permitted by (i.e., not excluded by
the constraints of) at least one active node in the binary constraint tree. The cost of a

given active search node (which represents a consistent, though not necessarily valid,
solution) in the constraint tree is a lower bound on the optimal cost. Because the
high level searches in best first order over the constraint tree, the first valid solution

discovered is therefore optimal. Their proof—in particular, the assertion that each

active node of the constraint tree is a lower bound on the optimal cost—relies on the
fact that the low-level planner (in their case, regular A� ) is guaranteed to return a

minimum cost consistent solution (the cost of an optimal consistent solution for a

set of constraints is a lower bound on the cost of an optimal valid solution under
the same constraints). Their proof extends directly to the PC-TAPF setting with the

makespan objective: CBS will return an optimal valid route plan (if it exists) as long
as the lower level path planner is guaranteed to return an optimal consistent route
plan (if it exists).
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Level 3: Incremental Slack-Prioritized Search

The third level of our algorithm is called Incremental Slack-Prioritized Search (ISPS).
ISPS works with level four—slack-and-collision-aware tie-breaking A� (A�SC )—to

exploit slack in the operating schedule. The slack of a schedule node is defined
as the amount by which the node’s completion time v.t F may be delayed without

increasing the project makespan. Vertices with high slack can afford significant

delay without affecting the project completion time. Vertices with zero slack are on
the critical path. If they are delayed by even a single time step, the entire project will
be delayed.

Upon receiving a PC-MAPF and a set of constraints from CBS, ISPS initializes

an empty route plan and adds all root nodes (nodes with no predecessors) of the
schedule graph to a priority queue, wherein they are prioritized by their slack. The

lowest slack node is popped from the queue, and A�SC is called to plan a path segment
corresponding to that node. The returned path segment is added to the partial route

plan, and the node is placed in the closed set. If the completion time of the path
segment exceeds the previously scheduled completion time (i.e., if A�SC returned a

longer path than expected), ISPS calls a subroutine to update the operating schedule
and recompute the slack of all vertices. The priority queue is then updated to include
all non-closed vertices whose predecessors are in the closed set.

The node ordering is important because the A�SC planner tries to avoid conflict

between the path segment it is currently computing and the partial route plan
formed by previously computed path segments. High-slack nodes have more room

for detours and delays than low-slack nodes, so ISPS prioritizes the latter over the
former to the extent possible. As a motivating example, consider a case where

the nominal shortest paths for a zero-slack node v and a high-slack node u would
lead to a collision. If the path of v were computed first, A�SC could easily compute a

non-conflicting path for u by exploiting slack. If, however, the u path were computed
first (with no knowledge of the as yet uncomputed v path), A�SC would have no
reason not to return the nominal shortest path. When planning the path for v, A�SC

would not have any slack to exploit, and would therefore be forced to compute a v
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1: function ISPS(S, constraints, backtrack_ f lag)
2:
Initialize route plan, P
3:
Initialize empty backtracking list
4:
for k ∈ 1:3
5:
Initialize priority queue with root nodes
6:
Initialize empty closed set
7:
if P is valid
8:
return P
9:
else if k = 2
10:
clear backtracking list
11:
else if k = 3 and backtrack list is not empty
12:
backtrack_ f lag ← true
13:
else
14:
break
15:
16:

17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
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� ‘‘repair’’ iteration
� final ‘‘backtracking’’ iteration

if k > 1
reset t0 , t F , and slack to lower bounds for all nodes in schedule
while Priority queue is not empty
Pop v from priority queue
if v is in backtracking list and backtrack_ f lag = true
v.slack ← 0
p ← A�SC ( P, v, constraints)
� plan path segment p
F
F
if p.t > v.t
Add v to backtracking list
v.t F ← p.t F
� update vertex final time
S ← UpdateSchedule(S)
Incorporate segment p into P
Add v to closed set
for u ∈ succ(v)
if All parents of u are in closed set
Add u to priority queue

return P

32: function UpdateSchedule(S)
33:
for v ∈ topological_sort(S)
34:
for u ∈ pred(v)
35:
v.t0 ← max(v.t0 , u.T )
36:

37:
38:
39:
40:
41:

v.t F ← max(v.t0 + v.Δt, v.t F )

for v ∈ reverse_topological_sort(S)
for u ∈ succ(v)
v.slack ← min(v.slack, u.t0 + u.slack − v.t F )
v.t F ← max(v.t0 + v.Δt, v.t F )

return S

Algorithm 4.2: Incremental Slack-Prioritized Search (ISPS)
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path conflicts with the u path.

Only go and carry nodes require actual path-planning from an initial location

to a target location.2 collect and deposit require the robot to simply wait in place

for the prescribed duration of time. object_at and robot_at nodes are merely serve

only as checkpoints, and can be automatically closed as soon as they become active.
operation nodes are also checkpoints, albeit with potentially non-zero duration. To
avoid scheduling explicit waiting periods between go nodes and collect nodes, the
planner extends the planning horizon of each go node to the time step at which the

assigned object becomes available. Moreover, ISPS performs a lookahead check to

see if there are any CBS constraints that affect the goal location of the carry (resp.
go) node during the required time period in which the following deposit (resp.
collect) would be taking place. If one or more such constraints exists, ISPS extends
the minimum planning horizon to a single time step beyond the time at which the
last constraint affects the goal location.

When ISPS has finished computing a consistent route plan for the entire operating

schedule, the solution is checked for conflicts. If the solution is valid (no conflicts),
it is immediately returned to CBS. If there are conflicts, ISPS iterates through the

operating schedule a second time in an effort to ‘‘repair’’ the solution by resolving
those conflicts. The difference on this second sweep is that the A�SC conflict table

(used for computing the conflict cost) is initialized with the full route plan from the
first sweep. As the new route plan is incrementally computed from scratch, each
path segment is used to update the relevant piece of the conflict table. This ‘‘repair’’

sweep sometimes allows paths that were planned early in the topological ordering
to be adjusted to avoid potential conflicts with plans that were planned later in the

ISPS procedure. After the repair sweep, the solution is returned whether or not
there are conflicts.

ISPS terminates early when either (1) A�SC fails to find a feasible path, or (2)

the cost of the route plan exceeds the upper bound cost maintained by NBS. The

ISPS algorithm is summarized in algorithm 4.2. The faint blue lines correspond to
2 go

and carry are functionally equivalent–the path-planning process for them is identical. We
simply call them different things to acknowledge that the agent is actually transporting an object
during the carry phase.
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the ‘‘backtracking’’ enhancement, which sometimes adds a special third sweep as

described in section Section 4.4.5 below.

4.4.4

Level 4: Slack-and-Collision-aware Tie-breaking A�

Slack-and-Collision-aware Tie-breaking A� (A�SC ) combines a custom cascading
search heuristic with the well-known A� graph-search algorithm [30]. As in regular
space-time A� , A�SC maintains a priority queue of search states, where each search

state corresponds to a vertex of the environment graph at a particular time step. At
every iteration, A�SC pops the lowest-cost search state from the queue and expands it
by trying all possible one-step actions beginning from the associated vertex and time

step. When a search state satisfies the termination criteria (i.e., the vertex matches

the goal location and the time step is greater than or equal to the minimum goal

time), A�SC reconstructs the path segment leading from that search state to the start
state and returns the path segment to ISPS.

Algorithm 4.3 shows the pseudocode of A�SC and the get_heuristic_cost( P, p, v)

subroutine that computes the five-element heuristic cost c ∈ R5+ of a path p. This

custom heuristic cost determines the order in which A�SC will expand search states

within the algorithm. Ties are broken in cascading fashion. This cascaded tiebreaking behavior is the key to the efficiency of our path-planner in computing

make-span optimal route plans while simultaneously avoiding conflicts.

The first element of the cost vector is the delay cost. It measures the amount by

which a path is guaranteed to delay the entire project, which is 0 until the slack
disappears. The second cost element is a tally of the number of times that a path

conflicts with the currently planner global route plan P [35]. It breaks ties in favor
of paths with the fewest conflicts. The third cost element is equal to the distance

traveled (not travel time) plus the perfect cost-to-go estimate (the remaining distance

to the goal location as computed by Djikstra’s shortest paths enumeration algorithm).

This is the standard queue cost that would be employed by regular A� using a travel

distance cost. The rationale for using distance + cost-to-go (rather than travel time

+ cost-to-go) is that we don’t want A�SC to defer opening search paths involving
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‘‘wait’’ actions that are necessary to avoid conflicts. The fourth element is the cost-

to-go heuristic alone, which breaks ties in favor of nodes that are closer to the goal.

The fifth and final element of the cost vector is the negated value of the time step

associated with the path’s terminal state. This final cost element encourages depth-

first search behavior by breaking ties in favor of paths with the largest final times.

The reasoning behind this final cost element is similar to that described by Asai and
Fukunaga, who noted that it can be beneficial to incentivize depth-first behavior of
search paths in scenarios where zero-cost operators might create large cost plateaus
in the A� search queue [32].

The default behavior (based on the third through fifth cost elements) of A�SC is

to move to the goal location as quickly as possible, but it will avoid conflicts at the

expense of path length until the slack runs out, at which time path length will again
become the dominant criterion for optimality. The only way that A�SC will return a

path that creates conflicts is if it runs out of slack and there is no other path of equal
or shorter length with fewer conflicts.
Theoretical properties of A�SC
We now point out some important theoretical properties of A�SC .
Lemma 4.4.1. If there exists a feasible (consistent) path segment of finite length, A�SC will
find it.

This follows directly from the fact that, like regular A� , A�SC can search the entire

reachable state space from its start path.

A�SC opens reachable search states in best-first order according to its custom

cascading tie- breaking cost. The ordering of the tie-breaking (delay cost first,
conflict cost second, etc.) ensures the following behaviors:

Lemma 4.4.2. Of all feasible paths, A�SC will return one that creates minimal direct delay

in the schedule.

Lemma 4.4.3. Of all feasible paths with minimal delay, A�SC will return one that induces

the fewest conflicts.
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11:

procedure A�SC (P, v, constraints)
open ← {(v.start → c0 )}
while open �= ∅
x, c ← dequeue!(open)
if satisfies_goal( x, v)
return reconstruct_path( x )
for x � ∈ N + ( x )
if ¬violates_constraints(( x → x � ))
c� ← get_cost( x � , P, v)
open ← enqueue(open, x � → c� )
return f ailure

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

procedure get_cost(x, x � , c, P, v)
h ← d( x � , v.goal_state)
� ‘‘cost-to-go’’ heuristic
c1� ← max(0, x � .t + h − (v.t F + v.slack))
� delay cost
�
�
c2 ← c2 + count_conflicts( P, x → x )
� number of conflicts along path
c3� ← x � .t + h
� lower bound total travel distance
c4� ← h
c5� ← − p.t F
return c�

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

� initialize frontier

Algorithm 4.3: Slack-and-Collision-aware Tie-breaking A� (A�SC )
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Lemma 4.4.4. Of all feasible paths with minimal delay and fewest conflicts, A�SC will return
one with shortest travel time.

An immediate consequence of Lemma 4.4.2 is the following corollary:
Corollary 4.4.4.1. In the absence of slack, A�SC will always return the shortest consistent

path that satisfies the search criteria (begins at start, ends at goal, does not violate constraints).

This is true even if that path introduces a conflict.

4.4.5

Backtracking in ISPS

Our algorithm (NBS+CBS+ISPS+A�SC ) as described above is susceptible to a particular family of corner cases that can cause it to return a suboptimal solution despite

running to completion. This weakness stems from A�SC ’s potential to prematurely

consume slack in one vertex such that a downstream vertex is forced to unnecessarily

delay the project. An example of such a case is shown in Figure 4.6.

We propose a simple modification to ISPS, called backtracking, which prevents

the algorithm from succumbing to these kinds of pathological edge cases. With

backtracking activated, ISPS maintains a list of all schedule nodes for which any
non-zero amount of slack was used to avoid a conflict in the course of computing the

full route plan. If the route plan is valid, it is returned directly to CBS. If the route

plan is invalid (meaning that there is at least one conflict) and the backtracking
list is not empty, ISPS recomputes the route plan with the following modification
to the algorithm’s behavior: each node in the backtracking list is passed to A�SC

with zero slack. This prevents A�SC from exploiting slack in any of these nodes,
thereby forcing conflicts to occur early in the schedule. Whereas ISPS previously
bypassed these conflicts by delaying the higher-slack node, the high level search of

CBS now ensures—through the creation of child search nodes with complentary
constraints—that an alternative resolution to the conflict can be evaluated.
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Figure 4.6: A contrived scenario (with no intertask dependencies) to illustrate the
need for backtracking. The optimal solution (left) has makespan of 6, and requires
robot 2 to yield to robot 1 so that robot 1 will have time to reach its second goal (1b)
before robots 3, 4, and 5 pass in a ‘‘moving wall’’ across robot 1’s path. Without
backtracking, ISPS+A�SC will always permit robot 1 to yield en route to its first goal,
1a, rather than forcing a conflict with robot 2. This will always result in a solution
with makespan of 7 (right column), in which at least one of robots 1, 3, 4, or 5 must
yield for a single time step.
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Theoretical Properties

Our proposed algorithm, NBS+CBS+ISPS+A�SC , is designed to optimally solve PC-

TAPF problems. However, the algorithm is incomplete; there are certain PC-TAPF
problems—we call them preemptive delay problems—for which it will not find an

optimal solution. A preemptive delay problem is a problem wherein a robot must
navigate from point A to point B to point C, where any optimal feasible solution
requires a non-forced delay from point A to point B. In other words, the robot needs
to intentionally delay itself on the way to B—even though there is no immediate

need (e.g, conflict avoidance) to do so. Due to the segmented planning nature of

ISPS, optimal solutions to preemptive delay problems are outside the search space of
our solver. One way to remedy this would be to replace ISPS with a multi-goal variant
of A�SC . As in the original ISPS algorithm, each agent would plan its entire path

independently of the other agents. Because of the inter-task precedence constraints,
some or all paths might need to be replanned multiple times within a single search

node in order to ensure consistency. Implementation of such an algorithm is a
subject of future work.

4.5

Experiments

In this section, we present experimental results that highlight the strengths and

weaknesses of our approach. We implemented all of our algorithms in the Julia

programming language [91]. For all experiments that use a black-box milp solver,

we use Gurobi [90] through the JuMP optimization interface [92].

4.5.1

Network Flow solver vs. NBS+CBS+ISPS+A�SC

Our first set of experiments compares the performance of NBS+CBS+ISPS+A�SC

to the network flow solver—that is, a black-box solver that optimizes the mixedinteger program presented in Section 4.3. We test both solvers on a suite of 144

small, randomly generated PC-TAPF problem instances—16 instances for every
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Figure 4.7: A problem instance from the test suite on which the network flow solver
is compared with NBS+CBS+ISPS+A�SC .
combination of number of robots n ∈ {2, 4, 8} and number of objects m ∈ {2, 4, 8}.

The simulation environment used for these experiments is the 14 × 14 grid world
shown in Figure 4.7. Initial robot locations are drawn without replacement from
a uniform distribution over the free vertices (non-pickup/dropoff vertices). The

initial and destination locations of all objects are draw without replacement from

the designated pick-up and drop-off zones surrounding each manufacturing station.

The graph structure of each manufacturing project is randomly generated. For
each problem instance, an arbitrary time limit of 100 seconds was imposed on both
solvers.

The network flow formulation requires a time horizon parameter Tmax which, in

the absence of information about the optimal makespan, must be set empirically. To
avoid costly search over possible Tmax values—and to provide the most generous
possible evaluation of the network flow solver’s performance—we set Tmax horizon

directly to the optimal makespan (computed by NBS+CBS+ISPS+A�SC ) for each
problem instance.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of NBS+CBS+ISPS+A�SC (A) and the network flow solver
(B) in terms of runtime and success rate across all small problem instances.
A

n=2

B

A

n=4

B

A

n=8

B

Average Runtime (s)
m=2
m=4
m=8

0.0233
0.0238
0.087

3.5405
0.0178
102.5266 0.0335
106.662
0.0594

3.5616
0.0241 2.3894
64.2198
0.3445 67.7962
104.6022 0.1538 100.2554

Normalized Average Runtime
m=2
m=4
m=8

0.0066
0.0002
0.0008

1.0
1.0
1.0

0.0050
0.0005
0.0006

1.0
1.0
1.0

0.0101
0.0051
0.0015

1.0
1.0
1.0

16/16
16/16
16/16

16/16
10/16
1/16

Instances Solved
m=2
m=4
m=8

16/16
16/16
16/16

16/16
0/16
0/16

16/16
16/16
16/16

16/16
8/16
0/16

Results
We compare the two algorithms in terms of runtime and success rate (the fraction of

problem instances solved) on each class. Runtime results are plotted in Figure 4.8.

Table 4.2 shows that, on the problem classes that can be handled by the network
flow solver, NBS+CBS+ISPS+A�SC is generally two to three orders of magnitude

faster. This factor increases with increasing m. In those cases where the flow solver
fails frequently, the normalized runtime reported for NBS+CBS+ISPS+A�SC is an

upper bound on the true ratio that could be expected if the flow solver were to run
to completion.

These empirical results demonstrate that the network flow formulation scales

very poorly with increasing m. Moreover, these experiments were conducted in

a small simulated environment (compared with the size of environment used for
all other experiments) to place some of them within reach of the flow solver. The
motivation for a decoupled approach like NBS+CBS+ISPS+A�SC is clear.
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Flow Solver
n=2
n=4
n=8

50.0
25.0
0.0

m=2

m=4

m=8

m=2

m=4

m=8

Figure 4.8: Runtime results for NBS+CBS+ISPS+A�SC (left) and the flow solver
(right). Each box shows the lower quartile, median, and upper quartile. The upper
(resp. lower) whisker extends to the highest (lowest) value within 1.5 times the
interquartile range of the upper (lower) quartile. Outliers appear as individual
marks. © 2020 IEEE.

4.5.2

Performance of NBS+CBS+ISPS+A�SC on Larger Problems

In the next set of experiments, we evaluate our solver on a set of 384 PC-TAPF

problems—16 instances for every combination of number of robots n ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40}
and number of objects m ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60}. The environment for these simulations is the 26 × 26 grid world shown in Figure 4.1. Note that both the environment
and the number of objects and robots are larger than in the experiments described in
Section 4.5.1. For each problem instance, the initial robot locations, initial and goal

object locations, and project structure are randomly selected in the same manner as

described in Section 4.5.1. As in those experiments, we impose a 100s time limit on
the solver.

For each problem instance, we evaluate the runtime of (a) the full algorithm, (b) a

single iteration of the NBS MILP solver on the task assignment (PC-TA) subproblem,

and (c) a single iteration of ISPS on the route planning (PC-MAPF) subproblem.

The results are summarized in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9 shows that the full solver runs very fast for most problem instances,

even when m and n are large. However, NBS struggles when the ratio of tasks
to robots becomes high. This is unsurprising, as the PC-TA MILP approaches a
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traveling salesman problem when m � n. The NBS MILP solver timed out (at

100 seconds) on 40 of the problem instances (including all instances with m = 60,
n = 10) before finding an optimal solution. In these cases, the suboptimal PC-TA

solution was still passed to CBS.

ISPS (as demonstrated by Figure 4.9(c)) scales gracefully with problem size. The

route planner’s efficiency is largely due to the ability of ISPS and A�SC to exploit slack

in the operating schedule, thereby removing the burden of conflict-resolution from

CBS. Figure 4.10 shows that only nine of the 384 problem instances required any CBS

branching at all. On two problem instances, the solver reached our arbitrary limit
of 100 branching operations in a single CBS iteration. Despite the incompleteness

of ISPS and A�SC , only three problem instances (besides those on which the solver
reached a time or iteration limit) were not solved optimally.

4.6

Route Planning Ablation Study

The results reported in Section 4.5.2 indicate that CBS rarely needs to step in and

resolve conflicts in the route plans returned by ISPS. Why is it that ISPS so frequently
succeeds in finding a conflict-free optimal route plan? In this section, we perform
an ablation study of the CBS+ISPS+A�SC route planner to better characterize which

features of the algorithm are most consequential in allowing it to quickly identify
optimal valid route plans. We first consider three variants of A�SC :

1. A�SC is the slack- and collision-aware algorithm as described in Section 4.4.4.
� has the first level delay cost deactivated (this is achieved by setting the
2. A–C
� will
slack to zero before calling A�SC ). Because there is no slack to exploit, A–C

always return a minimum duration consistent path. It can still avoid conflicts
if it can do so without incurring any delay.

3. A�S– , on the other hand, has the second-level ‘‘conflict cost’’ deactivated. Because it has no access to the partial route plan, A�S– will not prefer conflict-free

paths over paths that create conflicts. It will simply return a minimum duration

� .
consistent path. A�S– should perform strictly worse than A–C
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(a) NBS+CBS+ISPS+A�SC

m = 10
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m = 40
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(b) NBS Task Assignment

m = 60
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0.1

m = 10

(c) ISPS Route Planning

Figure 4.9: Box plots summarizing (a) the runtime of the full NBS+CBS+ISPS+A�SC
algorithm, (b) the runtime of a single iteration of the NBS MILP solver on the task
assignment (PC-TA) subproblem, and (c) a single iteration of ISPS on the route
planning (PC-MAPF) subproblem. Each individual plot represents 16 trials with the
indicated values of m (labeled along the x-axis) and n (increasing from left-to-right
and labeled by color). Note that runtime is plotted on a log scale, and all three
figures are plotted on the same scale. Each box shows the lower quartile, median,
and upper quartile. The upper (resp. lower) whisker extends to the highest (lowest)
value within 1.5 times the interquartile range of the upper (lower) quartile. Outliers
appear as individual marks. © 2020 IEEE.
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Figure 4.10: Box plots summarizing the maximum number of CBS iterations in any
full iteration of the PC-TAPF solver. Plots are organized as in Figure 4.9, though each
box plot is collapsed at 0 because only nine of the 384 problem instances required
any CBS branching at all.
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In addition, we consider the following variants of ISPS:
1. ISPS is the incremental slack-prioritized search algorithm as described in
Section 4.4.3

2. ISPS-random traverses the operating schedule in random order rather than

prioritizing nodes according to their slack. This is expected to lead to scenarios

where A�SC plans first for a high-slack node and then cannot find a non-delaying
path segment for a low-slack node that avoids collision with the path segment

of the higher slack node.

We test all combinations of ISPS and A�SC variants, both with and without CBS.

All ISPS variants skip the ‘‘repair’’ iteration and the backtracking iteration. The
test suite consists of 384 PC-MAPF problems, generated within the same 26 × 26

environment and evenly spread across the same n and m values as the problem

set in Section 4.5.2. The problem instances are generated in the same manner as

described in Section 4.5.2, but with random task assignment to transform the PC-

TAPF problems into PC-MAPF problems.
Results

Table 4.3 reports the average number of conflicts in the route plan returned by each

of the six possible combinations of A�SC and ISPS variants. One notable feature of
the data is that the average number of conflicts returned by vanilla ISPS+A�SC is

less than 1 on every problem class. A�SC paired with the ISPS-random still returns

fewer than 3 conflicts on average across every problem class. Hence, though the

slack-prioritized ordering of ISPS appears to be less influential than the features
of A�SC , it still plays a non-trivial role in helping the planner identify conflict-free
� performs worse as the number of robots
route plans. As one might expect, A–C

increases—as more agents share the workspace, it becomes increasingly difficult to
avoid conflicts without exploiting slack. A�S– performs the worst on every problem
class, returning an average of 91.88 conflicts per solution on the largest problem

class. Note that the performance of A�S– is identical whether it is paired with ISPS
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Table 4.3: Average number of conflicts in returned solution across all 24 problem
� , and Blind) and ISPS variants
classes, for all combinations of A�SC variants (A�SC , A–C
(ISPS and ISPS-random)).
n = 10
n = 20
n = 30
n = 40

m = 10

m = 20

m = 30

m = 40

m = 50

m = 60

ISPS

rand

ISPS

rand

ISPS

rand

ISPS

rand

SC
−C
−−

0.25
2.0
4.44

0.56
1.19
4.44

0.0
3.25
5.12

0.44
1.56
5.12

0.0
4.69
6.56

0.75
1.88
6.56

0.0
5.5
7.81

0.69
2.5
7.81

SC
−C
−−

0.0
2.31
10.0

0.56
1.56
10.0

0.0
5.94
14.88

1.44
3.44
14.88

0.12
9.75
17.94

2.19
6.62
17.94

0.06
17.38
22.0

1.56
9.94
22.0

SC
−C
−−

0.12
2.38
12.5

0.25
2.12
12.5

0.0
7.5
24.88

1.19
4.94
24.88

0.25
15.75
35.94

1.69
8.19
35.94

0.0
21.56
34.56

2.0
10.0
34.56

SC
−C
−−

0.31
3.31
16.44

1.94
2.81
16.44

0.44
8.38
35.38

1.25
6.44
35.38

0.12
31.0
51.62

1.38
12.38
51.62

0.0
42.19
60.19

3.12
22.62
60.19

SC
−C
−−

0.25
7.19
22.81

0.56
3.44
22.81

0.06
12.56
40.88

0.88
9.0
40.88

0.12
24.62
64.0

2.06
13.44
64.0

0.31
41.38
83.75

3.19
25.12
83.75

SC
−C
−−

0.25
4.12
24.75

1.62
3.62
24.75

0.0
18.12
52.38

1.69
9.06
52.38

0.38
32.5
84.0

2.94
22.44
84.0

0.44
41.94
91.88

2.94
34.81
91.88

or ISPS-random. Since A�S– does not account for the partial route plan, the node
ordering is of no consequence.

The results in Table 4.3 are reported for a single iteration of each ISPS+A�SC

variant. However, it is also instructive to quantify the impact of these variants when

they are employed within CBS. We tested each variant with CBS on the full test suite.

We set a time limit of 100s and a CBS iteration limit of 1000. Section 4.6 reports the

success rates of CBS paired with each ISPS+A�SC variant across all problem classes.
CBS achieves a 100% success rate on all problems when paired with vanilla A�SC and
� decreases with
either ISPS or ISPS-random. The success rate when paired with A–C

increasing m and n, particularly n. Finally the success rate with A�S– is highest for
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Table 4.4: Success rate of CBS (fraction of problems solved before timing out or
reaching the iteration limit) across all 24 problem classes when paired with all
� , and Blind) and ISPS variants (ISPS and
combination of A�SC variants (A�SC , A–C
ISPS-random).
n = 10
n = 20
n = 30
n = 40

m = 10

m = 20

m = 30

m = 40

m = 50

m = 60

ISPS

rand

ISPS

rand

ISPS

rand

ISPS

rand

SC
−C
−−

1.0
0.94
0.56

1.0
0.94
0.56

1.0
0.81
0.44

1.0
0.81
0.44

1.0
0.88
0.38

1.0
0.88
0.38

1.0
0.69
0.25

1.0
0.75
0.25

SC
−C
−−

1.0
1.0
0.19

1.0
1.0
0.19

1.0
0.62
0.0

1.0
0.62
0.0

1.0
0.44
0.0

1.0
0.44
0.0

1.0
0.38
0.0

1.0
0.31
0.0

SC
−C
−−

1.0
0.69
0.31

1.0
0.75
0.31

1.0
0.56
0.0

1.0
0.75
0.0

1.0
0.12
0.0

1.0
0.12
0.0

1.0
0.25
0.0

1.0
0.19
0.0

SC
−C
−−

1.0
0.69
0.12

1.0
0.75
0.12

1.0
0.38
0.0

1.0
0.44
0.0

1.0
0.06
0.0

1.0
0.06
0.0

1.0
0.0
0.0

1.0
0.0
0.0

SC
−C
−−

1.0
0.75
0.06

1.0
0.75
0.06

1.0
0.25
0.0

1.0
0.31
0.0

1.0
0.12
0.0

1.0
0.0
0.0

1.0
0.0
0.0

1.0
0.0
0.0

SC
−C
−−

1.0
0.62
0.0

1.0
0.56
0.0

1.0
0.19
0.0

1.0
0.31
0.0

1.0
0.06
0.0

1.0
0.06
0.0

1.0
0.0
0.0

1.0
0.0
0.0

m = 10, n = 10 at 56%, and is zero for all problem classes with m �= 10 or n �= 10.

These results indicate that the slack-exploitation and conflict-avoidance features

of A�SC play the most important role in our route planner’s ability to quickly identify

valid route plans. Of lesser significance (though still impactful) is the slack-based
prioritization of ISPS.
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Discussion

In this chapter, we have presented the PC-TAPF problem formulation and have
proposed several different algorithms to solve it. The network flow formulation

of Section 4.3 can optimally solve PC-TAPF problem, but this approach does not
scale beyond small problem instances. Moreover, it can be difficult to select an

appropriate value for the time-horizon hyperparameter, Tmax , on which the flow
formulation depends.

In contrast, NBS+CBS+ISPS+A�SC does not depend on hyperparameters like

Tmax , and can efficiently compute optimal solutions to PC-TAPF instances that are

well beyond the reach of the flow formulation. We attribute the efficiency and
scalability of NBS+CBS+ISPS+A�SC to two factors: first, it decomposes PC-TAPF

problems into task assignment and route planning subproblems, which are solved
in an alternating manner. Second, ISPS and A�SC take advantage of slack in the

operating schedule to efficiently plan conflict-free route plans. The importance of
this latter consideration is reinforced by the results of a route planning ablation
study. When ISPS and A�SC (particularly the latter) are prevented from taking full

advantage of slack, the returned route plans show a dramatic increase in the number
of conflicts between agents. The resolution of these conflicts then becomes the
responsibility of CBS, leading to major increases in solver runtime.

Despite the efficiency of NBS+CBS+ISPS+A�SC across a wide range of prob-

lem instances, it struggles when the ratio of tasks to robots increases. This poor

performance is unsurprising, given the resemblance of such problems to the wellknown traveling salesman problem (TSP).3 Still, this behavior highlights the need

for suboptimal solution approaches with better runtime guarantees. On another
note, NBS+CBS+ISPS+A�SC is incomplete; there are certain classes of PC-TAPF
problems on which ISPS will fail to find the optimal consistent route plan. Though

such problem instances are rare in our suite of test problems, the incompleteness of
ISPS is still an important limitation to consider.

Finally, our formulation in this chapter is limited to a single manufacturing

3 TSP

and its multi-agent variants, mTSP, are both special cases of PC-TAPF.
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project with no constraints on solver runtime. In the following chapter, we consider
a setting where planning and execution must be interleaved as multiple project
requests arrive over time.

5

Lifelong PC-TAPF

Consider again the fully automated factory described in Chapter 4, with an array

of dedicated manufacturing stations, a central command center, and a fleet of mobile robots that facilitate manufacturing operations by transporting materials and

subassemblies between stations. We previously introduced an efficient planner

for single projects in isolation. We now consider a paradigm in which the factory

periodically receives new project requests, each comprising a collection of raw materials and a set of manufacturing operations required to transform those materials

into finished products. In this chapter, we study the problem of (re)assigning and

(re)routing robots online so as to optimally balance all active projects and maximize
factory throughput.

In real-world manufacturing and warehousing applications, it is crucial for

automated systems to adapt to new workloads online. Some settings are amenable

to decentralized solutions, where each robot chooses how to react. In scenarios (like
ours) where individual tasks are interdependent, however, some level of global

optimization may yield big dividends during the adaptation or ‘‘replanning’’ phase.
Precedence-constrained multi-agent task assignment and path finding (PC-TAPF

[85]) problems are NP hard—they combine sequential task assignment and route

planning with inter-task precedence constraints (e.g., task c cannot be performed

until tasks a and b have been completed) and collision avoidance constraints. Our
problem setting, which we call lifelong PC-TAPF, requires repeatedly solving of

PC-TAPF problems under tight runtime constraints. Ambitious online replanning
has the potential to increase factory throughput, but incurs the risk of frequent solver

timeout (and consequent delay in factory activity) before a feasible solution is found.
67
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Conservative replanning might provide faster time-to-solution at the expense of

reduced throughput capacity. The optimal replanning strategy depends on many
factors—such as the size and arrival rate of incoming project requests—that are
unknown to the solver.

Lifelong PC-TAPF is an online problem, wherein new workloads arrive sponta-

neously. Many well-studied online multi-robot planning problems involve a stream

of independent tasks that arrive according to some stochastic process [71], [73].
Some formulations incorporate multi-stage [93] or collaborative [94] tasks, but

not inter-task dependencies. In contrast, new workloads in lifelong PC-TAPF arrive as batches of interdependent tasks. Similar batches of interdependent tasks

appear in online workflow scheduling for multiprocessor computing environments

[95], but this setting is distinguished from ours by the fact that processors do not
move. Hence, though a processor’s availability over time is subject to constraints on

compute and memory capacity, its fitness for a given task is independent of task
ordering. In contrast, a mobile robot’s fitness to fulfill a given delivery task depends

on the robot’s location, which in turn depends on the previous task addressed by
the robot. Lifelong multi-agent path finding problems like multi-agent pickup and

delivery (MAPD), though characterized by independent tasks, are close to our
setting because they require collision avoidance and are usually studied in discrete

environments [86]. MAPD solvers like priority-inheritance with backtracking [76],
token-passing algorithms [56], [73] and multi-label A� [75] can be adapted to the

route-planning portion of the lifelong PC-TAPF setting by adding a synchronization

routine to ensure that inter-task precedence constraints are respected. However,
better performance is possible with methods that exploit the structure of PC-TAPF
problems [85].

In this chapter, we propose a family of online solvers for lifelong PC-TAPF

problems. Each solver consists of a reformulation module, a task assignment module,

and a route planning module. These modules are interchangeable across solvers,
and each unique combination of modules produces a solver variant with distinctive
behavior. Though some solver variants are prone to reach a runtime limit before
identifying a feasible solution, we always run a suboptimal backup planner in
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parallel to ensure that the factory can default to a feasible fallback plan rather than

freezing. We evaluate our solvers on a set of over 400 simulated lifelong PC-TAPF

problem instances. Empirical results indicate that no single solver is dominant
across all problems, though certain variants exhibit clear advantages on certain
problem classes.

5.1

Related Work

Dynamic Vehicle Routing (DVR) problems involve a stream of independent tasks

that arrive in the environment according to some stochastic spatiotemporal process [71]. DVR problems are generally set in a convex Euclidean environment, where

agents are can move with bounded velocity in any direction. DVR formulations

do not incorporate collision avoidance, which means that path planning for each

agent is completely independent of the other agents. Some DVR formulations incorporate multi-stage [93] or collaborative [94] tasks. However, the tasks are always
independent from one another.

Online DVR solvers are often based on a ‘‘repeated re-optimization’’ paradigm:

as new tasks arrive in the environment, a planner will repeatedly compute a new

plan up to some time horizon. It has been shown, however, that such sequential reoptimization approaches can lead to pathological cases where robots are repeatedly
reassigned without ever managing to service tasks [96]. Alternative solutions, based

on algorithmic queuing theory, are able to provide guarantees against such behavior.
The performance of a DVR planner/policy is often evaluated in two distinct

regimes: light loading, where tasks arrive at a slow enough rate that the robot team

can avoid falling behind, and heavy loading, where tasks arrive so quickly that the
robot team cannot keep up [97]. Another way to analyze an online algorithm is

to compare its performance to an ‘‘oracle’’ offline algorithm with a priori access to
information that only becomes available to the online solver over time [71].

In addition to tasks that arrive over time according to a stochastic process, life-

long MAPF problems incorporate collision-avoidance constraints [86]. In one such

formulation, multi-agent pickup and delivery (MAPD), each task requires a robot
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to collect an object from one location and deliver it to another.

Ma, Kumar, Li, et al. propose two decentralized, prioritized planning algorithms

for solving MAPD. In Token-Passing (TP), agents take turns selecting an available

task and planning a path sequence (current location to pickup, then pickup to

dropoff) to fulfill the chosen task. The path planning is performed by space-time

A� . The ‘‘token’’ consists of the previously computed paths of other agents, which

are treated as spatiotemporal obstacles. Token-Passing with Task Swapping (TP-TS)
augments TP by allowing any agent to ‘‘steal’’ another agent’s assignment if the

first agent can get to the pickup location more quickly. The authors also propose a

centralized MAPF solver (CENTRAL), which uses the Hungarian Method [18] for
task assignment, and CBS [34] for path finding. They measure the performance of

these solvers in terms of service time (the average time required to complete each task)
and makespan (the total time required to complete all of the tasks). Performance
increases (and scalability decreases) from TP to TP-TS to CENTRAL.

Grenouilleau, Van Hoeve, and Hooker propose a multi-label A� variant, which

plans the shortest path through a sequence of goals Grenouilleau, Van Hoeve,
and Hooker. They improve the token passing algorithm by replacing the original
sequence of calls to a single-goal A� planner with a single call to their multi-label A�

planner. The modified algorithm attains better service time, makespan, and runtime

than the original. The authors also propose a heuristic assignment algorithm that
outperforms token passing.

Priority-inheritance with backtracking (PIBT) is a distributed algorithm proposed

by Okumura, Machida, Défago, et al. for MAPF and online MAPF problems [76].

The algorithm uses a timer system to dynamically assign priorities, preventing
deadlock scenarios that might arise if a high priority agent were to sit idle after
completing its workload. PIBT also allows low priority agents to temporarily inherit

higher priority agents’ priority when trying to get out of the other agent’s way.

This overcomes the problem of priority inversion, allowing a high priority agent

to ‘‘push’’ an arbitarily large group of lower priority agents out of the way [98].
Empirical results demonstrate that PIBT significantly outperforms token passing on
a suite of MAPD test problems.
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A distributed algorithm for online task assignment and path planning is pro-

posed by Albani, Hönig, Ayanian, et al. [77]. They perform task assignment using a

hierarchical algorithm inspired by the collective behavior of beehives [78]. Their
path planner uses prioritized planning, where priority is entirely determined by the
order in which communications are received over a noisy Wi-Fi network.

Honig, Kiesel, Tinka, et al. propose a framework for persistent and robust execu-

tion of MAPF schedules. Their method interleaves planning and execution in such

a way that robot’s do not have to freeze and wait for the planner to finish running.

When replanning is triggered, they identify a ‘‘commit cut’’—a set of vertices whose

actions, along with the actions of their predecessors, will be executed before robots
switch to new plan. The commit cut is chosen so that the planner will have time

to compute a new plan before robots finish their committed tasks. Our replanning
methods also incorporate the commit cut concept.

A key distinction between the lifelong MAPF setting and ours is that all tasks

are completely independent from one another in the former. In contrast, project

requests arrive in lifelong PC-TAPF as batches of interdependent tasks. Batched

interdependent tasks also appear in online workflow scheduling for multiprocessor
computing environments [95], but this setting does not account for the movement
of agents through an environment. Though a processor’s availability over time is

subject to constraints on compute and memory capacity, the processor does not
‘‘move.’’ Its fitness for a given task is therefore independent of task ordering. In
contrast, a mobile robot’s fitness to fulfill a given delivery task depends on the

robot’s location, which in turn depends on the previous task addressed by the robot.

5.2

Problem Formulation

We model the factory environment (Figure 5.1a) as a four-connected graph embed-

ded in a two dimensional grid world. Manufacturing stations—treated as obstacles—
are regularly spaced throughout the environment, and each station is surrounded
by pick-up/drop-off zones at which objects may be collected and deposited. The

discrete state xit of robot i at time t corresponds to the grid cell occupied by the robot.
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Figure 5.1: (a) The factory environment. Dark gray regions represent obstacles
(manufacturing stations). Blue disks represent robots, and smaller black disks
represent objects. (b) A simple project request visualized as a graph. Operation
1 consumes objects 1 and 2 to produce object 3, which then becomes an input to
operation 2. (c) An operating schedule (with n = 2 robots) that fulfills the project
request in (b). Robot 1 is assigned to deliver object 1, and robot 2 is assigned to first
deliver object 2 and then deliver object 3 once operation 1 has been completed.
At each time step, each robot may remain in place or move in any of the compass

directions to arrive in an adjacent grid cell at the next time step. Robot i may collect

object j if both occupy the same grid cell (i.e., xit = o tj , where o tj denotes the state of
object j at time t), and the object moves with the robot until the robot deposits it.

A project (Figure 5.1b) consists of a set of manufacturing operations, each of

which has a set of input and output objects with prescribed drop-off and pickup locations. The outputs of one operation may be required as inputs to other

operations. Each project’s raw materials—the initial input objects—are assumed to

be immediately available at their designated pick-up locations when the request

reaches the factory command center. The project is completed once all associated
manufacturing operations are completed. The makespan of a project is defined as
the time elapsed from the project’s start to its completion.

The command center maintains a global plan that is updated every time a new

project request arrives in the factory. The global plan consists of two data structures:
an operating schedule (Figure 5.1c) and a route plan. The operating schedule S =

(VS , ES ) is a directed acyclic graph. Each vertex v ∈ VS corresponds to one of the
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following discrete high-level events or activities: initial object condition object_at;
initial robot condition robot_at; manufacturing operation operation; robot actions

go, collect, carry, deposit. The start and completion times of vertex v are denoted

by v.t0 and v.t F , respectively. An edge (v → u) ∈ ES denotes a precedence constraint,
requiring that v.t F ≤ u.t0 (i.e., the activity associated with v must be completed
before the activity associated with u may begin).

An operating schedule is valid if and only if all vertices have the correct number

of incoming and outgoing edges to the appropriate neighbor vertices. For example,
each carry vertex must be preceded by exactly one collect vertex and followed
by exactly one deposit vertex. Most of the required edges in an operating schedule
are determined directly from the project specifications. The remaining edges are

chosen by solving a sequential task assignment problem (i.e., choosing which robots

will transport which objects). This stands in contrast with formulations where the

full topological structure of a plan must be determined by a solver [88]. On the

other hand, some formulations have employed fully specified (no task assignment
required) task graphs to define cooperative path planning constraints [89].

The route plan is denoted by P = ( p1 , . . . , pn ), where pi = ( xi0 , xi1 , . . . , xit ) is the

trajectory of agent i from time 0 to t. A route plan is valid if and only if (1) it satisfies

the constraints associated with the operating schedule (i.e., each robot must be at
the relevant pick-up and drop-off locations at the time steps specified by the project
schedule), and (2) it contains no conflicts between trajectories. A conflict is said to
exist between agents i and j at time t if they are scheduled to occupy the same cell

(xit = x tj ) or to switch places between two adjacent cells (( xit = x tj +1 ) ∧ ( xit+1 = x tj )),
which would require that they ‘‘pass through’’ each other [34].

To solve a lifelong PC-TAPF problem, a solver must incrementally construct

a valid global plan (composed of a valid schedule and a valid route plan) that

completes all requested projects. Solution quality can be measured in terms of

backlog (i.e., how far behind the factory has fallen) and the makespans of individual

projects. An ideal solver would seek to ‘‘keep up’’ with incoming project requests
and to minimize the makespan of each project to the extent possible.
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primary planner
reformulate
solve

primary plan

backup planner
reformulate
solve

backup plan

Figure 5.2: Overview of our planner architecture. The current plan and incoming
project request are passed to the primary and backup planners, which run in parallel.
If the primary planner fails to produce a valid plan, factory activity defaults to the
backup plan.

5.3

Methods

When a project request arrives in the command center at time trequest , all factory
activities are required to follow the current plan up to a commit time tcommit =

trequest + Δwait , where Δwait is a waiting period prescribed by factory regulations [79].

This waiting period defines the time limit to compute an updated plan that will go
into effect at tcommit .

The updated plan is computed in two stages (Figure 5.2): first a ‘‘reformula-

tion’’ routine transforms part or all of the existing post-tcommit global plan into a

multi-project PC-TAPF problem, then a PC-TAPF solver computes a solution to this
problem.

5.3.1

Reformulation

The reformulation phase comprises a series of operations that convert the post-tcommit

global plan and the incoming project request into a PC-TAPF problem that captures

all unassigned tasks. We propose three distinct reformulation techniques: Merge-

AndBalance, ReassignFreeRobots, and DeferUntilCompletion. The choice of reformulation technique determines how aggressively the solver will try to rebalance
the existing workload against a newly arriving project request.
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Figure 5.3: A visual example of the reformulation procedure. Robots 1 and 2 are
initially assigned to deliver objects 1 and 2, respectively, after which robot 2 will
deliver object 3. When a new project request arrives, the command center cancels
robot 2’s second assignment and computes an updated plan that assigns robots 1
and 2 to deliver objects 4 and 5, respectively. After delivering object 4, robot 1 will
deliver object 3.
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MergeAndBalance
MergeAndBalance is the most aggressive of the reformulation techniques. It essentially cancels the entire post-tcommit plan so that the PC-TAPF solver can replan

from scratch. MergeAndBalance proceeds in the following steps (Figure 5.3):

The freeze step fixes the schedule and route plan up to tcommit . If a go or carry

vertex straddles the commit time (i.e., v.t0 < tcommit < v.t F ), the vertex is split into

two vertices v1 and v2 such that v1 .t0 = v.t0 , v2 .t F = v.t F , and v1 .t F = tcommit = v2 .t0 .

Vertex v1 is designated as frozen, v2 remains free, and an edge (v1 → v2 ) is added.
Non-interruptible nodes (collect, deposit, and operation) cannot be split. The

trajectory plan p of each robot is truncated at the end time of the final frozen vertex
in that robot’s itinerary, and the ‘‘tips’’ of the truncated route plan become the initial

robot conditions for the new PC-TAPF problem. The next step is pruning, which

removes all completed operation nodes and their ancestors from the active operating
schedule. If an active go node loses its predecessor, the removed predecessor is

replaced with a robot_at node that reflects the new initial condition of the relevant
robot. The next step is to break all non-frozen assignments by removing all edges
between free go nodes and free collect nodes. The final reformulation step is

to merge a partial schedule—formed from the incoming project request—into the
modified operating schedule. The revised operating schedule and partial route

plan are then passed to the PC-TAPF solver, which adds the missing edges to the

schedule graph and computes a valid route plan from tcommit to the completion of
the schedule.

In scenarios where the rate of incoming project requests is too high for the

robot fleet to keep up, the procedure described above would allow the number of
unfinished tasks to increase until overwhelming the PC-TAPF solver. To prevent this

behavior, we augment MergeAndBalance with a maximum problem size parameter,
β. When necessary, the modified algorithm increases tcommit until the number of

unassigned delivery tasks (including those added by the incoming project request)
is less than or equal to β.
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ReassignFreeRobots
ReassignFreeRobots does not cancel any pre-existing assignments, but it allows any
robot to be assigned to a task in the newly arriving project as soon as that robot

has completed its previously assigned tasks. ReassignFreeRobots is implemented

identically to MergeAndBalance, except that it skips the break assignments phase.
In cases where all robots are still busy at tcommit , we increase tcommit to the time at

which the first robot becomes available to work on the new project. In such cases,
the solver has more time to solve the new PC-TAPF problem.

Although ReassignFreeRobots does not cancel existing assignments, it is impor-

tant to note that the post-tcommit route plan—even for robots that are still completing
their previous assignments—may be modified by the PC-TAPF solver. Thus, a

robot’s path may change even though its itinerary of pre-existing assignments may
not.

Because ReassignFreeRobots never cancels assignments, it always produces a

PC-TAPF problem in which the number of tasks depends only on the newly arriving
project request. Hence, ReassignFreeRobots has no need for a maximum problem
size parameter, β.

DeferUntilCompletion
DeferUntilCompletion is the most conservative reformulation technique. It pre-

vents any robot from beginning to work on the newly arriving project request until
all pre-existing projects are completed. This is accomplished by setting tcommit equal

to the completion time of the current project, and freezing the entire plan up to that
time. Thus, each project request is handled in complete isolation from the previous
and following requests. Like ReassignFreeRobots, DeferUntilCompletion needs no
maximum problem size parameter because it never cancels assignments.

5.3.2

PC-TAPF Task Assignment Modules

The output of the reformulation phase is a PC-TAPF problem. To solve it, we adopt

the decoupled approach of Chapter 4, wherein task assignment and route planning
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are performed in separate stages. As in the optimal algorithm of Chapter 4, some

of our solvers compute multiple solutions until identifying a certifiably optimal

solution or reaching a time or iteration limit. Others simply return the first feasible
solution identified. To address the PC-TA task assignment subproblem, we propose

two task assignment modules. One task assignment module is optimal, whereas
the other is greedy but has more stable runtime.
Optimal Task Assignment Module
We refer to our first proposed task assignment solver with the name ‘‘Optimal.’’

Optimal calls a black-box MILP solver to solve a straightforward adaptation of the
‘‘assignment MILP’’ introduced in Section 4.4.1. The formulation is identical to the
original, except that the objective is now the sum of the makespans of the individual

projects, the robot ‘‘start times’’ are equal to the times at which they first become

available (tcommit if reformulation was done by MergeAndBalance or DeferUntilCompletion, but possibly later than tcommit for some robots if reformulation was

done by ReassignFreeRobots), and the initial object start times are at tcommit rather
than 0. For completeness, the modified formulation is given by
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τjF

(5.1)

Ai,j ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ 1:n + m, j ∈ 1:m

(5.2)

∑m
j=1 Ai,j ≤ 1, i ∈ 1:n + m

(5.4)

t0i = AvailableTime(i ), i
t0j+n = τjF , j ∈ 1:m
τj0 ≥ tcommit , j ∈ 1:m

(5.6)

∑

j∈TerminalObjects

∑in=+1m Ai,j = 1, j ∈ 1:m

A j+n,k = 0, j ∈ 1:m, k ∈ pred( j)

∈ 1:n

(5.3)
(5.5)
(5.7)
(5.8)

τj0 ≥ τkF + op.Δt, op ∈ S.operations, j ∈ op.inputs, k ∈ op.outputs

(5.9)

τjF ≥ τj0 + collect j .Δt + d(s j , g j ) + deposit j .Δt, j ∈ 1:m

τj0 − (t0i + d( xi0 , s j )) ≥ − M(1 − Ai,j ), i ∈ 1:n, j ∈ 1:m,

(5.10)
(5.11)

where (5.1) defines the sum of makespans objective, (5.6) defines the start times

for all n robots, and (5.8) constrains object start times to be greater that or equal to
tcommit .

Optimal has no runtime guarantees. As demonstrated by the results in Sec-

tion 4.5.2, the MILP solver often runs very fast, but can struggle on problems with

high m and low n. It is worth mentioning, however, that the off-the-shelf MILP solver

will often return a feasible (though not necessarily optimal) solution if interrupted.
In other words, our empirical results show that, in our setting, it is rare for Optimal
to fail completely.

Greedy Task Assignment Module
We use the name ‘‘Greedy’’ to refer to our second proposed task assignment solver.
It is a greedy algorithm (algorithm 5.1) that makes a single assignment per iteration,
each time choosing the robot-task pair that minimizes the arrival time of the robot
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at the pickup location over all robots and all available tasks (an unassigned task is

available if all of its predecessors have been assigned). The assignment is added to

the operating schedule so that the next greedy iteration can account for the robot’s

new position and availability time, as well as any tasks that become newly available.

This schedule update step includes a partial forward dynamic programming pass

to update the estimated start and completion times for all tasks that are affected by
the assignment. Greedy is similar to the Earliest Completion First algorithm proposed
by Ramchurn, Polukarov, Farinelli, et al. in the context of multi agent coalition
forming [99].

procedure GreedyAssignment
while some tasks have not been assigned
best_assignment ← nothing
best_final_time ← ∞
for each available robot i
for each available task j
t ← predicted collection time of j by i
if t < best_final_time
best_assignment ← (i, j)
best_final_time ← t
11:
Add best_assignment to operating schedule

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Algorithm 5.1: Greedy Sequential Task Assignment

Runtime Guarantees for Greedy
For n robots and m delivery tasks, Greedy requires m total iterations. The jth iteration

considers a maximum of n(m − ( j − 1)) possible robot-task pairings (fewer when

some tasks are not yet available, which is usually the case due to the effects of intertask precedence constraints.). The schedule update step at iteration j updates the

start/completion times of at most m − j objects and 1 robot. Hence, the worst-case
time complexity of Greedy is O(nm2 /2 + m).
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Route Planning Modules

To solve the route planning subproblem, we also propose two route planning modules. One of our route planners is centralized and seeks for optimal route plans,

while the other is distributed and greedily computes route plans. Though the centralized module is usually faster than the greedy module, it is vulnerable to getting
bogged down on corner cases that could cause it to exceed the runtime limit.
Centralized Route Planner Module
The centralized route planner is a straightforward adaptation of the CBS+ISPS+A�SC

route planner described in Section 4.4.2, Section 4.4.3, and Section 4.4.4. The original

route planner takes advantage of slack—the amount of time by which a node’s
completion may be delayed without increasing the project makespan. Incremental

Slack-Prioritized Search (ISPS) uses a priority queue to ensure that, to the extent
possible, path segments are planned for low-slack nodes before nodes with more

slack. Each path segment is computed by slack-and-collision-aware tie-breaking

A� (A�SC ), which uses slack to allow delays in order to avoid conflicts. We extend

the route planner to multi-project PC-TAPF by generalizing the notion of slack.

We redefine ISPS node priorities in terms of each node’s minimum slack over all

active projects, and we redefine the first level ‘‘delay’’ cost of the A�SC cascading cost
function in terms of the sum of delays over all active projects.
Distributed Route Planner Module

The distributed route planner is based on priority-inheritance with backtracking

(PIBT), a complete, partially decentralized solver originally proposed for iterative

multi-agent path finding problems [76]. PIBT uses prioritized planning with one-

step lookahead. It incorporates a priority inheritance scheme that allows a lowpriority robot to temporarily inherit the priority of a high-priority robot, so that
the low-priority robot can push medium-priority robots out of the way in order to

vacate a position claimed by the high-priority robot. The original PIBT algorithm
also employs dynamic prioritization, whereby each agent’s priority depends on
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the time elapsed since it reached its last goal. Longer time corresponds to higher
priority. A high-priority robot may push other agents out of the way in order to

reach its goal, at which time its priority will drop to zero, permitting previously
lower-priority robots in turn to push it out of the way if necessary. The authors

show that PIBT will find a solution (to any well-formed MAPD problem) in which
all goals are reached in finite time.

In order to extend PIBT to the PC-TAPF setting, we make two simple but crucial

modifications: first, we define a cascaded tie-breaking priority law (algorithm 5.2)
to replace the original timer-based dynamic priority scheme. The first level of the

priority law prioritizes robots according to the type of task they are executing (in

order from highest to lowest priority: deposit, collect, carry, go). Since a robot

must remain in place while executing a deposit or collect task, it makes sense to

give these nodes highest priority so that no other robot will waste time trying to

push them out of the way. More importantly, carry tasks are prioritized ahead of go

tasks to prevent deadlock scenarios where the latter blocks the former while waiting
to collect an object that cannot be manufactured until the carry and subsequent
collect tasks are completed. The second level of our priority law prioritizes each
robot according to the slack associated with its current task (lower slack means
higher priority). The third level applies the same timer system as in the original
PIBT.

function get_pibt_priority(xit )
v ← current schedule node active for agent i
if v is of type deposit or collect
p[1] ← 2
else if v is of type carry
p[1] ← 1
else
p[1] ← 0
9:
p[2] ← −(minimum slack of v over all projects)
10:
p[3] ← time elapsed since robot i finished it previous task
11:
return p
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

Algorithm 5.2: Modified PIBT priority law
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Our second modification to PIBT is a fast centralized update routine (Line 13,

algorithm 5.3) that is called after each successful iteration to ensure that inter-task
precedence constraints (e.g., robot i may not collect object j until that object becomes
available) are satisfied.

Our modified version of PIBT is usually slower than the optimal CBS+ISPS+A�SC

route planner. The advantage of PIBT, however, is its fixed computational complexity

of O(4n) per time step [76]. PIBT will march forward in time at a bounded pace,

even in those rare scenarios where the optimal planner might get bogged down

by difficult-to-resolve conflicts. Because PIBT guarantees a valid route plan up

to whatever time step it has currently reached, it can be safely interrupted at any
moment. Though the PIBT route planner generally runs to completion in our
experiments, this property of safe interruptibility means that it only needs to stay at

least one time step ahead of execution in order to guarantee continuity of factory
operations.

5.4

Experiments

In this section, we present the results of three different sets of experiments to evaluate
the family of lifelong PC-TAPF solvers presented above.

5.4.1

Comparing Optimal and Greedy PC-TA solvers

To characterize the tradeoffs of the Optimal versus Greedy task assignments modules,

we compare their performance on a suite of regular (single-project) PC-TA problems.
The PC-TA problem set is formed by dropping the route-planning element from

all problems in the 384-problem PC-TAPF test suite described in Section 4.5.2. We
consider two variants of the greedy algorithm, which are distinguished by the

criterion that they employ to choose which assignment to add to the assignment
matrix in a given iteration:

• Greedy-CompletionTime: This variant is as described in Section 5.3.2. At
each iteration, it chooses the robot-object pair that minimizes the completion
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function modified_pibt(PC-TAPF)
cache.undecided ← {1:n}
cache.reserved ← ∅
t ← tcommit
while route plan is not consistent
while undecided �= ∅
i ← highest priority agent in undecided
x � , status ← pibt_step(cache, xit , nothing)
if status = true
xit+1 ← x �
else
return false
� planner failed
update operating schedule
if out of time
return true
� not finished, but plan is valid up to t
return true
� planning finished
function pibt_step(cache, xit , x tj )
cache.undecided ← cache.undecided ∪ {i }
for x � in possible successor states of x1t , sorted by increasing cost
if x � �= x j ∧ x � ∈
/ cache.reserved
cache.reserved ← cache.reserved ∪ x �
if ∃k ∈ cache.undecided | xk = x �
if pibt_step(cache, xkt , xit )
� recursive call
�
return x , true
else
return x � , true
return x � , false
Algorithm 5.3: Modified PIBT
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time of that object’s delivery.
• Greedy-PathLength: This variant chooses the robot-object pair that minimizes the travel distance of the robot to the pickup point, without regard

for when the robot is able to start or when the object becomes available for
collection.

Performance Metrics
The performance of each greedy task assignment module is assessed with the
following metrics:

• Cost ratio for a single problem instance is computed by dividing the cost of the

solution returned by Greedy by the cost of the solution returned by Optimal.

• Runtime ratio is computed in like manner (runtime of Greedy divided by
runtime of Optimal).

• Absolute runtime is the unscaled solver runtime.
Results
The top two plots of Section 5.4.1 show the empirical distributions over cost ratio and

runtime ratio, respectively, for Greedy-CompletionTime across all problem instances.

The third plot shows the absolute runtime on a linear scale. Section 5.4.1 summarizes

these distributions for Greedy-PathLength. The cost and runtime ratio distributions

are also summarized in aggregate over all problem instances by the histograms in
Section 5.4.1.

The Greedy-CompletionTime cost ratio is less than 1.5 on over 99% of the test

problems, and is less than 1.1 on over 70% of them. It usually runs slower than

Optimal, but is much faster on the low n, high m problems that are so challenging for

Optimal. On the other hand, the Greedy-PathLength cost ratio ranges as high as 4.5,
and is greater than 2 on over 60% of the test problems. Though Greedy-PathLength
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avoids the forward dynamic programming pass to update task and robot completion/availability times, it does not exhibit a significant runtime advantage over
Greedy-CompletionTime.
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Figure 5.4: Results for Greedy-CompletionTime: (a) ratio of greedy cost vs cost
obtained by optimal solver; (b) ratio of greedy runtime to runtime of optimal solver;
(c) absolute runtime in seconds. Each box shows the lower quartile, median, and
upper quartile. The upper (resp. lower) whisker extends to the highest (lowest)
value within 1.5 times the interquartile range of the upper (lower) quartile. Outliers
appear as individual marks.
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Figure 5.5: Results for Greedy-PathLength: (a) ratio of greedy cost vs cost obtained
by optimal solver; (b) ratio of greedy runtime to runtime of optimal solver; (c)
absolute runtime in seconds.

5.4.2

Experiments A - Monolithic Project Requests

In this section, we test solvers over a wide range of project sizes and arrival rates.

The problem set consists of 200 problem instances. Each instance includes a team

of 30 agents and a sequence of 30 project requests that arrive at regular intervals.
Initial robot locations are selected at random. All manufacturing operations and the
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Figure 5.6: Histograms summarizing the distributions of cost ratios (left column)
and runtime ratios (right column) for Greedy-CompletionTime (top row) and
Greedy-PathLength (bottom row) aggregated over all problem instances.
pickup and dropoff locations of all objects are randomly generated for each project
request. The problems are evenly distributed across 25 distinct classes, where each

class is distinguished by request size m (the number of delivery tasks per project
request) and arrival interval Δt (the interval between the arrival times of successive

project requests). The most challenging problem classes are those with high m and
low Δt. We set Δwait = 10s for all problems.

The 25 problem classes are a subset of the permutations of m ∈ {10, 15, 20, 25, 30}

and Δt ∈ {20s, 30s, 40s, 50s, 60s, 70s, 80s}. These particular ranges of m and Δt were

selected to analyze solver performance in two asymptotic regimes: light loading and
heavy loading [97]. In the light loading regime, a solver is able to keep up with rate
of incoming project requests, leading to an average project makespan that remains

more or less constant over time. In the heavy loading regime, the solver is unable to
keep up with the rate of incoming project requests. This leads to a gradual increase
in the average project makespan at each successive planning stage.
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Performance metrics
Solver performance is analyzed in terms of three metrics.
• Backlog factor b ≥ 1 is computed as follows:
backlog

factor

=

completion time of final project
.
minimum
start time of
+ makespan of all
final project
projects

(5.12)

The larger the value of b, the more the solver is falling behind. If b ≈ 1, the
factory is essentially keeping pace with the incoming demands.

• Per-stage makespan measures the makespan of each project request in a lifelong

PC-TAPF instance. In our results, we visualize the distribution over perstage makespan for several problem classes. We also report the average perstage makespan across all planning stages and problem instances within each
problem class.

• Tasks per minute measures the average number of delivery tasks completed per
minute over an entire lifelong PC-TAPF instance.

• Fallback rate measures the fraction of replanning stages on which the primary

planner fails to find a feasible solution prior to time out, requiring the command center to adopt the fallback plan instead.

Solver Variants
We compare six distinct solver variants, whose names correspond to the reformulation module and the PC-TAPF solver modules that they incorporate. In a slight

overloading of our notation,‘‘Optimal’’ here refers to the pairing of the Optimal
task assignment module with the centralized route planning module. This solver is
essentially our hierarchical PC-TAPF solver from Section 4.4, with the modifications

described in Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. As in the original algorithm, we allow the solver

to perform multiple iterations (if necessary) as it seeks to find an optimal solution.
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Furthermore, ‘‘Greedy’’ here refers to the pairing of the Greedy task assignment and

the PIBT route planner discussed in Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. Unlike the Optimal,
the greedy PC-TAPF solver computes only a single solution. The six solver variants
are the following:

• OMβ - Optimal-MergeAndBalanceβ . We test four different OM planners,
with varying values of max problem size β parameter: OM40 , OM50 , OM60 ,
OM70 . A higher value of β gives the solver more room to balance the robot
fleet across active projects, but increases the likelihood of solver failure in

heavy-loading regimes.

• OR - Optimal-ReassignFreeRobots. This solver variant combines the optimal
PC-TAPF solver with the ReassignFreeRobots reformulation module. Since

ReassignFreeRobots maintains a constant problem size at each replanning

iteration, and the maximum project size across all problem variants is m = 30,

we expect OR to fail less frequently than any of the OM variants.

• OD - Optimal-DeferUntilCompletion. This solver variant combines the optimal PC-TAPF solver with the most conservative of the three reformulation
modules: DeferUntilCompletion.

• GM - Greedy-MergeAndBalance-150. We test three different GM planners,

with varying values of max problem size β parameter: OM100 , OM150 , OM200 .
Since the Greedy task assignment module runs faster than Optimal for high m,

we can set β to a higher value for GM than for OM. Here, again, a higher value

of β gives the solver more room to balance the robot fleet across active projects,

but increases the likelihood of solver failure in heavy-loading regimes.

• GR - Greedy-ReassignFreeRobots. This solver variant combines the greedy PCTAPF solver with the ReassignFreeRobots reformulation module. Again, we

expect this variant to run faster than all GM variants because it automatically
limits problem size to the incoming project size at each planning step.

• GD - Greedy-DeferUntilCompletion. This solver variant is expected to perform the worst of all variants, because it combines the greedy PC-TAPF solver
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with the most conservative of the three reformulation modules: DeferUntilCompletion.

We employ GD (Greedy-DeferUntilCompletion) as the backup planner for all

other planner variants. If the primary planner times out at a given replanning stage
before computing a feasible solution, the backup plan (which is computed in parallel
by GD) is implemented instead.
Results
We begin our discussion of the experimental results by considering the distributions
over per-stage makespan over successive planning stages. Figure 5.7 provides a

visualization of these trends for planners (OM60 , OR, GM150 , and GR) on problem

classes with m ∈ {20, 25, 30} and Δt ∈ {20, 30}. On problem class m = 20, Δt = 30,
the makespan trends are essentially flat—in other words, each solver is able to keep

up with incoming demands so that the project makespan does not, on average,
increase with planning stage. GR shows a slightly higher per-stage makespan than
the other three, but the latter three are almost indistinguishable.

On heavier loading problem instances, an upward trend in makespan is observ-

able over successive planning stages. GR generally has the steepest slope, followed

by OR. OM60 and GM150 exhibit similar trends over all six problem classes; however,
on the heaviest loading problem class—m = 30, Δt = 20—GM actually outperforms

OM by a small but significant margin. This suggests that aggressive reformulation

with slightly suboptimal task assignment (e.g., GM150 ) can pay big dividends in
heavy loading regimes, where the more conservative β value for OM60 prevents this
latter from such aggressive global replanning.

Makespan trends for the Optimal-MergeAndBalance variants—OM40 , OM50 ,

OM60 , and OM70 —are shown in Figure 5.8.1 Planner performance essentially increases with β, except that OM60 and OM70 appear nearly identical. Though not
1 Note

that the results shown here for OMβ variants were actually computed on a different
problem set than the results that are reported in comparison across the broader set of solver variants.
The problem generation process and parameters are identical to the main problem set for these
experiments.
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Figure 5.7: Per-stage makespan trends as a function of planning stage for problem
classes with m ∈ {20, 25, 30} and Δt ∈ {20, 30}. Each colored band represents the
interquantile range of the associated planner’s distribution over per-stage makespan
on the associated problem class.
visible from Figure 5.8, OM70 fails more frequently than OM60 . This suggests that

more aggressive OM variants (e.g., OM80 , OM90 , etc.) would fail even more fre-

quently, and would, therefore, probably not perform any better than OM60 .

It is also instructive to consider trends in planner runtime over successive plan-

ning stages. These give a rough idea of how hard each planner has to work, on

average, at each planning stage within a given problem class. Figure 5.9 provides a

visualization of per-stage runtime trends for the same planners (OM60 , OR, GM150 ,
and GR) and problem classes ((m, Δt) ∈ {20, 25, 30} × {20, 30}) as presented in

Figure 5.7. Figure 5.10 is likewise analagous to Figure 5.8. In every case, the runtime

distribution for a given planner begins at some initial distribution and then gradually
transitions to some steady-state distribution—with higher mean than the original

distribution—after some number of planning stages. Note that the runtime traces

are plotted on a log scale. While this provides better distinguishability between

the traces for lower runtimes, it also makes the higher-runtime traces appear closer
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Figure 5.8: Makespan trends of OMβ for β ∈ {40, 50, 60, 70} as a function of planning stage, for subset of problem classes with m ∈ {20, 25, 30} and Δt ∈ {20, 30}.
Each colored band represents the interquantile range of the associated planner’s
distribution over per-stage makespan on the associated problem class.
together. For example, the mean of the final runtime distribution for OM60 on
problem class m = 30, Δt = 20 is greater than that of OR by a factor of 4.7.

The distributions over runtime for the ReassignFreeRobots variants remain

relatively tight and essentially stationary over time, though a slight initial upward
trend is observable for problem class m = 30,Δt = 20. On the other hand, as m

increases and Δt decreases, runtimes for OM60 and GR first rise and plateau at 10s,
then eventually begin to exceed the initial 10s commit window (Figure 5.9). This

indicates that both planners are taking advantage of the extended commit window
created when tcommit is increased to account for task limits (in the case of OM60 ) or

robot availability times (in the case of GR). The rate of increase is most rapid for

OM60 , reflecting the previously observed phenomenon that runtime for Optimal
grows quickly with m.

The four Optimal-MergeAndBalance variants exhibit similar runtime trends

(Figure 5.10) to that described above for OM60 . Because the problem size limit

Runtime (s)
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Figure 5.9: Runtime trends as a function of planning stage for problem classes with
m ∈ {20, 25, 30} and Δt ∈ {20, 30}. Each colored band represents the interquantile range of the associated planner’s distribution over per-stage runtime on the
associated problem class.
becomes active earlier for small β, OM40 clearly has (and makes use of) an extended
commit window after the first few planning stages in all of the visualized problem
classes. However, the runtime distributions on the heaviest loading problem classes
indicate that, unsurprisingly, OM40 generally returns more quickly than its higher-β

counterparts.

The average project makespan, task rate, backlog factor and fallback rate are

tabulated for OM60 , OR, GM150 , and GR for each problem class in Table 5.1 (the

data for makespan and task rate are also plotted in Figure 5.11). Note that failure

is quite rare for any solver variant, and never occurs in the Greedy variants. Optimal-ReassignFreeRobots performs just as well as its MergeAndBalance counterpart

on essentially all problem classes in the ‘‘light-loading’’ regime. An appreciable performance gap begins to appear at Δt = 30, m ≥ 25 and Δt = 20, m ≥ 20. A similar

trend is observed between Greedy-MergeAndBalance and Greedy-ReassignFreeRobots,
but the latter falls behind more quickly as the problems approach the heavy loading
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Figure 5.10: Runtime trends of OMβ for β ∈ {40, 50, 60, 70} as a function of planning stage, for subset of problem classes with m ∈ {20, 25, 30} and Δt ∈ {20, 30}.
Each colored band represents the interquantile range of the associated planner’s
distribution over per-stage runtime on the associated problem class.
regime. Performance is quite similar across the four solver variants the light-loading
problem classes.

The same four performance metrics are reported in Table 5.2 (with average

makespan and task rate plotted in Figure 5.12) for the Optimal-MergeAndBalance

variants on a subset of problem classes. Note the increasing failure rate with increasing β.

5.4.3

Experiments B - ‘‘Mini Project’’ Batches

In this section, we explore how solver performance varies with changes in the
structure of incoming project requests. The problem set consists of 224 problem

instances, evenly distributed across four distinct classes. Whereas all requests in the
previous experiments consisted of a single project, the requests in these experiments

(except for the first class) consist of multiple ‘‘mini-projects’’ that arrive together. In

the first class, each request is a single project with m = 30. In the second, the 30-task
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Figure 5.11: Average per-stage makespan (left) and task rate (right) for planners
OM60 , OR, GM150 , and GR on problem classes in set A.
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Figure 5.12: Average makespan (left) and task rate (right) for planners OM40 , OM50 ,
OM60 , and OM70 on select problem classes.
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Table 5.1: Results for Optimal and Greedy solver variants on problem set A. To save
space, OM60 and GM150 are listed as OM and GM, respectively.
Makespan
m dt
30
25
20
15
10
30
25
20
15
10
30
25
20
15
10
30
25
20
15
30
25
20
30
25
30

OM

OR

OD

GM

GR

GD

Task Rate

Backlog

OM OR OD GM GR GD

OM OR OD GM GR GD

20 256.2 376.6 1657.8 228.3 644.5 1705.5 53.3 44.3 14.3 59.1 32.9 14.0 1.4 1.68 5.18 1.26 2.28
20 186.3 269.6 1552.2 187.3 499.6 1585.4 52.9 43.5 12.6 53.8 32.8 12.4 1.2 1.46 5.04 1.18 1.93
20 136.2 182.6 1429.5 146.8 285.2 1455.1 45.8 42.8 10.9 47.9 32.6 10.7 1.14 1.2 4.74 1.08 1.59
20 109.0 113.1 1244.8 121.2 151.0 1261.3 38.6 38.1 9.1 37.4 34.0 9.0 1.04 1.05 4.41 1.07 1.18
20 93.7 95.2 993.8 97.3 99.2 1015.6 25.6 25.5 7.2 25.4 25.4 7.0 1.07 1.07 3.82 1.07 1.07
30 164.4 225.7 1499.0 167.4 460.8 1532.7 49.1 44.0 14.3 50.1 31.1 14.1 1.08 1.21 3.7 1.06 1.71
30 153.0 152.4 1387.6 150.7 259.1 1435.6 41.2 42.0 12.7 42.2 34.4 12.3 1.11 1.08 3.57 1.07 1.34
30 120.2 123.3 1251.6 131.1 149.1 1296.7 35.0 34.9 10.9 34.5 33.9 10.6 1.05 1.05 3.38 1.07 1.09
30 108.5 109.3 1102.2 113.4 114.7 1135.0 26.7 26.6 9.1 26.4 26.5 8.9 1.04 1.05 3.05 1.05 1.05
30 92.9 93.9 882.6 96.0 96.9 891.8 18.2 18.1 7.1 18.1 18.1 7.0 1.03 1.03 2.63 1.04 1.03
40 134.8 140.0 1357.0 153.2 227.6 1399.3 40.7 40.5 14.4 40.0 32.9 14.1 1.02 1.02 2.89 1.04 1.29
40 133.4 134.4 1332.4 141.9 164.1 1369.0 33.9 33.9 12.3 33.5 33.2 12.0 1.03 1.03 2.84 1.04 1.05
40 117.1 119.1 1089.6 124.3 124.7 1115.4 26.9 26.9 11.0 26.8 26.7 10.9 1.04 1.04 2.55 1.05 1.05
40 107.4 108.5 926.7 111.7 111.1 958.2 20.6 20.6 9.1 20.6 20.6 8.9 1.03 1.03 2.34 1.03 1.03
40 97.2 97.8 771.5 98.7 98.9 785.8 13.9 13.9 6.8 13.9 13.9 6.7 1.03 1.03 2.11 1.03 1.03
50 137.0 138.4 1221.0 146.9 159.1 1248.8 32.8 32.8 14.1 32.6 32.3 13.9 1.03 1.03 2.39 1.04 1.05
50 128.0 130.2 1105.2 136.1 138.6 1133.3 27.5 27.4 12.5 27.3 27.2 12.3 1.03 1.03 2.26 1.04 1.04
50 118.0 120.4 967.0 122.9 123.2 994.2 22.1 22.0 10.9 21.9 22.0 10.7 1.03 1.04 2.09 1.04 1.04
50 107.5 108.2 779.4 110.4 110.6 801.8 16.7 16.7 9.0 16.6 16.6 8.9 1.03 1.03 1.9 1.03 1.03
60 137.3 140.4 1161.5 146.0 150.6 1205.2 27.9 27.8 13.8 27.7 27.7 13.6 1.02 1.03 2.06 1.03 1.03
60 116.9 129.7 976.7 133.0 134.0 999.5 29.1 23.2 12.5 23.2 23.1 12.3 0.94 1.03 1.91 1.03 1.03
60 119.1 120.3 831.7 124.5 124.5 874.7 18.7 18.7 10.7 18.7 18.7 10.5 1.02 1.02 1.78 1.03 1.03
70 134.9 137.8 948.4 143.0 144.7 999.2 24.1 24.1 13.9 24.1 24.1 13.6 1.02 1.02 1.77 1.02 1.02
70 127.0 129.3 834.6 131.8 132.0 876.1 20.3 20.3 12.5 20.2 20.2 12.2 1.02 1.02 1.66 1.02 1.02
80 135.3 137.2 807.9 141.1 141.7 836.6 21.3 21.3 13.9 21.2 21.2 13.7 1.02 1.02 1.56 1.02 1.02

Fallback rate
OM

OR OD GM GR GD

5.3
– 0.004 –
5.12 0.017 0.004 –
4.83 0.033 –
–
4.46
–
–
–
3.89
–
–
–
3.77 0.025 –
–
3.67 0.038 –
–
3.46
–
–
–
3.12
–
–
–
2.66
–
–
–
2.95
–
–
–
2.9 0.008 –
–
2.59
–
–
–
2.39
–
–
–
2.14
–
–
–
2.43 0.012 –
–
2.3
–
–
–
2.13
– 0.004 –
1.93
–
–
–
2.1
–
–
–
1.93
–
–
–
1.83
–
–
–
1.81
–
–
–
1.69
–
–
–
1.58 0.004 –
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

request is evenly split between np = 6 (np stands for number of unique projects)
‘‘mini-projects’’—5 objects each)—that all arrive at the same time. In the third class,
each request has np = 10 smaller projects of 3 objects each. Finally, the fourth

class has np = 30, where each smaller project represents a single, independent

delivery task. Thus, each request has m = 30 total tasks, despite the variation in np.
Problems in the fourth class are essentially equivalent to MAPD, though the arrival

time distribution is not random. As in set A, each instance in problem set B includes a
team of 30 agents and a sequence of 30 requests that arrive at regular intervals. Initial

robot locations, manufacturing operations, pickup and dropoff locations are selected

in the same manner. Within each class, the problem instances are evenly distributed

across the same range of arrival intervals, Δt ∈ {20s, 30s, 40s, 50s, 60s, 70s, 80s}.

From an intuitive standpoint, a batch of mini-projects totaling m = 30 tasks is

more parallizeable than a single 30-task project. The smaller the mini-projects, the
more quickly the robots should be able to complete the batch, in general. On the

other hand, a more parallizeable project means less slack. In the extreme case of
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Table 5.2: Results for Optimal-MergeAndBalanceβ solver on problem set A with
varying values of β.
Makespan

Task Rate

Backlog

Fallback rate

m dt

OM40

OM50

OM60

OM70

OM40

OM50

OM60

OM70

OM40

OM50

OM60

OM70

30 20
25 20
20 20

460.2
273.0
143.0
305.3
146.8

293.5
188.5
148.1
164.1
130.9

256.7
181.1
133.8
181.6
135.1

264.6
210.0
134.8
182.3
129.7

39.3
43.1
46.3
39.0
42.6

51.1
51.9
42.8
48.8
44.3

54.6
54.4
46.5
43.9
42.5

55.7
49.6
46.2
45.6
44.1

1.95
1.49
1.14
1.38
1.07

1.5
1.23
1.25
1.1
1.03

1.4
1.18
1.14
1.26
1.08

1.37
1.3
1.15
1.19
1.03

30 30
25 30
30 40

163.8 133.4 132.8 135.4

38.6

40.2

40.6

39.9

1.08

1.04

1.03

1.05

OM40

OM50 OM60 OM70

–
– 0.004 0.046
0.004 –
0.012 0.1
– 0.054 0.021 0.025
–
– 0.033 0.088
–
– 0.008 –
–

0.004

–

0.008

single-task projects, each schedule node will have zero slack. It is expected that the
route planner will struggle more in such cases.
Results
In the ‘‘mini-project’’ results, the solvers’ per-stage makespan distributions (Figure 5.13) tend to grow tighter and flatter with increasing np. The flattening confirms

the prediction that greater parallelizeability of the project batch leads to faster completion time. The increasing tightness seems to arise because there is less variability

in the minimal makespans of the many small projects. This hypothesis is corroborated by increasing tightness with decreasing m in the results of Section 5.4.2.

The ‘‘mini-batch’’ runtime distributions display several noteworthy trends. For

problems with Δt = 30, OM is virtually always maxed out on at the initial 10s

runtime limit. For Δt = 20, OM quickly reaches and remains at the maximum

allowable cutoff of 40s. However, more planning stages are required to reach this
latter limit as np increases.

The runtime distribution for OR increases with np. This gives credence to the

prediction that greater parallelizeability leads to greater difficulty for the route
planner. On the other hand, both Greedy-based solvers exhibit decreasing runtime

with increasing np. We speculate that there is simply less overall route planning
for PIBT to do, and that this is partially responsible for the observed decreases in
runtime as np increases. A more confusing trend is that, for np = 30, the runtime

distributions of OR and GM decrease initially. This phenomenon is unexpected, and
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np = 6, Δt = 20

np = 10, Δt = 20

np = 30, Δt = 20

np = 6, Δt = 30

np = 10, Δt = 30

np = 30, Δt = 30
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Figure 5.13: Makespan trends as a function of planning stage for problem classes
from set B with np ∈ {6, 10, 30} and Δt ∈ {20, 30}. Each colored band represents the
interquantile range of the associated planner’s distribution over per-stage makespan
on the associated problem class.
merits further investigation.

The average project makespan, task rate, backlog factor and fallback rate are

tabulated for OM60 , OR, GM150 , and GR for each ‘‘mini-project’’ problem class in

Table 5.3 (the data for makespan and task rate are also plotted in Figure 5.15). Note

that, as in the experiments of Section 5.4.2, failure is quite rare for any solver variant,
and never occurs in the Greedy variants.

5.5

Discussion

We have introduced the lifelong PC-TAPF formulation and have proposed a family
of algorithms to solve such problems. Empirical results show that ambitious global

replanning can substantially increase factory throughput compared to conservative
methods that do not rebalance factory resources, but that no single approach is

dominant across all problem classes. In very heavy loading regimes, we have

Runtime (s)

Runtime (s)
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np = 6, Δt = 20

np = 10, Δt = 20

np = 30, Δt = 20
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np = 10, Δt = 30

np = 30, Δt = 30
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Figure 5.14: Runtime trends as a function of planning stage for problem classes from
set B with np ∈ {6, 10, 30} and Δt ∈ {20, 30}. Each colored band represents the
interquantile range of the associated planner’s distribution over per-stage runtime
on the associated problem class.
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Figure 5.15: Average makespan (left) and task rate (right) for planners OM60 , OR,
GM150 , and GR on problem classes in set B.
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Table 5.3: Results for Optimal and Greedy solver variants on the mini-project problem set. To save space, OM60 and GM150 are listed as OM and GM, respectively.
Makespan
np dt

OM

OR

OD

GM

GR

GD

30
10
6
30
10
6

97.3
173.0
189.4
52.2
77.9
99.1

69.2
165.6
221.6
52.0
80.0
104.9

341.7
745.0
967.7
202.8
588.8
826.7

81.3
150.4
173.4
60.4
94.1
116.0

189.5
423.2
507.5
68.2
171.9
288.8

463.8
818.6
1015.5
328.5
670.7
888.0

48.8
75.9
91.4
49.9
74.8
88.9
49.6
75.3
89.1
49.7
74.5
90.7

49.7
77.2
93.0
51.1
76.5
91.1
50.1
77.0
91.5
50.7
76.0
92.8

49.7
317.8
553.9
51.1
168.6
382.9
50.1
85.6
247.6
50.7
76.9
146.0

58.5
82.4
99.8
59.3
80.2
95.6
59.8
83.4
95.0
58.8
81.3
96.6

58.7
84.6
105.8
60.1
81.0
96.8
58.9
82.8
95.5
58.2
81.4
96.6

78.1
370.1
623.8
62.5
227.2
447.7
59.8
138.8
306.0
58.8
85.7
191.6

20
20
20
30
30
30

30 40
10 40
6 40
30
10
6
30
10
6
30
10
6
30
10
6

50
50
50
60
60
60
70
70
70
80
80
80

50.1 50.3 63.9 59.3 59.6 190.4
76.5 79.0 478.0 85.9 99.3 537.8
90.1 93.5 658.7 102.7 120.7 727.5

Task Rate

Backlog

OM OR OD GM GR GD

OM OR OD GM GR GD

70.5
62.8
61.7
56.5
55.2
53.6

79.3
63.8
57.1
56.5
55.0
53.6

43.8
26.7
22.2
42.9
26.6
21.8

78.2
67.9
66.2
56.0
53.9
52.6

57.9
38.2
36.8
55.3
45.8
32.2

36.9
25.1
21.4
36.0
24.8
20.8

1.19
1.27
1.29
1.01
1.02
1.03

1.05
1.25
1.4
1.01
1.02
1.03

1.9
2.98
3.58
1.34
2.11
2.54

1.07
1.18
1.2
1.02
1.04
1.05

1.45
2.1
2.18
1.04
1.23
1.72

2.27
3.18
3.72
1.6
2.26
2.67

34.8
34.2
34.0
29.2
28.8
28.7
25.2
24.8
24.6
22.0
21.8
21.7

34.9
34.2
34.0
29.2
28.8
28.6
25.1
24.8
24.6
22.0
21.8
21.7

34.9
26.0
21.5
29.2
26.2
21.7
25.1
24.7
21.4
22.0
21.8
20.9

34.7
34.0
33.8
29.1
28.7
28.5
25.0
24.7
24.6
22.0
21.8
21.6

34.7
34.0
33.7
29.1
28.8
28.4
25.0
24.7
24.5
21.9
21.8
21.7

34.1
24.7
20.4
29.1
24.8
20.7
25.0
23.6
20.6
22.0
21.8
20.2

1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.0
1.01
1.01
1.0
1.01
1.01

1.0
1.01
1.01
1.0
1.01
1.01
1.0
1.01
1.01
1.0
1.01
1.01

1.01
1.33
1.6
1.0
1.11
1.33
1.0
1.01
1.16
1.0
1.01
1.04

1.01
1.02
1.02
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01

1.01
1.02
1.02
1.01
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.01
1.01

1.03
1.4
1.69
1.01
1.17
1.39
1.01
1.06
1.21
1.01
1.01
1.08

43.2 43.2 42.3 42.7 42.8 35.5
42.4 42.3 26.1 42.0 41.5 24.6
41.8 41.7 22.0 41.4 40.8 20.9

Fallback rate

1.01 1.01 1.03 1.02 1.02 1.23
1.01 1.01 1.64 1.02 1.03 1.74
1.02 1.02 1.94 1.03 1.04 2.04

OM

OR OD GM GR GD

–
–
0.033 –
0.017 –
–
–
–
–
0.017 0.004
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

observed that the best performance is achieved by very ambitious reformulation
combined with a greedy PC-TAPF solution technique.

To avoid disruption of factory operations, ambitious planners can be run in

parallel with runtime-stable suboptimal backup planning methods. Of course, this

parallel planning approach is easily extended to running a whole bank of solvers
in parallel and selecting the best plan from among them. We see this work as an

important step toward the design of algorithms that enable flexible online automated
manufacturing.

Our algorithm’s maximum heavy-loading capacity could be improved with a

more principled (i.e., optimization-based) approach to selecting the MergeAndBalance problem size limit. Performance might be further improved through

anticipatory routing policies to strategically move free robots to likely initial pickup
locations. Though our experiments have consisted of project requests arriving at

constant rates, a more realistic setting might involve periodic workload profiles.
It might be helpful, in such settings, to adjust planner behavior based on learned
models of demand fluctuation over time.
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To scale our approach to larger-scale problems, it might be helpful to adopt a

‘‘windowed solver’’ technique similar to that proposed by Li, Tinka, Kiesel, et al. for
large scale online MAPF problems. Their method modifies CBS to resolve conflicts
between the paths of the agents only up to some finite time horizon.

Though our approach handles uncertainty at the level of project requests, it

otherwise assumes a deterministic factory environment. In future work, we will

extend our online replanning methods to adapt to unexpected contingencies. In

these regards, we draw inspiration from robust multi-agent path finding execution

frameworks (e.g., [79]). Events like robot failure may necessitate schedule-level

replanning methods, similar to our reformulation methods discussed in Section 5.3.1.
However, it would also be important to incorporate fast reactive protocols (e.g.,
‘‘emergency stop’’) to ensure that the factory could halt operations at a moment’s

notice. Changes in the workspace (e.g., an oil spill, palettes stacked on previously

unoccupied floor) might require an update to the shared global environment map,
and could potentially trigger a full or partial replanning operation similar to what we

have proposed here. ‘‘Lower-level’’ sources of delay might be effectively addressed

with various closed-loop control techniques to stabilize robots to their planned

reference trajectories. Finally, unexpected human visitors might enter the factory

floor, requiring robots to monitor the positions of the visitors and respect ‘‘safety

distances.’’

6

Building LEGO sets

Thus far, we have studied scheduling and route planning algorithms in a discrete

environment. Each manufacturing operation has been treated as a simple black
box that causes inputs to disappear and outputs to materialize. Objects have been

modeled with trivial geometries—we have assumed that each can be carried by
a single robot, and that the presence or absence of an object on board the robot
has no impact on that robot’s dynamics or collision avoidance requirements. We

have moreover assumed that each project specification prescribes the pickup and

dropoff locations for each object and intermediate assembly. In this chapter, we relax
all of these assumptions and present a proof-of-concept system for autonomous
multi-agent construction of large assemblies.

Our new problem setting incorporates the following features:

• Objects can take on arbitrary 3-dimensional geometries, and can translate and
rotate in continuous 3D space. Some objects and subassemblies are so large
that they must be transported by a team of robots.

• Robots have single-integrator holonomic dynamics, and move on a 2-dimensional
plane through the 3D Euclidean workspace.

• Project specifications detail the final configuration of each assembly and subassembly, as well as ordered ‘‘build phases’’ that partially constrain the order
in which components may be added to an assembly; however, the project
specification provides no information about where in the environment each
operation is to take place. The spatial layout of the construction plan thus
becomes part of the solution that must be computed by a planner.
103
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• Though we do not directly model the rigid-body dynamics of parts and assemblies, we limit transport speed based on their sizes (robot teams move more
slowly when carrying large cargo loads than when carrying small cargo).

Various systems have been proposed for ‘‘end-to-end’’ multi-robot assembly

planning and execution [2], [3]. These approaches perform both high-level task

planning, coarse ‘‘transit’’ motion planning, and detailed manipulation planning
required to fasten assembly parts together (e.g., screwing, riveting, etc.). Other

approaches focus on the geometric assembly planning task, which amounts to determining in what order—and along what paths—to assemble a given assembly subject
to constraints that all components must move into their goal configurations without

interfering (i.e., colliding) with other components [4]–[7]. Dogar, Spielberg, Baker,
et al. address the geometric assembly planning prcoess with the added complexity of

planning sequences of robot poses to realize the assembly process [10]. Though our
approach has significant overlap with some of these systems, our proof-of-concept
system generally approaches multi-robot assembly planning from a higher level

of abstraction. We address task planning and transit planning, but abstract away
the fine details of piecing together assemblies. As such, we are able to focus on

larger assemblies than can be tractably handled by these more detailed end-to-end
approaches.

Building on methods presented in Chapter 4 and Section 5.3.1, our proof-of-

concept system can synthesize construction plans for assemblies with hundreds of

parts in a matter of minutes. The remainder of this chapter proceeds as follows:
in Section 6.0.1, we introduce a running example to ground our discussion. We

describe the environment model in Section 6.2. In Section 6.4, we introduce an

approach for determing multi-robot carrying configurations for transporting objects.

We describe our method for generating the spatial layout of a construction site in

Section 6.5. Section 6.6 introduces our approach to task allocation and team forming.

We describe a decentralized strategy for plan execution and collision avoidance

in Section 6.7. In Section 6.8, we report on several simulations demonstrating our
system on various assemblies. We conclude in Section 6.9 with some discussion.
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A Running Example

LEGO® models offer a convenient framework for defining large assemblies that are

often composed of smaller assemblies in addition to individual parts. Throughout
this chapter, we provide illustrations with assemblies that are defined using the

LDraw 1 file specification, an open source tool for describing LEGO® bricks and

models. Some of the models used in our examples can be found in the LDraw

Official Model Repository2 . We designed others ourselves using LeoCAD3 , an open
source CAD software tool for defining LDraw models.4

To illustrate the environment model and the process of synthesizing a con-

struction plan, we introduce a simple ‘‘tractor’’ project as a running example (Section 6.0.1). This assembly was defined in LeoCAD, and is based on LEGO® model

10708, Green Creativity Box. The tractor has a total of 20 individual pieces, which are
organized into one final assembly (the tractor) and seven subassemblies.

6.1

Related Work

Our problem falls under the umbrella of Task and Motion Planning (TAMP) problems, which combine discrete task planning with multi-modal continuous motion
planning [29]. TAMP is a broad framework that is applicable when one or more

robots must both move through a continuous environment and modify the state of

objects in the environment. General TAMP problems may incorporate geometric,
kinodynamic, and modal variables and constraints. Our problem setting involves

variables and constraints in these categories as well, and could theoretically be

expressed as a generic TAMP problem and solved by a general-purpose TAMP

solver. However, our proposed method is tailored to the proposed problem set-

ting, and can therefore scale to much larger problems than would be possible for a
general-purpose solver.

1 https://www.ldraw.org

2 http://omr.ldraw.org/

3 https://www.leocad.org/

4 This

work is neither sponsored, authorized, nor endorsed by LEGO®, LDraw, or LeoCAD.
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A1

A2

A3
A4

A5

A6

A7

A8

Figure 6.1: A visualization of the project specification for our example tractor assembly. Each individual subassembly is labeled with the letter A followed by a
number. The final assembly, A1, (shown enlarged in the top left) is composed of
three subassemblies (A2, A3, and A4) and a few individual parts that form the
cabin and exhaust pipe. The rear wheel assembly, A2, is composed of an axle piece
and two large rim+tire assemblies (A5 and A6, which are identical). The front
wheel assembly, A3, is similarly structured, albeit with smaller rim+tire assemblies
(A7 and A8). The chassis assembly, A4, is composed of a few plates and bricks.
Construction of each assembly is broken into one or more build phases, which
constrain the order in which components may be incorporated into the assembly.
Each unlabeled node in the project tree shows an assembly following the completion
of an intermediate build phase.
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An important element of TAMP is the notion of a kinematic graph, which specifies

kinematic constraints between entities in the environment [100]. As robots interact

with the world, the kinematic graph undergoes mode switches, wherein edges are
added, removed, or modified. A kinematic graph is our main tool for modeling the
transient ‘‘pick up’’, ‘‘put down’’, and ‘‘lock into parent assembly’’ modal switches

that occur as robots carry components through the environment and attach them to
their parent assemblies.

Various systems have previously been proposed for ‘‘end-to-end’’ multi-robot

assembly planning and execution. For example, IKEABot is a multi-robot system for

furniture assembly [2]. IKEABot takes a geometric assembly description as input,
then synthesizes an assembly plan and coordinates the actions of delivery robots

(which transport materials) and assembly robots (which attach parts to each other
as prescribed by the assembly plan). Dogar, Knepper, Spielberg, et al. propose a

system for multi-scale assembly with robot teams. The authors demonstrate their
approach with an end-to-end hardware demo wherein a team of robots fastens a
mock airplane wing panel to a mock wing box [3]. Our problem setting addresses

many of the considerations addressed by these types of systems, but ignores others.
For example, we abstract away the fine manipulation required to actually incorporate
each component into its parent assembly. We also ignore mass and structural
properties of robots and objects, using purely geometric models instead.

Geometric assembly planning is the problem of determining trajectories along

which components of an assembly can be brought into (or out of) mating position

without interfering with the rest of the assembly. An assembly plan is often generated

by first computing a disassembly plan (i.e., begin with a fully assembled model,
plan how to remove each component) and then reversing the disassembly plan

through time. Wilson introduced the concept of a ‘‘non-directional blocking graph’’
that encodes the geometric interactions/interferences between parts [4], [5]. This

representation can be used to identify the directions in a part’s configuration space
in which it may be perturbed without interfering with the rest of the assembly. The

non-directional blocking graph fits into the more general motion space framework

described by Halperin, Latombe, and Wilson [6]. Culbertson, Bandyopadhyay,
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and Schwager use considerations similar to those encoded by the non-directional

blocking graph to impose partial ordering constraints in a multi robot assembly
planning problem [7]. Our setting assumes that a feasible geometric assembly plan
has already been found for each manufacturing project.

The geometric assembly plan specifies how to bring parts together. With large,

complex assemblies, it is also important to determine where each subassembly will

be constructed. This is closely related to the problem of facility layout planning, a

well-studied topic in the literature [12]. Discrete facility layout problems include

the quadratic assignment problem [14]. The design variables correspond to facility

locations, and the cost function is the sum of pairwise distance costs between facilities. Continuous facility layout (CFL) problems take the form of geometric packing
problems (packing many small shapes into a larger shape) with similar pairwise

distance costs [16]. In our setting, the quality of a particular construction layout
depends not only on the distance between related ‘‘facilities’’ (assembly construction

areas), but also on the traversability of the interfacility spaces through which robots

are allowed to travel.

In scenarios where a team of robots must collaborate to transport a large payload,

it is necessary to determine the ‘‘carrying’’ configuration the robots relative to the

payload. This problem is related to grasp planning in both single and multi-robot

manipulation problems. Four cooperative manipulation protocols are proposed

by Rus, Donald, and Jennings for multi-robot planar manipulation of furniture. A

distributed system for multi-robot collaborative transport is proposed by Fink, Ani

Hsieh, and Kumar [9]. A multi-robot grasp and regrasp planner based on constraint
satisfaction programming is proposed by Dogar, Spielberg, Baker, et al., for scenarios

where a team of robots must work together to put together an assembly [10]. Tariq,
Muthusamy, and Kyrki present a grasp coordination method for two-robot load
sharing in collaborative transport tasks. They assume that the first agent’s grasp has

already been selected, and they select (from a finite number of candidate grasps)
the second agent’s grasp to optimize a load sharing objective function [11].

Ramchurn, Polukarov, Farinelli, et al. study the problem of coalition formation

with spatial and temporal constraints (CFSTP) [99]. Their setting involves a set of tasks
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with deadlines and service durations, and a set of agents that can service those tasks

by convening in teams at prescribed spatial locations. Different agents have different

‘‘skills’’, which determine how effective they are at servicing different kinds of tasks.

The size of a coalition required to service a given task depends on the skills of the

team members. Though CFSTP involves deadlines and task service durations, it

does not include intertask precedence constraints.

A very large body of work exists on distributed collision-avoidance in continuous

space. Three approaches relevant to our methods are artificial potential fields [80]

and Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles (RVO) [82]. Potential functions define vector

fields that can be used to inform robots’ continuous control signals. Repulsive potentials can push a robot away from obstacles and other robots, attractive potentials can

draw a robot toward goals, rotational potentials can push a robot around obstacles
or other robots, etc. Multiple potential functions can be composed to create control

laws that simultaneously pursue multiple objectives. For example, Fink, Ani Hsieh,
and Kumar use various potential field compositions with a finite state controller to
enable distributed collaborative object transport.

RVO prevents collisions by placing constraints in neighboring robots’ velocity

spaces. It assumes that each robot’s desired velocity is known to all other robots.
In a convex environment where two robots are trying to reach different goals and

we wish to minimize the sum of their travel times, RVO is an optimal collision

avoidance strategy [82]. Though this guarantee of optimality is not assured in

scenarios with more than two simultaneously interacting robots, RVO leads to very
efficient collision avoidance in sparse interaction settings. Though RVO is prone to

gridlock in some scenarios, it can still work in setting with more dense interaction.

6.2

Environment Model

We model the environment as a convex 3-dimensional Euclidean space. Robots,
objects, and assemblies are modeled as rigid bodies. We assume a fleet of identical,
cylinder shaped transport robots. Objects and assemblies, on the other hand, may
have arbitrary 3D geometry. The configuration q of a rigid body can be defined as
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its pose (x, R), where x ∈ R3 denotes its 3D position vector and R denotes its 3D
orientation (we use R ∈ SO(3) to denote a 3D rotation matrix, but the orientation
can be equivalently encoded as, e.g., a quaternion).

Each rigid body has a coordinate frame attached to it. A transform matrix TBA

encodes the rigid transormation between frame A and frame B, such that p A =

TBA p B , where p is a point in the workspace and the subscript denotes the coordinate

frame in which p is expressed. Transformations can be chained together, such that
p A = TBA TCB pC (i.e., TCB transforms from frame C to frame B, then TBA transforms

from frame B to frame A) and TCA = TBA TCB . The pose of a rigid body can be expressed
in the form of a transform matrix, as in
T=

�

R x
0T 1

�

.

The factory floor is a plane perpendicular to the vertical axis of the world coordi-

nate frame W. Robots are constrained to move only on the 2D plane of the factory
floor, and their orientation remains fixed (in other words, a robot’s configuration
is fully determined by its x- and y-position on the floor). The joint configuration

space of the entire system (all robots and objects together) is the collision-free subset
of the cartesian product of their indvidual configuration spaces.

The generalized velocity q̇ of a rigid body can be defined as its twist (ẋ, Ω), where

ẋ =

d
dt x

denotes linear velocity, and Ω =

rigid body can then be defined as (q, q̇).

d
dt R

denoted angular velocity. The state of a

Assemblies
An assembly consists of two or more components, whose prescribed configurations

relative to the assembly frame are defined by transformation matrices. A component
can be a single object or a subassembly with its own set of components. A project

specification details one or more assemblies to be built, and may additionally group

subsets of each assembly’s components into an ordered sequence of build phases. A
component may be added to its parent assembly only if the associated build phase
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is active. When all components in a build phase have been incorporated, the next
build phase becomes active.
Transport Units
When a single robot or a team of robots transports an object or assembly, the robots

and cargo together are referred to as a transport unit. To collect a payload, a robot

(or team of robots) must move into carrying formation at a defined pickup location.
This ‘‘unlocks’’ the payload, which moves into its carrying configuration relative

to the robots. Once the cargo is secured in its carrying configuration, the transport
unit may begin to move through the environment.

For a given object or assembly, the environment model employs a geometric

heuristic to specify how many robots must participate in the transport unit. The

planner must then identify an appropriate carrying formation for the team. Since

the geometric ‘‘team size’’ heuristic is closely related to our method for determining
transport unit formation, we introduce both in Section 6.4.

The nominal configuration space of a transport unit is the same as that of a

robot—i.e., the transport unit may translate along the floor of the environment, but

may not rotate or move vertically. The velocity of the transport unit is constrained
according to

�ẋ� ≤ max(vmax − rect_volume · volume_factor, vmin ),

(6.1)

where vmax denotes the maximum speed permitted for an unladen robot, rect_volume
denotes the volume of the smallest hyperrectangle that completely encloses the transport unit, volume_factor is a scaling parameter, and vmin is a lower bound on the

speed limit. This simple heuristic ‘‘speed limit’’ law is a proxy for a more sophisticated model that might account for robot and cargo dynamical properties, actuator
constraints, and other consideratons. Still, the speed limit rule adds a layer of realism

and complexity to the problem of collision-free navigation, as moving entities differ
both in size and in the speed at which they can travel.

When a transport unit reaches the delivery location for its cargo, the payload
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is moved into a prescribed staging configuration5 . At this point, the transport unit

disbands, allowing the robots to break from carrying formation and attend to other
tasks. Meanwhile, the assembly component is moved from its staging configuration
into its final configuration relative to the parent assembly frame. Upon reaching the

goal configuration, the component is ‘‘captured’’ and locked into place as part of
the parent assembly.

6.3

Methods Overview

To fulfill a project specification, our autonomous multi-agent robotic assembly

system creates and executes a construction plan. The plan is created in three stages:
1. Configure transport units (Section 6.4): in this phase, our system determines

how many robots will be needed—and where the robots will be placed relative

to their cargo—to tranport each object and assembly. A few of the transport
unit configurations for the tractor project are shown in Figure 6.2.

2. Construct staging plan (Section 6.5): in this phase, the system determines

where to build each assembly and where each component of that assembly
will be dropped off. Each assembly is constructed in its own staging area—a

circular region on the factory floor. The staging areas are arranged so that (a)
every subassembly can be transported in a straight line from its staging area

to the staging area of its parent assembly without entering any other staging
areas, and (b) every object can be transported from its initial location to the

staging area of its parent assembly without entering any other staging area. To

the extent possible, dropoff locations for objects and assemblies are selected
so as to minimize the distance from dropoff location to final configuration

within the parent assembly. An example staging plan for the tractor project is
visualized in Figure 6.5.
5 Note

that the dropoff procedure may not begin until the associated build phase of the cargo’s
parent assembly is active.
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3. Allocate transport tasks (Section 6.6): in this phase, we construct a new type

of operating schedule, which incorporates collaborative transport tasks and

discrete build phases. Partial schedules for the tractor project are visualized
in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7. To allocate tasks to individual robots and robot

teams, we build upon the task allocation algorithms described in Section 4.4.1
and Section 5.3.2.

To execute the construction plan, the robots must perform their assigned delivery

tasks while avoiding collision with each other. For this execution phase, we use

a combination of local visibility graph path planning, highways, and distributed
reactive collision avoidance.

6.4

Configuring Transport Units

For each payload to be tranported, it is necessary to determine (a) how many robots

should participate in the transport unit, and (b) where they should be positioned

relative to each other and the payload. In a real-life collaborative tranport scenario,
these considerations would depend on many factors, including total mass and mass

distribution of the payload, structural properties of the payload (e.g., would a long,
thin object bend or collapse if only supported at the ends?), ‘‘grippability’’ of the

payload (i.e., where and how can robots securely grasp the payload?), robot actuator
limits, and the shape of both the payload and the robots.

Determining physically realizable transport team sizes and configurations is

beyond the scope of this work. However, we employ a heuristic geometric approach

to provide plausible answers to both considerations. Intuitively, larger payloads
should be carried by more robots. However, the shape of the payload also impacts
how many robots can fit in a feasible carrying configuration (i.e., a configuration in

which every robot is positioned directly beneath some part of the payload). Our
heuristic approach is defined as follows.

Given an object o, let c represent the convex hull of the projection of o onto the

x-y plane—i.e., the ‘‘footprint’’ of o on the factory floor. We assume that o has no
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curved surfaces, or, alternatively, that its geometry has been approximated such

that there are no curved surfaces and that the error between true and approximated
geometry is very small compared to the size of a robot. Because we assume no
curved surfaces in the geometry of o, c is a polygon. We define the set of candidate

‘‘support points’’ as the vertices of c. These are the locations at which robots may
be placed to support the object in a transport unit. The reason for limiting the

candidate carrying positions to the vertices of the convex hull is that the object may
have arbitrary non-convex shape; there could, for example, be a gaping hole in the
middle of the object, such that a robot placed underneath the hole would not be

able to carry any weight. If a robot positions itself at a vertex of the footprint, we
can guarantee that it will be directly beneath a solid part of the object.

Let l represent the ‘‘length’’ of c—i.e., the maximum distance between any two

points in c, and let w represent the ‘‘width’’—the maximum distance between

any two points in c projected onto the plane normal to the direction in which l is

measured (the values of l and w are the first and second singular values of the

matrix whose columns are formed from the coordinates of the vertices of c). Let

p denote the perimeter of c, and let robot_radius denote the robot radius. Finally,

let N denote the number of edges in c whose lengths are less than 2robot_radius

(we cannot place two robots at both ends of any such edge). We wish to find n, the
number of robots required to transport o.

Note that n = ( p/(πrobot_radius))\1 is a lower bound on the number of disks

of radius robot_radius that can fit around the perimeter of c, where the backslash

operator ·\· denotes integer division (i.e., ·\1 denotes rounding down to nearest

integer). The value of n is determined according to
n=

�

√
max(1, min(|c| − N, min(n, 2 n))\1),

max(1, min(n, 2)),

if w ≥2robot_radius (6.2)

otherwise,

(6.3)

where |c| denotes the number of vertices of c. The case defined by (6.2) applies for
payloads where the width of the payload is greater than twice the robot radius. It
maximizes the number of robots under the constraint that there must be enough

feasible carrying positions |c| − N and the number of robots must not exceed n or
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√
2 n. This second term is used to ensure that the number of robots grows sublinearly

with increasing footprint perimeter for large payloads. The second case ensures that
long skinny objects are carried by just two robots.

If n = 1, the single robot carrying position is directly below the center of the

minimum-radius hypersphere that fully encloses the payload. If n > 1, the carrying
positions are selected from the candidate positions according to the greedy hill
climbing optimization procedure outlined in algorithm 6.1. The idea is to initialize

a vector of indices into the points of c, and then iteratively improve those indices by
trying all neighboring indices whose elements are within ±1 of the elements of the

corresponding current indices. The score of a given set of carrying positions is a

linear combination of three terms: the first term (Line 14) measures the minimum

distance between consecutive points; the second term (Line 15) measures the sum of
these neighbor-neighbor distances; the third term (Line 17) measured the minium

distance between any two points in the set. This particular score function is a handengineered heuristic to encourage carrying configurations where the robots are as
spread out as possible.

Some of the selected transport unit configurations (generated as described above)

for the tractor assembly, subassemblies, and objects are shown in Figure 6.2.

6.4.1

Hierarchical Geometry Approximation

In the following steps of creating the construction plan, we often need to reason

about the distance between geometric sets representing assemblies, components, and

robots. Computing such distances can be very time-consuming when the underlying
sets can take on arbitrary non-convex geometries (as is the case with the various

components that may be part of a given manufacturing project). For this reason, we
frequently work instead with convex overapproximations of the base geometry.

We make use of three types of bounding geometries: spheres, vertical cylinders,

and vertical octagonal prisms (Figure 6.3). The bounding geometry for each individual object is computed directly from the base geometry. The bounding geometry for
an assembly can be computed either from the base geometry of its components, or
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3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

15:

16:

17:
18:
19:

function select_carry_positions(c,n)
if n = |v|
return c
best_idxs ← n indices drawn uniformly from 1:|v| without replacement
updated = true
while updated
updated ← false
for idxs ∈ neighbors(best_idxs)
if score(c[idxs]) > score(c[best_idxs])
best_idxs ← idxs
updated ← true
return c[best_idxs]
function score(pts)
c1 ← mini∈1:| pts| (� pts[i ] − pts[i + 1]�)
c2 ← ∑i∈1:| pts| � pts[i ] − pts[i + 1]�
c3 ← min p1 ∈ pts,p2 ∈ pts (� p1 − p2 �)
0.1
return c1 + | 0.5
c + | pts
c
pts| 2
|2 3
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function neighbors(idxs)
return {idxs� | ∀i ∈ 1:|idxs|, �idxs[i ] − idxs� [i ]� ≤ 1, ∀(i, j) ∈ idxs� , i �= j}
Algorithm 6.1: Greedy Carrying Position Optimization
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Figure 6.2: A visualization of the transport unit configurations for several of the
assemblies and objects associated with the tractor project. The payload geometry
is shown in black and white. The convex hull is highlighted in green. Robots are
shown as blue disks, with their carrying positions highlighted with smaller orange
disks.
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Figure 6.3: The top row shows overapproximated geometry (from left to right:
sphere, vertical cylinder, octagonal prism) for the final tractor assembly. The bottom
row shows the same types of approximations for the transport unit for object 6.
from the approximated geometry of those components (in either case, the geometry
of each component must first be transformed to match the assembled configuration

of the assembly). Though the latter approach is generally more efficient (and is,
therefore, the preferred method when dealing with large assemblies), but results

in ‘‘looser-fitting’’ bounding geometry. For small assemblies like the tractor, we

opt for the former, more precise approach. The same approach is used to compute

the bounding geometry of each transport unit from the geometry of the associated
payload and robot team.

To compute a bounding sphere, we solve a simple quadratic program to find the

point that minimizes the maximum L2 distance to any point in the input set. This

can be done more efficiently with algorithms like the one proposed by Larsson [101].
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To compute a bounding vertical cylinder, we solve the same quadratic program
used for computing a bounding sphere, but with the input set projected onto the

horizontal plane. We then compute the top and bottom of the cylinder by finding

the maximum and minimum value of the input set projected onto the vertical axis.

This same method is used to determine the top, bottom, and sides of a the bounding

vertical octagonal prism, but we additionally impose constraints so that each vertical
face of the prism has width of at least some minimum positive value. This ensures
that each prism will have all eight of its sides.

6.5

Constructing a Staging Plan

The global staging plan defines the staging location of each assembly—that is, where on

the factory floor the assembly will be built. For each assembly, the assembly subplan
consists of a sequence of build phase subplans. A build phase subplan prescribes the

dropoff location for each component in a given build phase relative to the staging
location of its parent assembly.

We begin by constructing each build phase subplan independently. The idea is to

select the dropoff locations so as to minimize the distance between each component’s

dropoff location and its final configuration in the assembly, subject to the constraints

that (a) the transport units will not overlap with each other if they simultaneously
occupy their prescribed dropoff zones, and (b) the transport units will not overlap

with the partial assembly. We also want to ensure that no transport unit will have
to wait for another to move before it can access its dropoff location. We select the

dropoff locations by solving a convex radial layout optimization problem of the form
minimizeθ1:n+1
subject to

n

∑ (θi − θ̂i )2

(6.4)

θi+1 − θi ≥ Δi + Δi+1 , i ∈ 1:n

(6.5)

i =1

0 ≤ θi ≤ 2π, i ∈ 1:n

θn+1 − θ1 = 2π, i ∈ 1:n,

(6.6)
(6.7)
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where the decision variables θ1:n denote the angular coordinates of the n components’

dropoff locations relative to the assembly, θ̂i represents the angular coordinate of
the goal configuration of component i in the assembly, ri denotes the radius of
component i’s bounding cylinder, and Δi = arcsin(ri /(ri + Ri )) is the radial ‘‘half

width’’ of component i (half the width of component i’s ‘‘slice of the pie’’.), where

R̂ represents the radius of the assembly bounding cylinder (or, if the assembly’s

bounding cylinder is too small for all components to fit around the rim, a concentric

cylinder of sufficient radius). The n components are first sorted in order of increasing
θ̂, so the non-overlap constraints around the rim of the assembly cylinder can be

encoded in the convex form of (6.5). The constraint in (6.7) is a ‘‘wrap around’’

constraint that uses the dummy variable rn+1 to apply the non-overlap constraint
between component n and component 1. A visualization of a radial layout problem
is shown in Section 6.5.

The bounding cylinder of an assembly may grow larger after each build step, as

more and more components are incorporated into the assembly. The initial cylin-

der used for each radial layout optimization problem correponds to the bounding
cylinder of the assembly prior to that build step.

For each build phase subplan, the build phase staging area is defined as the mini-

mum radius cylinder that completely encloses (1) the assembly’s current bounding
cylinder, (2) all cylindrical dropoff zones, and (3) the staging area associated with

the previous build step (if a build phase is the initial build phase of an assembly,
there is no previous staging area to be enclosed). The assembly staging area is simply
the staging area of the final build phase of that assembly.

Once all build phase subplans are constructed, we can select each assembly’s

staging location relative to its parent assembly. To do so, we first define the construction zone of each leaf assembly (i.e., each assembly that has no child assemblies)
as that assembly’s staging area. We then move up the assembly tree (from initial

objects to final assemblies), defining the construction zone of each parent assembly
by solving a radial layout optimization problem. The central cylinder in each such

layout problem is the parent assembly’s staging cylinder, and the surrounding cylin-

ders are the construction zones of that assembly’s subassemblies. In these layout
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Figure 6.4: An example solution to a radial layout optimization problem. Circles 1,
2 and 3 are placed precisely at their respective desired orientations relative to the
center circle. Circles 4 and 5, however, are forced to split the difference because they
would overlap if placed at their desired orientations.
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problems, the target angle θ̂ of each child is defined by the angle of that child’s

dropoff zone relative to its parent assembly.

Figure 6.5 shows two example staging plans for the tractor project. One is

constructed precisely as described above. The other is constructed in essentially the
same manner, except that an extra buffer radius is added to each construction zone

when choosing the assembly staging locations. Some buffer can be helpful to avoid
an overly crowded workspace.

6.6

Team Forming and Task Allocation

With a global staging plan that defines where all assemblies will be built, collected,
and transported, the next task is to determine which specific robots will be involved
in the transport of each object or assembly.

6.6.1

A New Kind of Operating Schedule

The operating schedule introduced in Chapter 4 consisted of seven different node

types (robot_at, object_at, go, collect, carry, deposit, and operation). To account

for the details of our new problem setting, we introduce a new type of operating
schedule, which is composed entirely of the following new node types:
• ObjectStart

O

defines the initial state of an object.

• RobotStart

R

defines the initial state of a robot.

• RobotGo

defines a navigation task for a single robot from one location to

another.

G

• AssemblyStart

sA

• OpenBuildStep

oB

is a checkpoint node that must be passed before work may

begin on an assembly.

is a checkpoint at which the referenced build step becomes

active. This checkpoint is reached for the initial build step of an assembly as
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Figure 6.5: Bird’s eye views of two possible global staging plans for the tractor project.
Red circles represent the staging areas of the assemblies. Blue circles represent the
final bounding cylinders of the assemblies. Green circles represent the dropoff zones
for the assembly components—i.e., the ‘‘parking zones’’ for the transport units as
they unload their cargo. Because the dropoff zones for all build phase subplans
are superimposed in one image, some of the dropoff zones overlap with each other
and/or with the bounding circles. Gray circles are added to show how the nested
staging areas fit around each other. (a) shows a plan with no buffer between staging
areas. (b) shows a plan with some buffer between staging areas.
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soon as the AssemblyStart checkpoint is passed. For each subsequent build
step, the OpenBuildStep checkpoint is reached as soon as the previous build
step has been completed.
• FormTransportUnit

F

defines the task of loading a payload onto a team of

robots in formation. This task may only begin when the robots are in carrying
formation. During the FormTransportUnit task, the robots remain in place as
the payload is lowered into its carrying configuration.

• TransportUnitGo

defines the task of transporting a payload to its dropoff

T

zone. During transport the robots and payload remain in rigid formation.

• DepositCargo

defines the task of unloading a payload from a transport

D

unit. The robots remain in formation until the payload has been lifted into
its staging configuration, at which time the transport unit disbands and the
robots are free to break from formation and attend to other tasks.

• LiftIntoPlace

defines the task of moving an assembly component from

L

its staging configuration to its target configuration in the assembly. This task
is accomplished without participation of any robots. We essentially assume

that a manipulator robot is available to move the component from its staging
configuration to its final configuration.
• CloseBuildStep

cB

is a checkpoint at which the build step is completed.

This checkpoint is reached once all LiftIntoPlace tasks associated with the
referenced build step have been completed.

• AssemblyComplete

cA

is a checkpoint that marks an assembly as complete,

meaning that it is ready to be collected by a transport unit.

• ProjectComplete

P

is a checkpoint marking the project as complete.
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Task allocation and Team Forming as a Graph Repair Problem

In the original task assignment formulation of Section 4.4.1, a ‘‘single-robot-pertask’’ structure is hard-coded into the milp constraints. Hence, it cannot be directly
applied to our setting, where robots are frequently required to work together as part
of a transport unit.

We introduce a more generic task assignment milp formulation that makes it

straightforward to deal with arbitrary project schedule structures—including those

that incorporate collaborative transport tasks with varying numbers and configurations of robot teams. Our new formulation can be thought of as a graph repair

problem: an initial graph is specified, but some required edges (in our setting,
the ‘‘assignment edges’’) are missing from the graph. A solver must determine

where to add edges so as to satisfy the problem constraints and minimize some

performance objective (in our setting, the makespan or, for multi-head projects, the
sum of makespans). Instead of solving for an assignment matrix, we solve for the

adjacency matrix X of the project schedule, which directly encodes the edges of the
project schedule (i.e., Xi,j = 1 ⇐⇒ (i → j) ∈ ES ).

To specify an initial schedule graph, we essentially fill in the ‘‘skeletons’’ of the

various transport tasks. The structure of this initial schedule encodes the partial

ordering of all tasks that need to be accomplished. However, the initial schedule is

missing the ‘‘assignment edges’’, which encode the assignments of tasks to robots.

The initial schedule for the tractor is visualized in Figure 6.6. A small subgraph of
the schedule is visualized in Figure 6.7.

The sets of legal edges to and from a given node are encoded by the helper

functions EligiblePredecessors and EligibleSuccessors, respectively. The sets of re-

quired edges to and from a given node are defined by the functions RequiredPredecessors
and RequiredSuccessors, respectively. A graph is valid if an only if the predecessors

and successors of each node form supersets of the respective Required- sets and
subsets of the respective Eligible- sets. In other words, each node must have at
least the required number of edges to and from the right types of nodes, and no

more than the allowable number of edges to and from the right types of nodes.
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Figure 6.6: The partial schedule tractor operating schedule (RobotStart and
RobotGo nodes are hidden to emphasize the structure of the transport tasks). This
schedule encodes all tasks that need to be performed, and the precedence constraints
between them. However, it does not yet encode any assignments of robots to tasks.
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pairs are also shown, emphasizing that task have not yet been allocated to specific
robots. Placeholder RobotGo nodes have been added in preparation for the task
assignment phase.
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The outputs of these four functions for each type of schedule node are shown in
Table 6.1.

Given the initial schedule as shown in Figure 6.6 and the helper functions as

defined by Table 6.1, the new milp formulation can be written as
minimize
subject to
Xv,u = 1,

∑ tvF ,
0

t ∈

Xv,u = 0,
Xv,u = 0,
∑v∈VS Xv,u

v ∈ S.TerminalProjectNodes

|V |
R+ S ,

F

t ∈

|V |
R+ S ,

X∈B

|VS |×|VS |

(v → u) ∈ ES
(v → u) ∈
/ EligibleEdges(S)
v ∈ VS , u ∈ upstream(S, v)
≥ |RequiredPredecessors(u)|,

∑u∈VS Xv,u ≥ |RequiredSuccessors(u)|,

∑v∈VS Xv,u ≤ |EligiblePredecessors(u)|,
∑u∈VS Xv,u ≤ |EligibleSuccessors(u)|,

tvF ≥ t0v + Δtv ,

v ∈ VS

t0u − tvF ≥ − M(1 − Xv,u ), v ∈ VS , u ∈ VS

(6.8)
(6.9)

(6.10)

(6.11)

(6.12)
u ∈ VS

v ∈ VS

u ∈ VS

v ∈ VS

tvF − (t0v + Δtv (u)) ≥ − M(1 − Xv,u ), v, u ∈ VS ,

(6.13)

(6.14)
(6.15)
(6.16)
(6.17)
(6.18)
(6.19)

where Equation (6.8) defines the sum-of-makespans objective, t0 and t F encode

the start and end times, respectively, for all vertices, Equation (6.10) encodes all

existing edges, Equation (6.11) disqualifies ‘‘illegal’’ edges, Equation (6.12) prevents

any single edge from creating a cycle in the graph,6 Equations (6.13) and (6.14)
ensure that each vertex has at least the required number of incoming and outgoing
edges, Equations (6.15) and (6.16) ensure that each vertex has no more than the

maximum allowable number of incoming and outgoing edges, Equation (6.17)
enforces the duration of each vertex, and Equations (6.18) and (6.19) encode ‘‘big
M’’ inequality constraints that are activated/deactivate by the value of the associated

binary variable—Equation (6.18) enforces precedence constraints between vertices

only if there is an edge between them, and Equation (6.19) encodes the duration of
6 It

is still possible for multiple added edges to create a cycle, but this does not occur in solutions
because it has infinite cost.
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Table 6.1: Required predecessors and successors for all schedule node types. The
keyword variable denotes that the number of required/eligible predecessors/successors for a given type can vary between instances of that node type (transport units
vary in the number of robots, and build steps vary in the number of components).
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vertex i if that vertex is updated by adding an edge from v to u (Δtv (u) encodes the

duration if the edge is added). This last constraint is necessary because the duration

of a RobotGo node depends on its destination (which is defined by the successor of

the RobotGo node).

Since some transport units have multi-robot teams, it is necessary to identify

which ‘‘role’’ (i.e., which carrying position) a given robot is being assigned to.

We provide this extra identifying information to the solver by adding ‘‘dummy’’
RobotGo nodes. For each carrying position in a transport unit, one RobotGo node
is added as a predecessor to the associated FormTransportUnit node, and one

is added as a successor of the associated DepositCargo node. Each placeholder

RobotGo node stores the destination or origin of its associated carrying position.

These placeholder nodes are ommitted from Figure 6.6 so as not to distract from the

structure of the transport tasks. They are included, however, in the visualization of
the assembly 6 subgraph in Figure 6.7.

Comparing ‘‘Adjacency Matrix’’ and ‘‘Assignment Matrix’’ Formulations
If we consider the operating schedules that arise in the original PC-TAPF formulation

of Chapter 4, we recognize that the size of a schedule’s adjacency matrix is greater

than the size of the assignment matrix used to create the schedule. Hence, the number of discrete and continuous optimization variables is greater in an ‘‘adjacency

matrix’’ milp formulation than in a comparable ‘‘assignment matrix’’ milp formulation. This prompts the question, ‘‘how much does solver runtime increase with
the ‘adjacency matrix’ formulation compared to the original ‘assignment matrix’

formulation?’’ To quantify the slowdown that occurs when solving an ‘‘assignment
milp’’ vs. an ‘‘adjacency milp’’, we evaluate three milp variants:

• AssignmentMILP is the original task assignment milp formulation proposed
in Section 4.4.1

• AdjacencyMILP is the new, generic milp formulation described above.
• SparseAdjacencyMILP implements the same milp formulation as AdjacencyMILP, but employs sparse variable containers and a pre-processing routine
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Figure 6.8: Absolute runtime plotted for SparseAdjacencyMILP (left) and AdjacencyMILP (right).
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Figure 6.9: Runtime ratio plotted for SparseAdjacencyMILP (left) and AdjacencyMILP (right) compared to AssignmentMILP. Some results for high m, low n
categories are not very meaningful because both AssignmentMILP and the AdjacencyMILP variant timed out at 100.
that instantiates optimization variables only for ‘‘legal’’ edges.
Since AssignmentMILP is limited to ‘‘single-robot-per-task’’ settings, we compare

these three milp variants on the PC-TA subproblems of the original PC-TAPF problem

set used for the experiments in Section 4.5.2.

The absolute runtimes for AdjacencyMILP and SparseAdjacencyMILP are plot-

ted in Figure 6.8. Figure 6.9 shows how the distribution over runtime ratios for

AdjacencyMILP/AssignmentMILP and SparseAdjacencyMILP/AssignmentMILP

vary between problem classes. Section 6.6.2 summarizes the runtime ratios of the

two AdjacencyMILP variants aggregated across all problem classes. Though both

variants are much slower than AssignmentMILP (and the slowdown becomes more
pronounced for m � n), it is clear that SparseAdjacencyMILP scales better than

AdjacencyMILP.
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Figure 6.10: Histograms summarizing the distributions of runtime ratios for SparseAdjacencyMILP/AssignmentMILP (left) and AdjacencyMILP/AssignmentMILP (right) aggregated over all problem instances.
We have explored several pre-processing approaches to reduce the problem size

(and hence, the solve time) of the adjacency matrix milp formulation. SparseAdjacencyMILP represents the most successful of those approaches. Though the increase
in runtime compared to AssignmentMILP is unfortunate, we consider for the time
being that the slowdown is acceptable in exchange for the added flexibility.

6.6.3

Modified Greedy Task Allocation

It has already been shown that the milp solver struggles when m � n. This effect

becomes even more pronounced for SparseAdjacencyMILP than for AssignmentMILP. For very large assemblies, optimal task assignment is intractable. This does

not necessarily mean that the milp solver cannot be used for large assemblies. On

the contrary, it is frequently the case that the milp solver identifies multiple feasible—
though not necessarily optimal—solutions in its search for a certifiably optimal

solution. If at least one such solution has been found before the time or iteration

limit is reached, the solver will return the best feasible solution found so far along

with an upper bound on the optimality gap.

Nevertheless, we also wish to have a suboptimal task assignment algorithm with

runtime guarantees. To this end, we propose a greedy precedence-constrained coalition
formation (Greedy-PCCF) algorithm (algorithm 6.2) that accounts for collaborative

transport tasks and the precedence constraints associated with build phases and
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nested subassemblies. Recall that Greedy (algorithm 5.1) makes a single assignment

per iteration, each time choosing the robot-task pair that minimizes the pickup

time over all available robots and all available tasks. Greedy-PCCF takes a similar approach, but adds the assignments for an entire transport unit (which may
include multiple agents) at each iteration. The transport unit is selected via the

EarliestArrival subroutine of Greedy-PCCF (algorithm 6.3), which is similar to

the earliest completion first algorithm proposed by Ramchurn, Polukarov, Farinelli,

et al. for multi-agent coalition forming with spatial and temporal constraints [99].
For each available transport task, a candidate transport unit is selected by greedily
assigning robots to the designated carrying formation positions. The transport
unit’s lower bound pickup time is the maximum over the candidate robot team of
the time required for each robot to reach its assigned pickup configuration. The

transport unit and associated robot team with the lowest pickup time are added to
the schedule.

In the original PC-TAPF setting, an unassigned task was considered available

if all of its predecessors had been assigned. In our setting, availability of a task
additionally requires that its build step be active. We require this modification

because each DepositCargo node is preceded by both a TransportUnitGo node

and an OpenBuildStep node. Hence, the DepositCargo task may not begin until its

associated build phase becomes active. Therefore, if Greedy were to prematurely
assign all robots to ‘‘downstream’’ build phases, it would essentially consign the

whole fleet to wait with their cargo indefinitely (because no robots would be available

to attend to the previous build phases). Hence, Greedy-PCCF limits the set of

available tasks at a given assignment iteration to the tasks that belong to active build
steps.

6.7

Plan Execution and Collision Avoidance

With the transport units configured, a staging plan defined, and all transport tasks

allocated to robots and robot teams, we now need to execute the construction plan.

This requires robots to move through the environment, collecting, transporting, and
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procedure Greedy-PCCF
active_assemblies ← all assemblies in project
available_robots ← all robots
available_components ← all raw materials
while active_assemblies is not empty
team_assignment ← nothing
tmin ← ∞
target ← nothing
for each assembly ∈ active_assemblies
for each component ∈ assembly.active_step.unassigned_components
if component ∈ available_components
goals ← component.pickup_positions
pairs ← ∅
ttask ← 0
while goals is not empty
(robot, goal ), t ← EarliestArrival( available_robots, goals)
ttask ← max(ttask , t)
if ttask ≥ tmin
break
pairs ← pairs ∪ (robot, goal )
available_robots ← available_robots \ {robot}
goals ← goals \ { goal }
for (robot, goal ) ∈ pairs
available_robots ← available_robots ∪ {robot}
if ttask < tmin
team_assignment ← (component, pairs)
tmin ← ttask
target ← assembly
Add team_assignment to operating schedule
if all component transport tasks for target.active_step are assigned
if target.active_step = target.terminal_step
active_assemblies ← active_assemblies \ {target}
available_components ← available_components ∪ {target}
else
target.active_step ← next build step

Algorithm 6.2: Greedy assignment algorithm for collaborative tranport tasks.
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function EarliestArrival(robots,goals)
assignment ← nothing
tmin ← ∞
for each robot ∈ robots
for each goal ∈ goals
t ← earliest time at which robot can reach goal
if t < tmin
assignment ← (robot, goal )
tmin ← t
10:
return assignment, tmin
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Algorithm 6.3: Earliest Arrival Subroutine called by Greedy-PCCF.
depositing their cargo, all while avoiding collision with each other and the various
assemblies under construction throughout the factory.

At any given moment in the construction process, a subset of the assembly build

phases are active. Each active staging area is treated as a ‘‘soft’’ obstacle for all agents
that are not directly involved in the activities of that staging area. More precisely, an
agent should only enter an active staging area if (a) the agent’s current task requires

it to enter the staging area, and (b) the build step associated with the task is active.

Otherwise, an agent may only enter a staging area if ‘‘pushed’’ into the staging area

by another agent. Recall that the staging area for each build phase is defined as

the minimum radius cylinder that fully encloses the assembly’s current bounding
cylinder, all dropoff zones associated with the build step, and the staging area of
the previous build phase. Thus, when a non-terminal build phase is completed, a

larger staging area becomes active. The robot fleet must therefore navigate through
an environment where virtual obstacles appear and disappear over time.

One approach would be to precompute an execution plan, consisting of the trajec-

tories of all agents from time zero to the completion of the project. Such an approach

would be analagous to the pre-execution route planning methods used in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. A pre-computation approach is attractive because it allows
the possibility of finding—with an appropriate global optimization method—a

makespan-optimal execution plan (that is, optimal with respect to the construction

plan). Li, Ran, and Xie propose a prioritized multi-robot trajectory optimization
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scheme that could be applicable here [102]. However, a long-horizon plan might

easily break down under delays caused by unforeseen disturbances in the environment. Moreover, a precomputation approach would need to account for the
appearances and disappearances of virtual obstacles, which in turn depend on the
times at which different tasks are completed.

Instead of precomputing an execution plan, we propose a distributed online

navigation strategy wherein each agent7 follows a reactive velocity control policy.

The reactive policy consists of three layers. The first layer is a simple switching
controller that plans a nominal velocity vector meant to move the agent toward its

goal while avoiding active staging areas that the agent should not enter. The second

layer of the reactive policy adds a ‘‘dispersion’’ component—based on weighted,
pairwise repulsive artificial potential fields—to the nominal velocity. The resulting

velocity vector is called the preferred velocity. The third and final layer is a collisionavoidance controller that computes an updated velocity vector if the preferred

velocity vector would lead to collision with other agents. The output of this final
layer is the commanded velocity.

procedure VelocityController(x)
vnominal ← TangentBugPolicy(x)
vpreferred ← DispersionProtocol(x, vnominal )
vcommanded ← RVO(x, vpreferred )

Algorithm 6.4: The three-level distributed velocity controller.

6.7.1

Level 1: Modified Tangent Bug Algorithm

Given the current set of staging area obstacles, each robot computes its own nominal

velocity using a variation of the Tangent Bug algorithm [103]. The agent’s waypoint
is initialized as its goal location. If the straight path from the agent’s current position

toward the waypoint is unobstructed up to some lookahead distance, the nominal

velocity is simply set to a vector pointing along that path. If the robot is far from the

7 In describing the execution phase, we use the term agent to mean either a robot or a transport
unit.
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goal, the vector’s magnitude is the maximum permissible speed of that agent, as

defined by Equation (6.1). If the robot is within a single time step of reaching the
goal, the velocity is scaled so that the robot will not overshoot the goal.

If the path from start to waypoint is blocked by one or more obstacles at closer

proximity than the lookahead distance, the closest of these obstacles is designated
as the target. The waypoint is set to the right-hand tangent point (i.e., the robot

aims to ‘‘skim’’ the obstacle by passing along its right side) of the circle created by
inflating the target by the agents own radius. If the path to this new waypoint is
obstructed by another obstacle, the waypoint is instead set to the first point on the

inflated target’s boundary that the agent would reach if it were to travel straight
toward its goal location. The nominal velocity is then set as a vector of maximum
permissible magnitude in the direction of the waypoint.

If the agent’s position is within some � of the inflated target’s boundary, the

agent selects a nominal velocity that will move it along the boundary in the counterclockwise direction. When the agent reaches a point on the boundary at which the

target no longer obstructs a straight path to the agent’s goal, the target is discarded
and the agent selects a new waypoint.

As agents switch tasks and new build steps become active, an agent will occa-

sionally find itself within a staging area in which it is not permitted to be. In this
case, the agent simply selects a velocity that follows the shortest path to the outside

of the staging area. In the event that the agent is at the exact center of the staging
area, its exit path points in the direction of the agent’s goal.

Our modified tangent bug algorithm always leads to counter-clockwise detours

around obstacles. This helps to reduce congestion that would occur if two agents
tried to navigate around the same obstacle in opposite directions. That said, the

nominal velocities computed by the tangent bug policy might lead to collisions if
executed directly by the agents.
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procedure ModifiedTangentBug(pos,goal)
target ← first obstacle intersected by ray pos → goal
if target �= nothing
waypoint ← point at which pos → goal first intersects target
d ← signed distance from pos to boundary of target
� pos is on boundary of target
if d ≈ 0
mode ← move_ccw_along_boundary
� pos is outside of target
else if d > 0
if d > planning_radius
mode ← move_toward_waypoint
else
o ← first obstacle intersected by ray pos → waypoint
if o = nothing
mode ← move_toward_right_hand_tangent_point
else
mode ← move_toward_waypoint
else if d < 0
� pos is inside of target
mode ← exit_target
else
waypoint ← goal
mode ← move_toward_waypoint
Algorithm 6.5: The modified tangent bug controller.
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Level 2: Prioritized Dispersion Protocol

The second level of the velocity controller defines active agents as follows: a transport

unit is designated as active if it is carrying cargo that belongs to an active build step.

A robot is designated as active if the next task in the robot’s itinerary is to join a

transport unit whose cargo (a) is available for pickup and (b) belongs to an active
build step.

When an active agent reaches the staging circle within which its goal lies, the

agent may enter immediately. Inactive agents, on the other hand, must wait outside
of the circle. When multiple inactive agents are waiting outside of a circle, there

may not be enough room for an active agent to make its way through the crowd.
Intuitively, inactive agents need to make room for an active agent when the active
agent needs to pass. When no active agent needs to get through, the inactive agents

don’t need to make any room.

The priorized dispersion protocol causes inactive agents to move away from other

agents when an active agent is close by. This allows active agents to ‘‘push through’’

crowds of inactive agents. The dispersion protocol is based on virtual pairwise

repulsive potential fields. Each inactive agent is subject to repulsive fields emanating

from other nearby agents (active agents are not affected by these repulsive fields).

The repulsive force exerted by agent j on agent i is defined by
F1 (xi , x j , ri , r j , R j ) = max(0, R j + ri + r j − �xi − x j �),

(6.20)

F (·) = F1 (·) + F2 (·),

(6.22)

f = ∇ xi F ( x i , x j , r i , r j , R j )

(6.23)

F2 (xi , x j , ri , r j , R j ) = max(0, 1/(�xi − x j � − R j ) − 1/(ri + r j ),

(6.21)

where xi and x j denote the agents’ position vectors, ri and r j denote the radii of
the agents’ bounding spheres, R j denotes the field radius of agent j, (6.20) encodes

a cone-shaped potential F1 , (6.21) encodes a log barrier-shaped potential F2 , (6.22)

defines the overall potential F as the sum of the cone and barrier potentials, and

(6.23) defines the repulsive force f as the gradient of the potential field with respect
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to xi .

The field radius R j determines how far the potential field extends from agent j.

For a small value of R j , agent j only exerts a repulsive force on agents that are very
close to it. Increasing R j has the effect of expanding the neighborhood in which other
agents are affected the repulsive force from j. The value of R j depends inversely on
the distance from agent j to the nearest active agent, according to
dj =

min

k∈ active_agents

� x j − xk � − ( r k + r j ) ,

R j = min( Rmax , c/d j ),

(6.24)
(6.25)

where d j denotes the distance from agent j to the nearest active agent, Rmax is

an upper bound on the field radius, and c is a scaling hyperparameter (we use

Rmax = 2.5 ∗ robot_radius and c = 1.0 ∗ robot_radius). If agent j is an active agent,

its field radius is equal to Rmax .

Note that the force exerted on i by j is not necessarily equal in magnitude to the

force exerted on j by i. As previously noted, active agents are not affected by the

potential fields. Between inactive agents, the field radius will be larger for the agent
that is closer to an active agent.

The overall virtual force experienced by agent i is the sum of the forces exerted

by all other agents within its vicinity. The preferred velocity of agent i is computed

by blending the nominal velocity with the virtual force, and clipping the resulting

velocity vector if its magnitude exceeds the maximum permissible speed:
v̂ = avnominal − b ∑ ∇xi F (xi , x j , ri , r j , R j )

(6.26)

v
=
min(vmax , �v̂�).
�v̂�

(6.27)

j

vpreferred

6.7.3

Level 3: Generalized RVO with Dynamic Prioritization

The final layer of the velocity controller is based on reciprocal velocity obstacles (RVO).

A velocity obstacle is created by translating the relative position vector between two
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robots and the desired velocity vector of the first robot into a set of two inequality
constraints on the velocity of second robot. Any velocity vector in the second robot’s

velocity envelope that satisfies either of these constraints will not lead to collision

with the first robot. Reciprocal velocity obstacles extend the velocity obstacle concept

by having pairs of robots share responsibility for avoiding collision with each other.
Generalized reciprocal velocity obstacles extend this notion further by allowing
two agents to share collision-avoidance responsibility unevenly. The parameter
αij ∈ [0, 1] denotes the share of the responsibility that agent i takes to avoid collision
j

with agent j (agent j’s share of the responsibility is αi = 1 − αij ) [82].

We use generalized RVO with a dynamic priority scheme (algorithm 6.6) that

assigns to each agent its own non-negative α-value. Each time any agent completes
a task, the α-values of all agents are recomputed. For any two agents i and j, we

compute αij = αi /(αi + α j ). If αi = α j = 0, we simply set αij to 0.5. The priority

scheme is designed to prioritize robots and transport units that are engaged in active

build phases, so that they can more easily push past other agents who are waiting
for their own build phases to begin. Within the active build phases, transport units

are given higher priority than unladen robots because they are ‘‘ahead’’ of the robots
in completing their tasks (the robots are on their way to form transport units).

6.7.4

Task Swapping

In some cases, a member of a transport unit is unable to reach its carrying position

because other members of the robot team are already waiting in their assigned
pickup locations. When such deadlocks occur, we simply allow the stuck robot to
swap tasks with the nearest team member that is closer to the stuck robot’s goal
than the stuck robot.

6.7.5

Sit-And-Wait Subroutine for Inactive Agents

In experiments with the distributed execution controller described avove, we found
that inactive robots tended to oscillate, pushing each other back and forth while
tightly gathered around a staging area. To avoid this needless dancing, we added a
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procedure SetAlphaValue(agent)
if agent is a transport unit
if current task is FormTransportUnit or DepositCargo
� agent must remain stationary anyway
α←0
� task is TransportUnitGo
else
if current task’s build phase is active
α←0
else
α←1
else
� agent is an unladen robot
if current task’s build phase is active
if current task’s cargo is ready for pickup
α ← 0.1
else
α ← 0.5
else
α←1

Algorithm 6.6: The dynamic priority scheme for setting an agent’s α-value in the
generalized RVO layer of our velocity controller.

‘‘sit-and-wait’’ subroutine that sets the nominal velocity to zero for inactive agents

within a specific distance from their destinations. With this feature enabled, inactive

agents within ‘‘stopping’’ range of its goal will not move unless the DispersionPro-

tocolor RVOpolicy layers require it to deviate from its zeroed nominal velocity.

This prevents most of the undesirable oscillations observed without the sit-and-wait
feature, though some oscillation is still observed when an inactive robot far from its
goal tries to move through a large group of other waiting inactive agents.

6.8

Demonstrations

We demonstrate our system’s performance in a simulated environment, which is

shown in Figure 6.12. The intial robot positions are draw from a uniform distribution

over a grid of locations around the center of the environment. The final assembly
staging area is always at the origin. All assemblies are constructed in the air above

the robots. When a transport unit deposits their cargo, it simply rises into the air
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until reaching its pre lift-into-place configuration. The initial locations of all raw
materials are placed at random locations outside of the cylinder that bounds the
global staging plan.

All of the simulator code is written in Julia [91]. Rendering is done via MeshCat 8 .

We use Julia’s PyCall package to access the Python bindings to a modified version
of the RV02 Library 9 (our modified RVO2 library incorporates the α prioritization
levels described in Section 6.7.3).

We demonstrate our framework on five different assemblies, at various points

along the size spectrum:

• Tractor - This is the tractor project that has been used as as running example

throughout this chapter. It is based on LEGO® model 10708, Green Creativity

Box.

• X-Wing Mini - An assembly based on LEGO® model 30051, X-wing Fighter Mini, from the LEGO® Star Wars collection. It consists of 61 pieces organized
into 13 assemblies.

• X-Wing - An assembly based on LEGO® model 7140, X-wing Fighter from the

LEGO® Star Wars collection. X-Wing is bigger than X-Wing Mini, with 201
pieces organized into 17 assemblies.

• Destroyer - An assembly based on LEGO® model 8099, Midi-scale Star Destroyer
from the LEGO® Star Wars collection. Destroyer has 418 parts organized into
8 assemblies.

• Saturn V - An assembly is based on LEGO® model 21309, NASA Apollo Saturn V. The Saturn V rocket has 1845 pieces, which are organized into 294
assemblies.

8 https://github.com/rdeits/MeshCat.jl

9 The

RVO2 C++ Library is available at https://gamma.cs.unc.edu/RVO2/
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Tractor

X-Wing Mini

X-Wing

Destroyer

Saturn V

Figure 6.11: The five assemblies on which we demonstrate our system.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.12: Screenshots from the Tractor construction in the simulated environment:
(a) Components of a tire assembly are carried by two robots; (b) The chassis is
transported by a team of four robots; (c) The rear axle is lifted into place, while
some of the final components are seen on board robots in the background; (d) The
final pieces of the Tractor assembly are lifted into place.

Full Stack Simulations
For each assembly, we run a full stack simulation with task allocation performed by

Greedy-PCCF and execution performed by TangentBugPolicy+DispersionProtocol+RVO.
Images from the Tractor project are shown in Figure 6.12. Images from the X-WingMini project are shown in Figure 6.13. The X-Wing Project is shown in various stages
of completion in Figures 6.14 to 6.17.

Table 6.2 reports the following metrics from the simulation runs:

• Transport Unit Configuration Time is the total time spent configuring all transport
units.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.13: Screenshots from the X-Wing Mini construction in the simulated environment: (a) The bounding hyperrectangles of the subassemblies are shown
at the assembly build locations (this snapshot was taken prior to the beginning
of the simulation). (b) Essentially all of the robots are congregated around the
penultimate staging area, waiting for their turn to enter; (c) A birds eye view shows
the crowding from a different angle. The bounding hyperspheres for some of the
transport units are shown to convey the tightness of the crowding; (d) A group
of six robots waits in hexagonal carrying formation as the completed assembly is
lowered into its carrying configuration.
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Figure 6.14: The robot fleet transports some of the initial components while executing
the X-Wing project. Active agents are highlighted with green disks.
• Staging Plan Generation Time is the time spent generating the global staging
plan.

• Task Allocation Time is the time spent forming coalitions and allocating tasks.
• Preprocessing Time is the total duration of all pre-execution steps (loading

project specification from memory, constructing geometric overapproximations, configuring transport units, generating the global staging plan, and
assigning tasks).

• Predicted Makespan is the predicted makespan of the project based on the output
of the task assignment solution.

• Execution Runtime is the amount of time required to run the simulator to
completion of the project.

• Execution Makespan is the makespan of the actual execution run, which is
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Figure 6.15: The X-Wing at a later stage, when the nose subassembly is being moved
into its mated configuration relative to the fighter body.
always longer than the predicted makespan (because robots take detours to
avoid collisions and to avoid entering staging circles).

Note that the total preprocessing time (with Greedy-PCCF assignment) for each

of the projects is under seven minutes. The entire construction plan for the two

smallest projects is computed in less than six seconds, whereas the largest project

(Saturn V) takes six minutes and 59 seconds. Configuring transport units is very fast,
and takes less than ten seconds even for Saturn V. The staging plan computation

doesn’t take much longer—17 seconds for Saturn V. Coalition forming and task
allocation take just over 132 seconds for Saturn V. The remaining time comes from

loading the assembly geometry and computing the overapproximated geometries.
The distributed execution strategy successfully completes all of the projects

except for Saturn V. The Saturn V simulation reaches 32% completion after five
hours of simulation, but by that time execution has slowed tremendously. It is

unclear whether some deadlock has occurred. The Saturn V project is too large for
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Figure 6.16: The fourth and final wing assembly is lifted into position as the X-Wing
nears completion.
our rendering pipeline to handle, so we have been unable to visually inspect an
animation of the partial solution. Another important factor is that the staging plan

for Saturn V is much more spread out than for the other projects, because it has so

many subassemblies. Thus, robot travel time across the factory floor is significantly
increased.

It is worth noting that the execution makespan frequently comes close to dou-

bling the predicted makespan in the larger projects. It is clear from Table 6.2 that

the simulator runtime scales quite poorly with project size. This runtime could
likely be significantly reduced by taking advantage of a multi-threaded simulation

environment and implementing more efficient data structures for spatial indexing.

Task Allocation Comparison
Next, we compare the performance of the Optimal (SparseAdjacencyMILP) and

Greedy-PCCF task allocation models. For each solver, we report the Task Allocation
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Figure 6.17: Nine robots move into carrying configuration in preparation to transport
the completed X-Wing assembly.
Table 6.2: Results for full planner and simulation stack, reported for the five demo assemblies. Task allocation is performed by Greedy-PCCF, and execution is performed
by TangentBugPolicy+DispersionProtocol+RVO
Num. Parts
Num. Assemblies
Num. Robots

Tractor

X-Wing-Mini

X-Wing

Destroyer

Saturn V

20
8
12

61
13
30

201
17
100

418
8
100

1845
294
100

0.1
0.3
0.14
2.97

0.24
0.64
0.17
4.91

1.07
1.48
1.4
43.54

1.47
1.98
3.98
58.88

8.24
15.75
132.11
418.88

5785.62
156.03
272.03

–
1195.85
–

Preprocessing
T.U. Config Time (s)
Staging Plan Time (s)
Assignment Time (s)
Preprocessing Time (s)

Execution (TangentBugPolicy+DispersionProtocol+RVO)
Execution Runtime (s)
77.6
Predicted Makespan (s) 34.18
Makespan (s)
54.55

195.17
49.85
80.0

3029.51
99.59
187.95
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Table 6.3: Comparison of Optimal task allocation and Greedy-PCCF task allocation
for the five demo assemblies. Optimal was unable to compute a feasible solution for
the three largest assemblies.
Num. Parts
Num. Assemblies
Num. Robots

Tractor

X-Wing-Mini

X-Wing

Destroyer

Saturn V

20
8
12

61
13
30

201
17
100

418
8
100

1845
294
100

0.14
45.13

0.17
49.85

1.4
99.59

3.98
156.03

132.11
1165.18

75.24
34.18

101.38
170.93

–
–

–
–

–
–

Greedy-PCCF
Assignment Time (s)
Predicted Makespan (s)
Optimal
Assignment Time (s)
Predicted Makespan (s)

Time as well as the Predicted Makespan. These results are presented in Table 6.3.

The Optimal task allocation solver outperforms Greedy-PCCF on the Tractor

project by 30% on the predicted makespan metric. However, even X-Wing Mini is

large enough that Optimal times out before finding an optimal solution, returning a

higher makespan solution than Greedy-PCCF. Optimal fails altogether on X-Wing
and Destroyer. We did not even test Optimal on Saturn V because of prohibitive
memory limits.

Execution Policy Comparison
We also report the results of simulations with levels two and three of the distributed

velocity controller disabled (meaning that collisions are permitted) in the other.
Table 6.4 reports the Execution Runtime and Makespan for the full distributed control policy (TangentBugPolicy + DispersionProtocol + RVO) and the nominal

policy alone (TangentBugPolicy only). Note that the execution runtime increases

dramatically with the full controller.
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Table 6.4: Comparison of TangentBugPolicy only execution and TangentBugPolicy+ DispersionProtocol+ RVO execution for the five demo assemblies.
Tractor X-Wing-Mini X-Wing Destroyer Saturn V
Num. Parts
20
Num. Assemblies
8
Num. Robots
12
Predicted Makespan (s) 34.18

61
13
30
49.85

201
17
100
99.59

418
8
100
156.03

1845
294
100
1195.85

TangentBugPolicy+DispersionProtocol+RVO
Execution Runtime (s)
Makespan (s)

77.6
54.55

195.17
80.0

3029.51
187.95

5785.62
272.03

–
–

79.03
53.65

82.08
70.75

236.38
168.73

360.88
255.2

–
–

TangentBugPolicy only
Execution Runtime (s)
Makespan (s)

6.9

Discussion

We have presented a proof-of-concept system for multi-robot assembly planning.
Given a project specification that specifies an assembly tree and a set of build phases,
our algorithm is capable of synthesizing and executing construction plans involving
assemblies with hundreds of parts. This process includes planning the carrying
configurations of robot teams that will move objects and assemblies through the

factory, setting up staging zones where each assembly will be incrementally pieced

together, assigning robots to both solo and collaborative transport tasks, and enabling
the robots to execute the staging plan in a distributed manner. Our main contribution
is the sum total of these components.

As noted previously, our framework abstracts away many important details that

would need to be considered in the real world. Here, we identify some of those

considerations and point to the relevant literature and/or discuss how our approach
could be extended in future work.

Our framework does not address the fine manipulation and geometric path

planning required to piece together complex assemblies. The closest we come to
addressing this is to have each robot deposit each assembly component on the
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side of the staging area that is closest to the component’s destination configuration

within the assembly. We assume, rather, that these planning and control tasks
are handled by some lower-level system. As noted in Section 6.1, existing work in

multi-scale manipulation and collaborative grasp planning is particularly relevant
in this regard [3], [10].

Our method for configuring robot teams is based on a geometric heuristic. A

more principled approach would consider factors like payload mass and mass

distribution, structural properties, grasping locations and the quality thereof. Existing work on multi robot grasp planning offers some a good starting point for the

development of a more rigorous approach [10], [11], [104].

Our staging plan layout procedure produces a global staging plan with at least

one attractive property: the layout is such that each assembly can be transported in

a straight path from its own staging area to its prescribed dropoff zone in the parent

assembly’s staging area without crossing through any other staging areas. However,

deeply nested assemblies quickly lead to a very broadly spread staging plan. It is

surely possible to achieve a more space-effecient layout. One approach might be

to construct a Voronoi diagram from the circles, and ‘‘pull’’ all the staging errors

toward each other as if connected by springs. This could results in a more compact
construction zone without violating constraints on interstitial space or breaking the
line-of-sight property mentioned above.Also, our use of cylindrical staging zones

can be wasteful for certain geometries of parts and assemblies. For example, a

long, skinny assembly should have a long, skinny (although inflated relative to the

assembly) staging area. We point out that though our iterative layout approach was

described in terms of circles and cylinders, it could easily be generalized to a other
geometric shapes. One particularly promising shape is the octagonal prism. With

eight sides at fixed angular offsets from each other, the octagon can approximate
round parts as well as skinny parts. Thus, it would be perfectly feasible to adapt the

radial layout optimization problem to an octagonal layout optimization problem.

Another consideration is that our layout approach is based purely on the assembly
specification, and does not account for the starting locations of raw materials. In a

real factory, it might be important to place some staging areas in close proximity to
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the place where their raw materials are stored.

Another important layout consideration is that our approach does not account

for the temporal aspect of the assembly process. Staging areas only need to be

separate with each other if they are being used simultaneously. In an environment

with limited floor space, it might not be desirable or feasible to define a staging plan

with no overlap between staging circles. Just as we allow deposit zones to overlap
with the deposit zones from previous and future build steps, it would be useful

to allow staging circles to overlap if their assembly construction timelines are far

apart. Promising approaches to address these considerations might be found in the
literature on facilities planning [12].

Our three-layer distributed execution strategy works well in practice. In particu-

lar, the dispersion protocol is crucial to enable deadlock-free execution—our early

experiments without the dispersion protocol (i.e, just TangentBugPolicy+RVO)

were characterized by frequent deadlock due to crowding of inactive agents around
the assembly staging areas. Task-swapping (Section 6.7.4) prevents deadlock that
might otherwise occur when an agent is blocked from reaching its carrying position
by other robots that are participating in the same transport unit. This idea might be

extended to a full online task allocation and coalition forming approach (i.e., assign

tasks and form teams on the fly, rather than making all assignments before beginning execution). The sit-and-wait subroutine avoids most undesirable ‘‘dancing’’
behavior, but could surely be replaced by a more elegant solution.

It is important to note that we have not identified any theoretical guarantees on

the performance of our execution strategy. Though our solution is effective for the

projects considered (except the Saturn V), it may be vulnerable to edge cases that

do not appear in our set of demo projects.

One alternative approach to collision-free and deadlock-free execution might

would be to define a virtual highway system through the space between the staging
zones. Each staging area could be encircled by a counter clock-wise highway around

its perimeter. Nested circular highways could be connected to their parents by

defined entrance and exit ramps. Agents could be required to move along the

highway at all times or to exit into a staging area (if the agent’s task qualifies it to
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access that staging area) or a designated parking spot. This approach might lead to

slower execution in practice, but it would be easier to provide theoretical guarantees
of completeness.

7

Conclusion

This chapter provides a summary of the thesis and contributions, followed by an
outline of future work.

7.1

Summary

This thesis has presented a body of work focused on the problem of flexible automated manufacturing. Flexible factory technology could be harnessed for many
useful commercial and societal purposes. An obvious commercial application is fast

prototyping of complex assemblies. Flexible manufacturing would also be a major

boon in emergency scenarios, where rapid large-scale production of medical devices,

emergency equipment, or humanitarian relief packages could save lives. Moreover,
automated manufacturing would make it possible to build things in locations (e.g.,
outer space) where it is not easy for a team of humans to participate directly in
manufacturing operations.

Mobile autonomous robots will play an important role in the development of

flexible factory technology. To effectively employ large robot fleets in manufacturing
applications, numerous important considerations must be addressed. Some of these

considerations include: collision-free movement of multiple mobile agents in shared

workspaces; effective multi-robot collaboration to manipulate and transport large

payloads; complex task allocation constraints that arise in coupled manufacturing

processes; spatial planning for parallel assembly and transportation of nested subassemblies; online adaptation to new workloads. This thesis addresses each of these

considerations in some way. There are, of course, many other considerations that
156
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we have not addressed. We describe some of these in Section 7.3.

7.2

Contributions

Chapters 1 to 3 do not present any original techniques, but rather serve to introduce

the flexible manufacturing problem and to discuss existing theory and results in

optimization, planning, and multi-agent systems. Chapters 4 and 6 and Section 5.3.1
make the following important contributions:

• An efficient planner for optimally solving precedence-constrained multiagent task assignment and path finding problems: In Chapter 4, we intro-

duced a novel factory problem—precedence-constrained multi-agent task

assignment and path finding (PC-TAPF)—and proposed an efficient algorithm to optimally solve it (Section 4.4). Empirical results demonstrate that
our algorithm outperforms a naive integer linear program-based solution
method by several orders of magnitude (Section 4.3). Experiments across a

wide range of problems show that our algorithms scales well to problems with
large numbers of robots and tasks, though the optimal task allocation module

struggles in regimes where there are many tasks but few robots (Section 4.5.2).
In an ablation study, we show that the slack-exploiting features of our path
planning module are the key to its ability to efficiently plan collision-free
routes (Section 4.6).

• Online replanning methods for lifelong PC-TAPF problems: In Chapter 5,
we introduced lifelong PC-TAPF—an online version of PC-TAPF in which

project requests stream into the factory at regular intervals. We proposed
a family of planners for re-optimizing the factory plan to balance resources
between ongoing projects and newly arriving projects (Section 5.3). This

family of solvers includes aggressive re-optimization methods based on the

work in Chapter 4. It also includes more conservative, failure-proof methods

that include a greedy task allocation algorithm and a prioritized route planner
based on [76] (Section 5.3.2, Section 5.3.3). We present empirical results
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showing that our algorithms can handle a wide range of problem classes

(Section 5.4). Some solvers are dominant in specific operating regimes, but no
single planner outshines all others in every case.

• A proof-of-concept system for multi-agent robotic assembly planning: In

Chapter 6, we proposed a proof-of-concept system for large scale multi-robot
assembly planning. Our system plans collaborative carrying configurations of

robot teams using a geometric heuristic and a hill-climbing algorithm (Section 6.4). It uses an iterative radial layout optimization procedure to define

a global staging layout that places child assembly staging areas adjacent to

parent assembly staging areas, while leaving room for robots to navigate between and around the staging areas (Section 6.5). Our system introduces

a ‘‘graph-repair’’ mixed-integer program formulation for optimal allocation

of solo and collaborative tasks to robots and robot teams (Section 6.6). It
also introduces a modified greedy task allocation algorithm that scales well
and ensures feasible allocations of tasks Section 6.6.3. Finally, our system
introduces a distributed control policy that enables the robots to execute the

staging plan without colliding with each other (Section 6.7). In simulation, we

demonstrate that our system can construct complex assemblies with hundreds
of components (Section 6.8).

7.3

Future Work

There are numerous important considerations surrounding flexible automated manufacturing that have not been addressed by this thesis. There is also much room for

improvement in regard to considerations that we have addressed. In this section,

we discuss several avenues for future work.

7.3.1

Robustness to Uncertainty

The key consideration for future work is robustness to uncertainty. The work presented in this thesis essentially assumes a deterministic, fully observable factory
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environment. The sole element of uncertainty in our problem formulations is that
project requests in lifelong PC-TAPF are not visible to the planner until their arrival
times.

Uncertainty in a factory environment can come from myriad sources. Robots

might have sensor, battery„ communication, or actuator failures that render them

incapable of fully participating in factory operations. Payloads might be mishandled,

leading to damage or to dropped payloads that cannot easily be picked back up.

The factory workspace might change if new inventory is temporarily placed on

the floor, or if an oil spill or some other event renders some zones inaccessible.
Most importantly, the robots may at times need to operate in close proximity to

humans—whose intentions can never be fully known by the robots—on the factory
floor. On top of all this, sensor and communication limitations mean that the factory
environment can only be partially observed by the robot fleets.

Our work in Chapter 5 offers a promising start in regard to handling uncertainty.

The reformulation techniques of Section 5.3.1 could be extended to the kind of
‘‘project-level’’ replanning that might be required if manufacturing processes were
to be interrupted by some unexpected event. The graph-repair task allocation

formulation of Section 6.6 could be combined with ‘‘schedule surgery’’ techniques
to temporarily remove broken robots from the factory plan, or if a change in the
factory environment necessitated re-assignment or re-routing.

To respond to contingencies on a medium time scale, the modified PIBT planner

of Section 5.3.3 could be extended to incorporate a dynamic factory workspace

model. Existing work in robust and persistent execution of MAPF schedules could

also be extended to our setting [61], [79]. The same is true of planning methods for
MAPF formulations with delay probabilities [58]–[60]. In both cases, an important
consideration is the propagation of delay through the cross-schedule dependencies
that are a distinguishing feature of our problem settings.

At the individual robot level, high-frequency closed-loop control strategies can

be effective in compensating for process noise. Our reactive TangentBug+RVO

controller is already well-suited for local collision avoidance, and could be extended
to handle uncertainty introduced by perception noise and localization error.
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Certifiably Deadlock-Free Execution

Another important directon for future work is the development of continuousspace distributed execution strategies that are certifiably free from deadlocks. Our
proposed methods (Section 6.7) are effective in practice, but lack any theoretical

guarantee of completeness. The concept of dynamic prioritization, which is present

in the second (Section 6.7.2) and third (Section 6.7.3) layers of our distributed
controller), is a promising starting point. Potential avenues for improvement include

more sophisticated potential field methods, such as the method proposed by Fink,

Ani Hsieh, and Kumar for decentralized multi-robot caging and pushing of planar
objects [9]. Another approach would involve the definition of virtual highways

along which agents would be required to move, along with rules about when and

where agents could enter and exit the highway. This line of work could build on

existing research in automated guided vehicles [83]. Yet another approach might
be based on a prioritized trajectory optimization scheme combining ideas from ISPS

(Section 4.4.3) and the approach of Li, Ran, and Xie [102].

7.3.3

Construction Site Layout Planning

Hand-in-hand with the consideration of deadlock-free execution is the consideration

of construction site layout. A good layout enables smooth and efficient execution,

while a poor layout may lead to deadlock and poor performance. Our approach is

well-suited to avoiding layout-induced deadlock, but could be improved to make

more effient use of floor space. Research from the facilities planning literature may
be helpful in planning better construction site layouts [12].

7.3.4

Manipulation and Grasp Planning

A real-world multi-robot manufacturing system would require fine manipulation to
piece together assembly components. Such considerations are abstracted away in

the work presented in this thesis. Though our work presents a heuristic method that
plans plausible-looking multi-robot carrying formations, real world collaborative
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transport planning would also require a more principled approach. In both of these

regards, existing work in multi-scale manipulation and collaborative grasp planning
is particularly relevant in this regard [3], [10], [11].
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